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ABSTRACT

A program of reactivity accident tests has been performed with the Spert Ill

E-core -- a small, oxide-fueled, l)ressurized-water reactor (PWR). which

except for size is g,.nerally characteristic of an unborated, commercial PWR

with essentially no fission product inventory in the core. With this core, 80

nondamaging power excursions were initiat(d(I from typical PWR operating

onnditions, viz. cold-startup, hot-starti:p, hot-standby, and ope.rating-power

inital conditions. The excursions resulted from rapid reactivity insertions

ranging from 0.5 to 1.3$. The data obtain..d provide the only known -xperimental

reactivity accident results for low-enrzched ,'xidc cores at initial condithons

other than cold-startup. The cold-startup power excursions were cssentially

limited by Doppler broadening of U-238 rciionanc,.- absorption cross sections.

which provided the majority of the total reactivity compensation. For the other

test conditions, reactivity feedback resulting from prompt muderator heating,

caused by slowing down of fast neutrons and absorption of prompt gamma ra. ;,

became a significant contributor to the total reactivity leedback. The IIIEKIN and

PARET computer codes were evaluated using the experimental data. The !HEKIN

code, which considers only reactivity feedback from Doppler broadening.

provided satisfactory predictions foi only the cold-startup tests. The compre-

hensive PARET code yielded excellent predictions for all accident conditions

tested.
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SUMMARY

Reactor safety is gu'nelaily assessed on the basis of calculational models

that predict the courses and consequences of postulated reactor accidents.

The accuracy of these predictions, however. can be determined only by compar-

ison with experimental data, Reactivity accident tests, which provide data for

verification of such calculational models, have been performed in the oxide-

fu(!led. pressurized-water Spert Ill E-core reactor. Thu specific objectives

of the Spert Ill E-core program were to (a) obtain reactivity accident data

under initial r.onditions simildar to conmin,-rcial PWR operating conditions.

(b) analyze the data to determine the reactor hInetic response, and (c) Uvaluate

computer codes used to predict the reautor kinetic behavior. Except for its

-imai size, this reactor has the characteristics ofanunhorated, commercial,

pressurized-water reactor (PWR) with esseniti •ll3, no fission product inventory

in the core. The EI-core initial test conditions were representative of cold-

startup, hot-startup, hot-stiin ldby, and Ope rating-power conditions in PWIV's.

The tests were initiated with rapid reactivity insertions ranging from 0.5

to 1.3$, which resulted in non(lanmaging power excursions with reactor periods

from ai)out 1000 to 10 resec. These d(ate provide the only known experimental

reactivity accident results for low-enricaed oxide cores at initial cond.tions

other than cold-startup. Analytical models, used b)y the nuclear industry to

predict the results of reactivity accidents, caii now be evaluated for hot-startup,

hot-standby, and operating-power conditions.

The kinetic behavior of the E-core wms calculated using the PALLElT and

IiEKIN digital computer codes, both of which use the point-reactor kinetic

equations. The PARET code calculates the coupled thermal, hydrodynamic,

and nuclear response of the reactor, and all the known major reactivity feedback

mechanisms are accounted for. In the IREKIN code, there are no provisions

for coolant flow, and only Doppler reactivity feedback is taken into account.

The results of these calculations are typical of reactivity acident analyses

performed using current space-izidependent kinetic techniques.

The E-core experimental and analytical programs were divided into

low-initial-power and high-initial-power test phases. I ow-initial-power (.,50W)
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excursions were Derformed for cold- and hot-startup conditions. Itigh-initind-

power excursions were performed for hot-standby and operating-power conditioms.

For the E-core. these system conditions are defined as:

Accident Coolant Inlet Tnitluia 1c.ltz:ttr
Conditiona vmrrature (OF) Powrr (r d)

Cold Startup 70 5 x 10-5

Hot Startup 260 5 x ",0 -,

500 X .x0 5

119t Standby 500

Oper•ting Power 500

With the exception of the cold-startup excursions, the test conditions wUee's

generally 1500 psig system pressure and 14 fps coolant flow alon•g the fuel

rods. In terms of flow, coolant subcooling, and specific co.u powr, the Initial

test condltions were characteristic of commercial PWR operating conditlons.

Analyses of experimental results from the cold-startup reactivity accid,.nt

tests demonstrated that thesie power excursions in the E-core were essentially

limited by Doppler broadening of the U-238 resonance aboorption cross sections.

Over the range of reactor periods considered (1000 to 10 msec) for the cold-

startup tests. Doppler broadening provided about 85 to 95% of the tftal reactivity

compensation sit the time of peak power. Other oxide cores previously tested

at Spert, the Spert I OC and Spert IV CDC, were also Doppler limited Ouring

cold-startup excursions. These cores had smaller nonmoderator-to-moderator

ratios than did the E-core, and as expected, increasing this ratio increased the

Doppler reactivity feedback. Although there were significant differences in

Doppler feedback, total mass of U0 2 fuel, and U-235 enrichment among the

three cores, the largest variation in peak reactor power or maximum specific

energy release at peak power for cold-startup tests initiated by equal reactivity

insertions was only a factor of two.

For the 2607 hot-startup tests, the peak reactor powers w.r, about 10

to 35% larger than the values for cold-.startup transients initiated with the same

reactivity insertions. Peak reactor powers were about 50% larger for 5UO0F

hot-startup tests than for cold-startup transients resulting from the same

reactivity insertion. These differences in peak power indicate that Doppler

reactivity feedback coefficients decrease with increasing fuel temperature.

However, the differences between cold- and 500*F hot-startup peak powers
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were not as large as would have been expected if the E-core were solely

Doppler limited at hot-startup conditions. Analyses indicated that reactivity

feedback resulting from moderator expansion became a significant contributor

to the total reactivity feedback at elevated system temperatures. This moderator

ibedback resulted from prompt moderator heating (PMH) that was caused

by the slowing down of fast neutrons and the absorption of prompt gamma rays.

During the 500*F hot-startup tests, PMH feedback contributed from 20 to 35%

of the total reactivity compensation at the time of peak power.

Analyses of the experimental results from the high-Initial-power tests

domonstrated that appreciable reactivity'feedback occurred during the reactivity

Instertions, and therefore the power rises for these transients were not pure

exponentials. During the high-initial-power tests, the kinetic behavior of the

E-core was strongly influenced by the reactivity inseraion rate. This is in

contrust to the relative unimportance of insertion rate for the low-initial-power

tests. wherc the reactivity insertions were completed before appreciable

reactivity feedback occurred, and the transients beha,,.d as if a step reactivity

insertion had taken place. Because of the immediate feedback during excursions

performed from high-initial-powers, the times required to reach peak power

were considerably shorter than those for the low-initial-power tests. The times

to peak power for the operating-power tests were about 100 msec regardless

of 'he reactivity insertion. Peak reactor powers were about 40 to 50% larger

for the hot-standby transients than for 500'F hot-startup tests initiated with

the same reactivity insertions. For superprompt critical, operating-power

tr:nsients, peak powers were about 2.7 times those for equivalent 500°F hot-

startup tests; whereas the subprompt critical, operating-power transients

reached peak powers about 10 times those of equivalent 500OF hot-startup

tests, high-initial-power test results showed the effect of initial reactor power

and further demonstrated the decreasing Doppler coefficient with increasing

fu,:I temperature. During the hot-standby tests, Doppler compensation was

still the principal feedback mechanism with PMH r'!activity feedback contributing

about 25% of the total at the time of peak power. For the operating-power tests,

lINlh reactivity compe#nsation was the dominating feedback mechanism until

about the time of p)ak power at which time the Doppler feedback became

approximately equal to the PMlI feedback,
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During the hot-startup tests, the effect of coolant flow was investigated

for exc'arsions with reactor periods ranging from 250 to 15 msec by varying

the coolant fl.'v rate from 2.4 to 24 fps. For long-period transients (reactor

period, T, >40 msec), increasing the coolant flow rate increased the energy

release to the time of peak power. This increase in energy release was caused.

by reduced moderator reactivity feedback at the larger flow rates. The reduction

in feedback resulted because considerable heated coolant was transported

from the core during the transient. For short-period transients (reactor

period, r. ,40 msec),the energy release atthe time of peak power was essentially

independent of flow rate beca-ise little coolant was transported from the core

in the short times required to reach peak powcr. Hcwever, for these same short

period transients the power levels following the power peak increased with

increasing coolant flow rates.

To evaluate the capabilities of calculational models, the E-core kinetic

behavior was predicted using the PARET and IREKIN computer codes for

the reactivity accident conditions experimentally investigated. IREKIN predic-

tions were up to 30% larger than the experimental results for the cold-startup

reactivity tests, but were 4Q to 60% larger than experimental values for all

the superprompt critical, hot-startup reactivity accident tests. However,

the IREKIN code underpredicted the energy release to peak power for the

500*F subprompt critical, hot-startup tests. These inconsistencies in the

IREKIN predictions resulted because coolant flow is not considered in the

IREKIN code and moderator feedback cannot be satisfactorily taken into account.

Because the effects of coolant flow and moderator reactivity feedback are

very important at high-iaitial-power conditions, the limitations in the IREKIN

code precluded meaningful calculations for the hot-standby or operating-

power reactivity accident tests. PARET predictions were within 30% of the

uxperimental results for all accident conditions tested.

During all the reactivity accident tests, the E-core fuel rods performed

satisfactorily and clad integrity was not lost; however, circumferential ridging

or clad bambooing occurred along the high flux regions of the fuel rods. Metal-

lurgical investigations indicated that the strength of, the cladding was not

affected by this bambooing. The maximum fuel rod cladding surface temperature

measured during the entire exparimental program was about 600°F, and occurred

during the operating-power tes~t. The maximum calculated hot-spot U0 2 fuel
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temperature obtained using PAlET was about 38001F. These maximum temper-

atures are well below the melting temperatures of the stainless steel clad and

UO 2 fuel.

Because of the excellent agreement that was obtained between the PARET

calculational and experimontal results, the PARET code was used to inv,;stigate

the E-core kinetic behavior for postulated reactivity accidents that were not

experimentally investigated. Calculations were performed to determine the

effect of positivý moderator temperature coefficients at operating-power

conditions. These PARET calculations indicate that for a positive moderator

temperature coefficient largor than about + 3V/°F power excursions that are

not self-limited by Doppler feedback could occur in the E-core. For these

modvrator temperature coefficients, E-core power excursions would be limited

only by core disassembly.

PAllET calculations were perfcrmed for postulated E-core reactivity

accidents initiated with the maximum available reactivity insertions for the

various operating conditions. These reactivity insertions were 41.8$ for the

cold-startup and 250OF hot-startup conditions and 3.5$ for the 5007F hot-startup,

the hot-standby, and the operating-power conditions. The results of these

calculations indicate that the probability of core damage is largest for the

cold-startup and operating-power accidents. For the most severe cold-starfl'p

reactivity accident considered, Aiol melting was calculated to occur in tht

axial flux peaking region of about 30% of the core. However, during the power

burst, the maximum clad surface temperature was calculated to be enly about

200oF. For the most severe operating-power reactivity accident, the maximum

fuel temperature was calculated to be about 4900OF during the power burst,

which would not cause fuel melting. For this case, however, critical clad-water

he.,t transfer conditions (departure from nucleate boiling heat fluxes) were

calculated to occur along the axial flux peaking region in about 30% of the core;

therefore clad melting could possibly occur.

in summary, analysis of the experimental results indicates that cold-startup

power excursions in the E-core are principally limited by reactivity feedback

arising from Doppler broadening. For hot-startup and hot-standby power

excursions, reactivity feedback from prompt moderator heating becomes

important in limiting these excursions. The prompt moderator heating reactivity

fctldback becomes the principal mechanism in limiting E-core power excursions

initiated from operating-poweVr conditions. The IIRIEKIN code, wLhch accounts only
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for Doppler feedback, yielded predictions that were within 30% of the expel imental

results for the cold-startup reactivity accident tests. For all the other test

conditions, IREKIN predictions were not satisfactory. Thus, for all reactivity

accident conditions except cold-startup, it is concluded that the IRE'KIN code

or codes similar to it are not adequate for predicting reactor kinetic behavior.

The co:,prehensive PARET code, which accounts for all kncwn reactivity

feedback mechanisms, yielded predictions that were within, 30% or less of

experimental results for all accident conditions tested. it is recommended that

a code like PARET, which incorporates coolant flow and mr,1,eLator reactivity

feedback, be used for predicting the results of reactivity accidents in small,

oxide-fueled PWR's.
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REACTIVITY ACCIDENT TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSES FOR THE
SPERT III E-CORE -- A SMALL, OXIDE-FUELED, PRESSURIZED-

WATER REACTOR

I. INTRODUCTION

Reactor safety is generally assessed from analytical models that predict

the courses and consequences of postulated reactor accidents. The accuracy

of these predictions, however, can be. determined only by cornmlrison with

experimental data. An objective of the Special Power Excursion Reactor

Test (Spert) Program, which is conducted by Phillips Petroleum Company at the

National Reactor TestingStation, is to obtain data for the evaluation of analytical

models. Two goals of this program are to determine (a) the mechanical behavior

and (b) the nuclear behavior of oxide-fueled reactors for one type of postulated

accident, the reactivity accident. The mechanical behavior of U02 fuel rods

during power excursions is being investigated as part of the Subassembly

Test Programill. The nuclear behavior of a small, oxide-fucied reactor

was investigated during the Oxide Core Kinetics Program, and the resi ..

of this investigation are the subject of this report.

Analytical models have been shown to accurately predict the nuclear

behavior of oxide-fueled reactors for nondamaging reactivity accident tests

initiated from ambient temperature conditions[2" 71 . Because experimental

data were not available, however, evaluation of these models could not be made

for tlI,, entire range of temperature, pressure, flow, and power conditions of

oxide-fueled reactors. The Oxide Core Kinetics Program was designed to

obtain reactivity accident data under initial operating conditions that are similar

to commercial, pressurized-water reactor (PWR) operating conditions. The

specific objectives of the program were (a) to obtain experimental power

excursion data, (b) to analyze these experimental data to determine the important

factors that influence reactor kinetic response, and (c) to evaluate analytical

models that were used to predict the kinetic behavior of the reactor. The power

excursion tests were performed with the Spert III E-core re.:tor, and the

analytical Investigations were performed using the PARET[ 8] and IREKIN[ 9J

digital computer codes.

Typical PWR operating conditions include system pressures in the range

from about 1500 to 2250 psig and coolant inlet temperatures in the range
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from about 480 to 5601,. While these conditions were wull within the capabilities

of the Spert III physical plant, the E-core fuel rods were originally designed

for the PL-2[ 10J reactor wvhich had operating conditions of ,00 psig system

pressure and .189*F coolant inlet t:mperatire. Because of the differences

between the fuel rod design and the desired commerc ial PWR operating conditions,

a series of external pressure tests wa~s performed on the E-core fuel rods.

Results of these tests and stress analyses indica:ted that the E-coi'e fuel

rods would perform satisfactorily under operating conditions of 30 MW["I

steady state reactor power, 1750 p1,ig systom pressure, and 55 0 °F coolant

inlet temperature. To allow for a significant safety margin and still satisfy

the experimental program objectives, pretest operating limits of 20 MW

steady state reactor power, 500°F coolant inlet temperature, and 1500 psig

static system pressure were established for the transient tests. Within these

limits, a large number of reactivity accident tests could be performed. System

conditions, representing cold-startup, hot-startup, hot-standby, and operating-

power were selected. For the E-core, these initial system conditions are defined

as talldtatcd below:

1:'adlint
Inl t Sy:;-, .v7.1 Coo.l.'nt n . ,

Cond i t i onr (Or;.) )( t': ) ( 1,:,)

Cold :;tntrtul) 'to Ata 0 5 J ].'•

lot: Ohrt. t., 26) 1.500 2.h tLo 22 5 x I -_.

;)15() h. t.o 5 x 1, o

Ho)t b;tfiroihv I50(

Po',. r 500 1.500 1 I• 20

A program limitation was that fuel mechanical damage thresholds would not

be exceeded. This limitation w:is established so that the reactor would not

ha h•amaged before all of the accident conditions had been investigated. Therefore,

reactivity insertions were limited to aix)ut 1.3$. which resulted in reactor

' a) Energy from the heat exchangers in the Spert Ill plant is vented to the
atmosphere. Thus all E-core power levels given in this report are thermal
power levels.
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perio(is of about 10 resec. The sequence of reactivity accident testing was from

what 4-s considered to be the least to the most se;vere accident conditions.

Therefore, transient testing was begun at cold-startup conditions and was

concluded at operating-power COnditions.

The acquisition of new experimental power excursion datai providied a

significant contribution to reactor safety investiga tions. and the analytical

portion of the Spert III E-core program proved equally as important. The

analytical effort was essentially fourfold:

(I) The E-core cold-startup experimental data were correlated

with data from oxide cores previously tested.

(2) The experimental E-core data for each of the four accident

conditions were compared with the data from the other

conditions.

(3) 'rhe kinetic behavior of the E-core, foreach accident condition,

was predicted using analytical models and the results of these

calculations were compared with experimental data.

(4) Ex.trapolative calculations using analytical models were per-

formed for reactor conditions that were not experimentally

tested.

The oxide-fueled reactors previously tested at Spert had design characteristics

that were different from those of the Spert III E-core. Correlation of the

E-core cold-startup data with the earlier test data indicated the effects of the

different design characteristics on the reactor kinetic behavior. In addition,

comparisons of the E-core data from all the reactivity accident conditions

considered showed the influence of initial system temperature. reactor power,

and coolant flow rate on the E-core kinetic behavior. Comparisons of the

experimental and calculational E-core results were performed to evaluate

the analytical models. Once verified, these models demonstrated the importance

of various reactivity feedback mechanisms and were used for extrapolative

calculations.
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II. DESCRIPTION OF THE SPERT III FACILITY AND E-CORE

The following subsections contain a brief description of the Spert III

facility and the E-core, a discussion of the instrumentatinn used for transient

testing, and a summiary of the st:tic nuclear characteristics of the core.

For those who desire more detailed plant information, particulars of the

reactor and equipment are given in Appendix A of this report, in the Spert Ill

Facility Report -- E-Core Revisionf 1 l], the Spert III Facility Rleport[ 1 21 ,

and tWe Spert III Hazardi Summary hleport[13]. Results of the static nuclear

experimeits are discussed in detail in Spert tQ:lrterly Technical Reports( 14-171.

1. SPEitT Ill FACILITY AND E-CORE DESCIRIPTION

The Spurt Ill reactor facility contains nuclear and hydraulic equipment

that characterizes a conventional, pressuriz ed-witer reactor in addition to

providing a facility for reactor safety experimentation. 'The reactor vessel

and primary coolant system are designed for a steady state pressure tp to

2500 i)sig, transient pressures to 3501) psig, and temperatures up to 7000 F.

A cutaway view o, the SpertIll reactor pressure vessel is illustratcd !n Figure. 1.

Tlhe vessei Is a multIlayer, welded, Type 3041. stainless steel structure. Its

inside diameter ;s 48 inches and its overall length is 23 feet 9 inches. Therm-l

shields, comprised uf concentric cylindrical annuli of stainless steel, minimize

the henI)e ';ture-Induce(l vessel-shell stresses during nuclear operation. 'The

ve.!ssel consists (of : flanged top head, a cylindrical shell, bottom hemisp,herical

head, and bottom tee. The tul) head serves as a mount for the control rod driv es

and is of the bolted full-opening type that permits access to the reactor internal

structure. Four 6-inch nozzles located on the top head provide access for

instrumentat!'nn leads and exits for removable fuel assemblies. The bx)ttom

tee bolts to the bottom head aud serves as an entrance for the coolant water

from the two primary coolant loops. Each of the primary loops consists oi two

500 l)p, canned-rotor, centriufgal lpumps operating in parallel; a heat exchanger;

and flow-control and .heck valves. The total coolant flow rates ot hoth loops

can be viried from 400 to 22,000 gl)m, which corresponds to velocities in the

E-corIe fuel cha llnels up to about 2.1 fpjs. The maximum heat removal capacity

of b)oth loops is 60 MlW% for :3' minutes because of a limitation in th,., supply
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of secondary coolant waiter. After entering the vessel bottom tee, the coolant

flows upward through the core, reverses direction, and flows downward through

ibh thermal shields leaving the vessel near the bottom.

The reactor core is confined by upper and lower grids and the core skirt.

The E-core fuel is comprised of 4.8%-enriched U0 2 fuel rods restrained in

stainless steel fuel assembly cans. The maximum number of E-core fuel

assemblies that can be loaded in the core Is 68. The U02 fuel, in the form

of 0.42-inch diameter pellets. is contained in 40.8-inch long, 0.466-inch outside

diameter Type 343 stainless steel tubes that have a wall thickness of 0.020 inch.

There is a 0.003-inch radial, helium-filled gap between the fuel pellets and

the cladding. Each of the fuel rods has an active length of 38.3 inches and

contains 38.5 grams of U-235. There is a 2.5 inch expansion space at the top

of each fuel rod in which a compression spring is positioned to keep the fuel

pellets in place.

The cross section and coordinate numbering system for the E-core are

illustrated in Figure 2. The fuel assembly locations in the core are designated

by the quadrants (N, E, S,und W). The letter "R" indicates that the fuel assembly

is removable. The mao,.-ity of the fuel rods are restrained in 48 3- by 3-inch

square assembly cans that contain 25 rods in a 5 by 5 rectangular array

with ai square pitch of 0.585 inch. Thecentral nine of these 25 rods are removable

for inspection. There %re 12 smaller 2.5- by 2.5-inch square fuel assembly

cans, each containing 16 fuel rods arranged In a 4 by 4 rectangular array with

the same pitch as the 25-rod assemblies. Four of the 16-rod assemblies

,4urround the centrally located transient rod guide, and the remaining eight

16-rod assemblies form fuel followers of the eight E-core contro! rods. The

central four fuel rods contained in the assemblies surrounding the transient

rod gu!.•e are removable for Inspection. In addition, the S11 assembly was

modified so that the corner fuel rod nearest the translent rod center was

removable for instrumentation and inspection because this fuel rod is near

the core thermal flux peak.

Figure 2 also indicates the component placement in the E-core. rhe

cruciform-shaped transient rod used for initiating reactor power excursions

is located at the core center. The four control rod pairs are indicated by

shading. The space Lqtween fuel. assemblies and the cylindrical core skirt
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Fig. 2 Sport III FE-core lattice.

is occupied by stainless steel filler pieces. A brief summrary of the E-core

design characteristics is presented in Table !.

2. INSTRUMENTATION FOR TRANSIENT TESTS

Thle variables for which data were recorded during the Spert III transient

tests were reactor power, fuel rod surface temperature, transient pressure.

and bulk water temperature. Data were obtained from detectors in the reactor

and recorded as analog signals in real time at the control center. The low

level signals from the detectors were amplified in the instrument bunker prior

to transmission through 3000 feet of coaxial cable to the control center. Time-

dependent electrical signals were then recorded on both optical oscillographs

and magnetic tape at the control center.
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TABLE I

D':.11t.11 CHiARACT'IERISTIC. 0]C. O 'FI'E STFr'V I II n-CORE

C III ')nit StDcC I l'icatIon

Vc,:;.;o and l Prirnmrw Sy:'term

V:;n.'I Type Al.1-wel(ded multilayer vessel

Vensel Compotlti 3OiL i-tainlen.n steel

Vens:e Size h-ft I1) by P3-3/1i ft long

1)enlgn Pressure 2500 pslg

Design Temperatur, 700-t0F

,i.o', Charaoteri:t I, 0 to 20,00u wgpm upward through
core

Veat Removal Citpithlilties Up to 60 tM,1 'or 1/2-hr durnt1ton

Core

Confd guration

Number and Type o' I,'uel As3emblies

Moderator-Re flee tor

Nonmode rator-to-Mod•,rator Ratio

Approximately cyllndrical, 26-In.
d i tu,.0: t e r

)48 twenty-flve-r-d assemblies
12 aixteen-rod nnssemblieo

Light wttter

1.03

,Py' pv

Length of Fuel. hýodn

Active Length

Pitch

F.'u. Rod 01)

Cii ri+dth~ekneass

Enrl[chment

rio2 lDens Ity

,Mn 01 of U0,o peCr i"!, 1od

t ) ., + f U-238 v lt' ,:l, Rod

1br.•n:i of U-235 pe ' ,i Rod

C I rtdd i ng

.111u1 'r and Type

UO,, pel. e,-t:;

I•0.8 in.

38.3 in.

Square, 0.585 in.

o.1,66 in.

0.020 In.

h.8 pe'ce:it

1.0. 5ge~
91.5 g1

'(66.1 It

38.5 -.
'[. 3)48 sqa nl ,; - I

CIott rol .- n t o 2

b5 t:ot.til, CoupJle(d in un it:; 01' 2 per
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TABLE I 'CONTINUED)

DESIGII CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SPERT III E-CO,-.

Comlponent Spec !ficitt 1,s

Composition Fuel follouer and Type. -" -

less steel with 1..35 v.:t., I-J.0

Dimension of Poison Section 2.496 in. squlare by )16 in. Ioinr

Dimenzion of Fuel Followor 2.1496 in. square by -l/45OP',) In.
long

Transient Rod

Type Cruciform nhrpe

Composition Upper sectiow: 18-8 st::: .
steel

Poison section: 1.35 wf2= 11-16}
stainless steel

Length Poison section: 38 in.

Kinetic reactor response was determined primarily from the reactor

power data. The principal features ofthis response included the initial asymptotic

power rise, peak power, power burst shape, and runotil. power. To obtlain

these features it was sufficient to measure the reactor power rise over Mix

decades. This was done using five uncompensated B-1O lined ion chambers

located at different distances from the core. For the low-initial-power transij.ot

tests, the reactor power began to deviate from an exponential rise one or

two decades below peak power. Since two decades of power rise were desired

for the period measurements, four decades of power coverage were required

below the expected peak power. In addition,one or two decades of power coverage

above the expected peak were required to ensure that the peak power was indeed

measured. For the five ion chambers, the current output as a function of th,.

reactor power level was established during static experiments by inean4 ,...

of cobalt wire activation measurements at various system tempnernrttre.

and by primary system heat balance experiments at a temperature of 500-F0 171.

Fuel rod cladding surface temperatures were measured throughout the

E-core using 38 fine-wirg, Chromel-Alumel thermocouples. The ends of tile

thermocouple wires were slightly flattened and separately attached to the

9



fuel rod surfaces by resistance welding. The thermocouples were distributed

such that a thir"e-dhittnsional temperature distribution in the core could

be obtained. In addition, they were positioned at the suspected core hot spots.

All except eight of the thermocouples were stainless steel sheathed (magnesium-

oxide insulatCd) and constructed so that they could withstand large coolant

flow rates. Eight faster response, unsheathed (bare Junction) thermocouples

were installed for the purpose of calibrating the stainless steel sheathed

thermocouples during the low-initial-power transient tests. These were located

In cort, positions near the stainless steel sheathed thermocouples.

Moderator temperatures were. measured by stainless steel sheathed

(rnagnesittir-oxido Insulated) thermocouples. There were seven thermocouples

located in the bottom tee, and the average of these thermocouples was used

to record the moderator inlet te;,Lperature. There were four thermocouples

l,,:ated near thu upper grid, and the average of these wts used to represent

tOw moderator outlet temperature. Thermocouples were also used to measure

the moderator tumpurature at four fuel assembly outlets.

Pressure transducers were mounted near the c(re to measure transient

pressure pulses that could resu't from moderator and metal exjansion during

power ecXtur.•him. Pressure measurements were made using bonded strain

gauge. dlaphiragm-type transducers mounted in protective steel hou!,lngs. During

the culd-tstartuI) tests two transducers having a 100 psig full-scale outp.t were

mounted over thu W33 and the E34 fuel assemblies. A 3000 psig full-scale

transducer was mounted at the edge of the core at the axial center line. A 3000

psig full-scale transducer was also mounted in the bottom tee.

3. STATIC NUCLEAR CIARACTE[USTICS OF THE CORE

Static nulehar experiments were performed with the E-core prior to

the. low- initial-powur tests. These measurements were required to perform

the reactivity accidunt tests and to analyze the kinetic results. The static

miclear cha'tctcrI~ti's measured were the critical and operational core

o,idinlgs, neutron1 flux distributions, power calibrations of the ion chambers,

v'ontrol rod worths, W-mperature and void coefficients, and the reduced prompt

,tutron gt.ncra tion f Omt. With a total mass of 1271.5kgof U0, the core had

10



an excess reactivity of 14$ tit ambient temperature and a 4.7$ excess reactivity

at 500 0 F low power. A summary of selected static nuclear characteristics

of the E-coro is presented in Table 1I.

11
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III. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

The Spert III E-core reactivity accident tests were performed to obtain

power excursion data under operating conditions similar to those of commercial

PWR's. Operating conditions selected for experimental and analytical investi-

gations included cold-startup, hot-startup, hot-standby, and operating-power

conditions.

The sequence of reactivity accident testing was from what wAs considered

to be the least to the most severe, and testing was begun at cold-startup

conditions and concluded at operating-power conditions. Prior to the E-core

tests, no power excursion data were available for operating conditiuns other

than cold-startup for low-enriched oxide cores. The purposes of the cold-

startup tests were to obtain data to correlate with the results of cold-startup

tests obtained from other oxide cores and to verify that the analytical models,

developed using the results from these other oxide cort ., were applicable

to the E-core. Verification of the analytical models was expected to form a

sound basis for prediction of the E-core kinetic behavior for other accident

conditions. The hot-startup tests were performed to obtain experimental

information that would extend the available knowledge of the transient behavior

of an oxide-fueled reactor to include initial conditions of coolant flow and

elevated system temperature and pressure. To determine the effects of system

temperature, coolant flow, and reactivity insertion on the kinetic behavior

of the E-core, only one parameter was varied for each hot-startup test. An

understanding of the E-core kinetic behavior during the hot-startup tests

provided a basis for the next sequence of experiments which were performed

to investigate the effects of initial steady state power on kinetic behavior.

These high-initial-power tests provided experimental power excursion data

typical of reactivity accidents initiated from hot-standby and operating-power

conditions.

The analytical portion of the Oxide Core Kinetics Program consisted of

(a) analyses of experimental data and (b) analyses of calculational results

obtained using analytical models. Analyses of the experimental data were

made to gain insights into the general kinetic behavior of the E-core for the

range of initial accident conditions considered. In these analyses, the power

burst shapes, peak reactor powers, and energy releases were investigated.

13



In addition, comparisons of the experimental results for each accident condition

with results from either previously tested oxide-fueled cores or other E-core

accident conditions were performed. The analyses performed -sing calculational

models were made to obtain more information about the reactor kinetic behavior

than could be observed from the experimental data alone. These investigations

were primarily concerned with evaluating the dynamic reactivity feedback

niechanisms that limit the rcactivity accidents, and determining the transient

temperature distributions in the E-core. The most important part of the

analytical program was to evaluate the capabilities of the calculational models

in predicting the reactor kinetic response; therefore, compt~rlsons were made

between thu.. experimental and analytical results for each it,-:cident conditiu,.

The exporimental data selected for investigation were the reactor power,

eriergy release, reactivity compensation, power burst shape, and fuel rod

cladding surface tempernture, To aid in the analyses, polynomial curves

were least-squares fitted to experimental data for peak power, energy release

to peak power, and reactivity compensation at peak power as functions of either

reciprocal period or reactivity insertion. A curve calculated using an analytical

model can be meaningfully compared with an experimental least-squares fitted

curve provided that the confidence inthe experimental curve is known. Therefore,

65% confidence bands wore determined for the least-squares fitted curves.

These confidence bands Imply that if a set of experiments was repeated 100

times and a least-squares fitted curve determined for each set of data, then 65

of thi' fitted curves would lie within the confidence bands. For the 260OF hot-

startup tests and the high-initial-power tests, too i, - experiments were

performed to allow the calculation of statistically meaningful confidence bands.

For these cases, vertical or horizontal error bars that represent an experimental

uncertainty of one standard deviation are given for the experimental data.

Comparisons of calculational results with the 2607F hot-startup and high-

initial-power experimental data must be made only on a point-wise basis.

However. the least-squares fitted curves are also presented as an aid in the

general interpretation of the data.

Reactor power excursion behavior for the E-core was calculated using

the PARET and IREKIN digital computer codes. The point-reactor kinetics

equations are used in both codes. In the IREKIN code, the time-dependent

core energy release is calculated and the Doppler reactivity feedback Is

14



determined from a table of core energy release versus feedback that is input

t . the code. This table of Doppler reactivity feedback is determined from the

feedback model developed in Reference 5. No provisions for coolant flow are

allowed in the IREKIN code and only Doppler reactivity feedback was considered.

The PARET code calculates the coupled thermal, hydrodynamic, and nuclear

behavior of the reactor. Continuous reactivity feedback is calculated as the

sum of feedbacks from Doppler broadening, moderator expansion, void formation,

and fuel rod expansion. In PARET the reactor core can be represented by up

to four coolant channel-fMol rod rigionp. A detailed description of the input

parameters used in the PARET code is contained in Appendix B.

1. COLD-STARTUP REACTIVITY ACCIDENT TESTS

The purpose of the cold-startup reactivity accident tests was to obtain

experimental E-core power excursion data for correlation with analytical and

other experimental results. These correlations were expected to form a sound

basis for predictions of E-core behavior for the other accident conditions.

Altogether, 40 cold-startup reactivity accident tests were performed with the

E-core. The tests were initiated with rapid reactivity insertions ranging

from 0.68 to 1.21$. Power excursions with initial reactor periods from 1.9 sec

to 10 msec resulted from these insertions.

1.1 Experimental Roaults

A tabulation of the cold-startup reactivity accident test data is presented

in Table 11I. The listed uncertainties in these data represent one standard

deviation. In preparation for test 12 a 0.27$ criticality shifi[ 18J occurred.

This criticality shift was cat. ;ed by a loose flux suppressor in one of the control

rod assemblies. The control rod assembly was repaired and transient testing

was resumed. A statistical analysis of the cold-startup test data, obtained

before and after control rod repair, indicated that the loose flux suppressor

caused a slight change in the kinetic benavior of the core. Therefore, results

from the first 12 cold-startup tests are not presented in this report. No criticality

shifts occurred during the remainder of the cold-startup accident tests.

The significant features of the data presented in Table III will be discussed

in the following sections.
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1.11 Reactivity, Energy, and Power Burst Shapes. Reactivity compensation

and energy release to the time of peak power as functions of reciprocal period

for the cold-startup tests are shown in Figure 3. Least-squares fitted lines

to the experimental data and associated 65% confidence bands are also shown.

The similarity of the two curves indicates that the reactivity compensation

at the time of peak power is directly related to the energy release, and the

shape of the compensated reactivity curve is characteristic of most light-

water-moderated reactors. The dip in the curve would not be present in reactors

which have very long reduced prompt neutron lifetimes (>10-1 sec) or which

exhibit e-tremely broad or narrow power bursts[19J.
,oo ---1- -1- 1 ,,' ,--t•-_'oo

- 0 RVoctt,.tv Componsaiom tO Peak Powat

-01 neo.qy Rolease To Peak Powetr o

/J

02to-- "zo*

0 %

.'-,',..,'/ - 4. .0 , I to

4 ** • s

,a

2 2

S2 5 10 20 so too 2t0o
RECIPROCAL PERIOD (|e¢'1) 1. -,11

Fig. 3 Experlmental energy release to the time of peak power and reactivity compensation at peak
power an functions of reciprocal period for the cold-startup tests.

Four power burst shapes are shown in Figure 4. These are for two long-

period[a] tests (periods of 206 and 95.7 msec), a test near prompt critical

(period of 59.3 msec), and a short-period test (period of 10 msec). For each

test, the power is normai~zed to peak power and the time is normalized to

reactor period. In general, the burst shape depends on the reactivity feedback

[a) For the E-core, prompt critical occurs at a period of about 40 msec
(reciprocal period. ct., of 25 sec-1 ). Long-period transients hatve periods
longer than 40 msec and short-period transients have periods shorter

than 40 msec.
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Fig. 4 Experimental power burst sha'Jcea for the cold-startup tests.

and the effective neutron lifetime. The reactivity feedback is a function of the

energy release, and the effective neutron lifetime depends on delayed neutron

contributions. High power levels and large energy releases result from

short-period transients. while relatively low power levels and small energy

releases result from long-period transients. Th(. 1O-msec period burst shape

shown in Figure 4 is sharply peaked and almost symmetric because the energy

release per unit time is large and the delayed neutron contribution is relatively

small during the short transient time. The 206-msee period burst shape Is

charactarized by a relatively broad curve that is asymmetric about its peak,

This asymmetry results because the energy release per unit time is small

and the time required to reach peak power is long. As a result, the delayed

neutrons after peak power are being produced almost as fast as they are being

removed from the system. so that a relatively high power level is maintainei.

Before p~eak power the system is less dependent on delayed n,ýutron effects

than after peak power. However, the burst shape for the 206-msec period test

is more dependent on delayed neutron effects before peak power than is the burst

shape for the 10-nisee period test. Trhe 95.7- and 59.3-reset period power

burst shapes demonstrate the trend of more sharply peaked bursts as the

reactor period decreases.
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1.12 Clad Surface Temperatures. It was necessary to use stainless steel

sheathed thermocouples to measure the fuel rod cladding squrf,.ce temperatures

for all tests except the co!d-startup and 2G0°F initial temperaturc transient

tests. Since these stainless steel sheathed thermocouples have slow response

times, eight fast-response, unsheathed (bare-junction) thermocouples wcre used

in an attempt to obtain a correction factor. The unsheatheO thermocouples

were located in core positions near the sheathed thermocouples. Temperature

data obtained during the cold-startup and 260°F initial temperature transient

tests for both thermocouple types were analyzed, using transfer function

approximations, to obtain the correction factor.

For the 260"F initial temperature tests, the sheathed and unsheathed

thermocouple responses were about the same. For the cold-startup tests,

two unexpected results were observed. The first was that some sheathed thermo-

couples gave faster response times than the unsheathed thermocouples. The

second was that the temperature traces measured by some corresponding

sheathed and unsheathed thermocouples crossed during the temperature rise.

This unexpected behavior of thermocouple responses •ould have resulted from

differences in the gas gap thicknesses separating the fuel pellets and cladding

where the sheathed and unsheathed thermocouples were attached. Because of

these unexpected results, no suitable transfer function could be developed

for all tiermocouple pairs and thus no correction factors were used. The core

hot-spot clad surface temperature was measured using a stainless steel

sheathed thermocouple located on the corner rod of the S11 fuel assembly.

Since no correction factor was obtained, no time-dependent hot-spct clad

surface temperatures will be presented in this report.

During cold-startup tests initiated with reactivity insertions larger than

about 0.95$. maximum measured fuel rod cladding surface temperatures

reached nucleate boiling but did not exceed 260°F during any of these tests.

The fuel rod surface temperatures measured near the core hot-spot Were

characterized by rather smooth, fast rising traces that reached quasi-equilibrium

values at the nucleate boilingtemperature (:205°F),or slightly higher. lNnximum

temperatures were measured during nucleate boiling which began one to two

seconds after peak power, dependingon the reactor period. The shorter the period

the sooner nucleate boiling began. The maximtm measured fuel rod cladding
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surface temperature rises are listed in Table III for the cold-startup tests.

The naxirrum measured temperature during the entire cold-startup tests

was 253*F.

1.2 Comparison with Provious 2xperimental Results

The Spert I Oxide Core (OCP)[7] and the Sport IV Capsule Driver Core

(CDC)[6J, previously tested under cold-startup accident conditions, differ

somewhat from the SpArt IN E-core. Some characteristics of these three

cores at a system temperature of 70°F are listed in Table IV. Assuming

that power excursions in these three cores are principally limited by reactivity

feedback arising from Doppler broadening of the U-238 resonance absorption

cross sections, relative transient behavior of these cores can be estimated

using the tabulated characteristics. During an excursion, the peak reactor

power and energy release are dependent on the Doppler reactivity feedback,

the fuel mass and enrichment, and the reduced prompt neutron generation

time. The Doppler feedback is a functionof the epithermal neutron flux spectrum,

TABLE IV

CH-1ACT1ISTICs OF' 'OF EE OXIDE CORES AT 70°F

Sport IV Spert I Spert III
CDC Oxide Core E-Core

Total muss of U02 fuel.
In the core (Kg) 2643 958 1271

Density of UO, fuel
(g/cm3 ) 9.29 9.45 I0.5

Percent U-235 Enrichimcnt 3.0 4.o 4.8

Active length of the coru
(in.) 67 67 38

Control rod bank critical
position (in. above bottom
of the core) 27.)h 26.3 14..6

Peak-to-average thrmal
neutron flux ratio 3.5 3.1 5.7

Rvduced prompt neutron
generation time (mo,.-c) 1. 3.57 2.15

|Nonmoderator-to-mod,:rator

ratio o. 807 0.807 1.0
Ava ll~ible exc,23z roac t, [vity

($) :l. j"1. 2 11
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which is related to the nonmoderator-to-moderator ratio. The larger this ratio,

the more feedback expected. Since. the Sport IV CDC and Spert I OC reactotvs

have the same nonmoderator-to-moderator ratio and about the snmu r.duced

prompt neutron generation times, the relative peak reactor powcrs and c•n,•,•y

releases can be related by the fuel masses and enrichments. Ther(2lfro.

the CDC would be expected to yield peak powers ind energy iale:sc, ith:t ;ire

about twice [(2643 kg/958 kg) (3%/4%)] as large as the Spert I OC ro.sildts for

identical reactivity insertions. On this basis, the E-core is cstimatud to .viod

peak powers and energy releases that are about 1.6 times [(1271 kg/95Mi 1.;,)

(4.8%/4%)] as large as the Spert I OC results for identical reactlvity ins.rtio:.i.

However, the E-core has a larger nonmoderator-to-moderator ratio thail (h) th,:

other two cores; therefore, m~ore Doppler feedback per unit power density wou•ld

be expected and would reduce this difference.

The peak power versus reactivity insertion for the three cores is sho¢w:

in Figure 5. The curves are results of least-squares fitting the ,xperir•nt. I

data. For the CDC, the peak powers are about twice those of the Spert I W(.

for the range of reactivity insertions considered. This result was anticip:t,'.,d

14
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Fig. 5 Experimental peak reactor power as a function of reactivity insertion for tho Sport IV (CUC.*
the Sport I OC core, and the Sport III E-core cold-startup tents.
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from the ratifi of the fu'-I masses and enritnhrnentis. For suhprompt critical

tranis it, uts, the: .- (eu poak powers are alboui 0.7 timtes th, co rrespo'nding

Sport I OC ljak pol) '!rs. This result indicatos the significant difference in Doppler

foodbi,:h k for the two cori:s caused by the differing notlnno(lrator-to-mo(ier'ator

rtis. For sIlj)p- rp '•)opt (:ritlcal tran.li-rnts, the- F-,:ore peak 1 uovw,:rs are

up tN 1.2 tiutiw- the: tirrusjiinding 1p.irt I ()C pe-ak p)owevs, This r,:.;ult, wilh:h

differs froirr thaOt for the subprornpt critical (ase, is not caused by decureased

D)opl;pr fet+edllack, but by the snmll,+Ir reducud pirompt neutttron geuertition tit m

o.f thI. l -cr. II the sullJerjprompt crifca'l ,ra age, re::ctor periods aeu e[:otrolled

by the- r,'uce, promnplt neutron generation time. rhus, for a given reactivity

inst.t-tion.u .horte.r rs actor period results for the S-core than for the S'purt I OC.

It ,.ontra,•t, r,,,:tur periods iII thie- sublpronmpt (-ritical range :are (,<.,ntrOll,.<d

hIv u,,l:0Iyid utuvltini .ffects, which are ilastjt the s.aruiu for all thl'rt: (-or's.

Thl hot<-slvpt spec'i ic energy releasu :it the time of peak. powr as a

funetin (it' f •:Ict vi ty irsertion is showni int i.'igare r) The hot-.spot sjtwuific

e.++,ergy rue cas2 in e arh core was dett-rinin ued by nmultiply ing the expue r Irnental

5.5 //

•;r~SPR! I OC CO'41

*1R IVCD

u, i, / 'D ,I "

REA VI f INýS11O
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least-squares fitted energy release by the pe)ak-to-average thermal flux

ratio and dividing by the total mass of fuel in thi core. The ma:xiunim v:ariation

in the hot-lspot spe'ific energy release for the three cores is at out a factor

of 2 for suhprompt critical transients and about A. for supe rprompt ecritic-al

transients. Iecau.oc of this .-1rn:1ll v:ariation for the su11 Iromrnlpt critical range,

it should be possiblet to est i.tm:ite the hot..spot speocifi, erw:rgy rola.;sos at the

time of pieak power I)r reactivity insertions up to 1.2$ in sitmilri oxide--icled

cores using only the racwtor characteristics.

1.3 Coniparison of lExperinz.,ntal and Calcul ational ltesuit:

One of the objectives of the Spurt Ill L-core Oxide Core Kinetics l'rogram

was to evaluate calc'hlational models used to l)rdli(:t the kinetic be-havior

of the core for reactivity accidont tests over a rantie of reactor conditions.

Calculations of the kinetic behavior of the E-core for cold-startup accidents

were perforrmed using both the IIREKIN and PAllET computer codes. litsults

obtained using the two codeea are compared wits experimental data in the

following paragraphs.

1.31 Peak Reactor ?owers. ThL cxperimental peak power as a function of

reciprocal period is shown in Figure 7, togetherwith PAlRET- andll.IEKIN-

calculated curves. The experimental curve is a least-squares fitted line

to the data, and the associated 65% confidence bando- are also shown. The

IREKIN curve falls outside of the confideiec bands for reciprocal periods

between 5 and 90 soc"1 (periods between about 200 and 11 nmsec). The largest

disagreement between the experimental and IREKIN ctirves is only about 30%.

The PARET curve falls outside the confidence bands for reciprocal periods

between 25 and 90 sec-1 (periods between 40 and 11 msec), and the largest

disagreement between the experimental and PAllET curves is also about

30%, For short-period transients, the PARET and IREKIN curves agree. This

agreement was anticipated because the same Doppler reactivity feedback

model was used for both codes, and because very little moderator reactivity

feedback occurred. The disagreement between the experimental and calculated

curves for short-periods indicates that calculated Doppler feedback was probably

inaccurate. Errors in the calculated Doppler fUeedback could result from the

Doppler model and/or fuel temperatures used in the Doppler calculations.

The radially averaged temperature in tne fuel rod was used instead of a temper-

ature near the surface of the fuel rod, even though the latter is probably
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more realistic. For the long-period tests, the PARET and IlI.;KIN curves

disagree because moderator feedback becomes more imrnportant and only

Doppler feedback is consldered in the I MIEKIN code.

1.32 Energy lleeae and Ilclactivity Co',u)ens1tion. 'lhe .xpril mental ruac-

tivity compensation and energy release to the time of peak power 2r,.. shown as

functions of reciprocal period il Fignre A. Th'e explr-iimr'nt:oA curves are

least-squares fitted linos to tho. data. The two paramneters are shown together

because reactivity compensation Is directly related to the en-rgy release.

PARET- and IREKIN-calculated curves are also shown. The calculated reactivity

compensation curves fall essentially %ithin the (c)onfiden(iCe kindls: however.

both the PARET and IRIEKIN energy releose curves faill outside the confidence

bands for reciprocal periods hel'.veen about 45 and 75 sec-1. In the short-

period range, the calculated energy release Is up to 30% larger than ,perimentital

values. This result Is not surprising since the calculated peak reactor powers

were also as much as 30% larger than the experimental values In this period

range, and the energy releases are obtained by integration of the calculatet.d

and experimental power traces.

--• ................ .. "...... -100

- . W h C o n# id e. C e B o . ,d v

50) - - - PARET CGICulO1*d

•, • . ...- IHEKIN Coo w'lllel

---- .- /..'S

', " . I.

V 00 "

2' * 2

1 2 5 10 20 s0 100 7,00
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Fig. 8 E'xperimental. IREKIN, and PARET calculated energy release to the time of peak powor and
reactivity compensation at peak power as functions of reciprocal period for the cold-startup tests.
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1.33 Power Burst .*h'i•pes. Time-dependent plots of the rcactor power and

energy release for 351-me.,c-perlod and 12.6-msec-period cold-startup tests

tire shown in Figures 9 and 10. respectively. For the long-period transient

shown in Figure 9, the PA Itl ET-c:alculated peak power is about 7 "and the IIIEKIN-

calculated peak power about 15% lairger than the experimental value. The power

burst shape calculated using the PARET code more closely approximates

the experimental burs•t shape than does the IR{ KIN curve. Thi:. better agreement

results because the PAIET'r code accounts for moderator heaitng reactivity

feedback, and the IRIKIN code does not. (The reactor scram was not included

in the calculations.) For the short-period testshown in Figure 10, both calculated

power burst shapes agree quite well with the experimental burst shape even

though the magnitudo of the calculated peak powers are about 30% larger than

%h,. experimental value. The agreement between the calculated and cxperimentill

time-dependent energy releiscs for both tests is eisentially the same as the

agreement for the reactor powors.
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1,.34 Rctivit ' Feedback. Ti me-dependent plot:! Of net Syst'- res:tiVity:I

total compensated rtactl vity for the 351- and 12. 6-nisee -. eri,.xl coltl-sta*rtup

tests di scussed itlxove are shown in Figires 11 lanld 12. The PARl ET-caleulated

reactivity feedback resulting from moderator heating and fuel rod expausion

is also shown in these figures. For the long- an(I short-period transients

bo~th the 1 REKIN- an(' PA RET:'-calculated net system antd total compe)tnsaIted

r'eactivitU arves are about thu sameil"i. Thv largest disagreement bettwei..c1

thc experimental and calculated curves shown in Ehes'- figures is '"for tile

12.6-msec-priod test. At the time ofpeakpower, PARET-calculated nioter:0tor-

compensated reactivity accounts for about 20%Y of the reactivity comnpe.asation

for the 351-msec-period transient, but only for about 5% for the 12.6*-nrsec-

period transient.

[a] For long-period trans.tnts, where clad-water heat transfer becomes
important, the apcirently good agreement between the 1-ErKIN calculations
and experimental results arises because the calculations assume that 97%
of the energy is retained in the fuel rods. Thus, the Doppler feedback
is overestimated because heat transfer would allow a larger percentage
of the energy to escape from the fuel.
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1.35 Clad Surface T'I'iperatures. Time-d,-pendltint fu-l rod cladding surface

temperature rises for 'h1( 351- and 12.6-.rnsc-period tests a:rc shown in

J..'igires 13 and 14. Experimental clad surface t.mlperatures for cO ie locations

N33, N31, and E21 shown in Figure 13 weire obtaincd from unsheathed theriyo-

couples, and the measure-d t,::•-i-rattre for core io2:iti Si SI vl wa.u obtained

front a stainless steel sheathed thermocouple. For th, 351- msec-period

test, the clad surfacc, temptierattire rises calculhtedu using the -PAIREi'I' coih

agree with the unsh,'athctd thermicouple data to within al)out 101%. lowever.

the PARET calculat(:d teinperrature rise is as much as .15% larger than stainle•ss

steel sheathed therrmocouplo (data. Since the stainless steel :he•athed tl.erniocoupl

was expected to have a slow response time, the PA RET calculated temperatire

rise at this core location Is prol)baly valid.

In Figure 14 exporimental clad surface temperatures for (,,ore locations

E33 and N21 were measured using unsheathxt thermocouples, and the measured

temperature for cort location Si I wits obta;.ned using a stainless steel sheathed

thermocouple. For this 12.6-msec-period tr -sient. the clad surface temperature

120

p3,/ /

/
/U.-

W 2 -r t 2 1-

/ -,...31 4 aCl

/ /,/

//

--- -o

2 3 4 6 f H
TIME (ýcc)

F.ig. 13 ExIorhlom tal itod PAHIEI:T '" 1lcUlLtIM ( •:." roil (:l:Lt r,jr "lurlaci temn::t,.rature rh•la• for
cohld-ut tirup tost4 I8 (3 oI iii.u jmrilixf
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rise is considerably faster than was the temperature rise for the 351-misec-

period transient. The PARET calculated temperature rise is within about 5%

of the experimental values obtained using unsheathed thermnocouples. However.

the PARET calculated temperature rise i•upto60% larger than the experimental

data for the stainless steel sheathed thermocouple.

1.36 Summary. The PAllET- and IREKIN-calculated powers and energy

releases for the cold-startup reactivity accident tests agree to within 30% or

better with the experimental data over the range of reactivity insertions

experimentally Investigated. Reactivity compensation calculated using the

PARET and IREKIN codes are within the uncertainty associated with the

exporimental data. The PARET calculat. ns indicated that Doppler reactivity
feedb/ck accounts for about 80% of the total reactivity fecdoack at the time

of peak power for long-period cold-startup trainsient~s and alx,'it 95% )f tile

total for short-periodi cold-startup transients. 'rhese results Indl c.'te that

:mSpert Ill P.-core is essentially D~oppler limited for cold-startup reactivity

accidont tests; therefore, computer codos like IRIEKIN, which consideor only

Doppler reactivity feedback, will adequartelly *.- -dlct the rosults of cold-s•tartup

roactivity aecidents In vlin"1es obtaineichgun oxid h coi.ep .
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2. HOT-STARTUP REACTIVITY ACCIDENT TESTS

Experimental and analytical resuits obtained from the cold- startup rcactivity

accident teits demonstrated that the Spert III E-core is essentially Doppler

limited for short-period transient tests. The agreement between experimental

and calculational results for these cold-startup tests provided confidence

in the predictions of the kinetic behavior for the hot-startup reactivity accident

tests. The purpose of thehot-startup tests was to obtain experimental information

that would extend the available knowledge of the transient behavior of an oxide-

fueled reactor to include Initial conditions of coolant flow and elevated system

temperature and pressure.

Two comi.lete series of hot-startup reactivity accident tests were performed.

The first was performed from an initial system temperature of about 260OF

and the second was performed from an initial system temperature of about

5000F. Altogether, 33 hot-startup tests were performed. These transient

tests were all performed from low Initial powers (10 to 50 watts) and an

initial system pressure of 1500 psig. The transients were initiated with rapid

reactivity insertions ranging from 0.64 to i.23$. Pow'or excursions with reactor

periods from 2.26 sec to 9.7 msec resulted from those ins;,rtions. The coolant

flow rate for the hot-startup transient tests was varied from 2,000 to 20,000

gpm. Average coolant flow rates through the core were cz.iculated from the

measured primary coolant flow and the flow area[2 01. -The calculated average
coolant flow rates corresponding to measured primary coolant flows are

as follows:

Measured Coolant Calculated Average Coolant
Flow gpm)Flow Rate (f'P3)

2000 2.4
Woo0 )s.8

12000 I4

16ooo 19

18000 22

20000 211

2.1 Experimental Results and Comparison with Previous Experimental Data

A summary of the hot-startup reactivity accident test data for the E-core

is presented In Table V. The. ksted uncertainties in these data represent one

standard deviation. Twv methods of examining the kinetic behavior during
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TABLE V

DATA SUMMARY FOR HOT-STARTUP REACTIVITY ACCIDENT TTESTS
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hot-startup reactivity trichie.nt tests are to correlate the exlperim,,ntal d:ta

obtained from th,' 260 an11d 500'F hot-startup tests with the cold-:tartu rlp ,.1t

results and to examine the results from each hot-startup test series. Th, r,*.,ults..

of these Investigations are discussed in the following sections.

2.11 Peak Reactor Powers. Least-squares fitted curves o theXl.al ,il

peak power versus reciprocal period data from the. E-eort coldl-st:trtup :ttmd

hot-startup tests performed with 14 fps coolant flow rates are shown in F.iglir. 1.5.

The 260"F initial temperature peak power iooo - - I

values are only about 10% larger than the I,,., 5,Ol,, 1,.v,,,,,

corresponding 707F values for short- --- -.. )
period transients. Since the Doppler //

coefficient was calculated to change from

-0.72 to -0.560/ *Fasth system temper- 100

ýiture increased from 70 to 250"F, the./

larger peak powers for short-period 50

2607F tests were antic!pated. The appar- /'

ent greater difference between the 260 i -

and 70OF peak power values for long ~-,
periods (5 to 15 sec- 1 reciprocal periods)

resulted from the least-sy:ares fitting 5

of the 2607F data. Since only five data

points were least-squares fitted to the 2

2607F peak power curve, the confidence ___L .

in this line at the ends of the curve is 2 5 to 20 'A K
RECIPhJC.AL PRIOO (tsc")

considerably less than the confidence in g 1 hxperimental peak r'actor j

the 70 and 500*F peak power curves which am functionsi of reclproca:l pierimt m- iht.
and hot-startui, tests.

were fitted to more data points.

The 5000 F initial temperature peak power values are about 501%o larger than

corresponding 70*F values over the range of reciprocal periods shown. neak

vowers for the short-period 500"F tests were expected to be laegur thitn

corresponding peak powers for Aither the 70 or 260"F tests because the Dopplhr

coefficient was calculated to change from -0.560/*F at 250"F to -0.37t/°F

at 5000 F.
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'*.~ ~it.elfasu and IWLLIacLvtY GoUue.npSAtion. l~ea~s -';qua re.9 Ht.td
Curves for thu expý;riyywntal 1 ndrgy releaseC and citvyCOMInjCnsatiun at thu
time of peak power v.ý,rstis reciprocal period for the cold-startup and hot-startup
te-its parformed with 141 Ips coolant flow riates a*re sho%&n In Figure 16[a11100 

1100-. 
~ -~

-- 7

% CL.

:010~ 
10 o

RECiPROCAL "ERIOO (sic-) C.-IFigo. 16 Experimental energy release to, peak power and reactivity compensation at the time ofO, peak power for the cold- and hot-btartup tests.

Forsh0 e ansientsthe500 and 260OF energy release values are larger
,than corresponding 70F values by about the same percentages (50 ard 10%,
respectively) as wire the peak power values. If it is assumed that E-core
excursions are essentially Doppler limited for all three initial system temper-
atures, the above percentage differences for energy release to peLk power are
not ias4large ýasks mould be -expected for short-period transients. For example,
since :the calcuhted Doppler coefficient at 500°F is about one-half the 70°!
coefficient, the energy to peak power for a 500F short-period transient "uld
be expccted to be about twice as large as the energy release for the cork espond-
Ing 70*F transient. Instead, the 500°F energy releases are only-1.5 times the

ia] In hthe' long-period region, 'the hot-startup least-squares fitted curvesdisplay an abrupt change In curvature. This behavior is the consequenceof fitting few data points in the long-period region to a fourth order poly-nomial. Actually. the maxima in these curves would occur for reciprocal
periods less than 1 sec- 1 .
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LXpCri nIUntlitl IValues. Thoste results in, y Ulat thej C.C-<'' .xTur:iM :1 1-C noJt

souiy Doppler liuntud for all in+ial syztim t,-m p r•.-. m- I .,; lyi s of thu

re'sults +;ho wAd that r'lnC tlvity feed:ack rcsu lting frum prompt mu, or:.to+ :wrati ug

became an inc reasingly effective feedbach it: Junis:i at ,Aevat:4d tcniperatur A.

- The rmactivity fedback requi red to limit the power ri:ic during a trai. ,icnt

is rolativuly InensItIvv to the init.ial syst.in temperature. For *he. thr,:e initial

system teiprC'atures used for the low-Iititifl-power te:ts, tic miaxilutun

variation in reactivity coilipensation at the timo of peak powur is about 10%

for short-period transients and about 25% for long-period tr'tndiunts. The small

variation for short-perild transients indicates that the reduced prompt neutron

generation time does not change significantlv with initial system tempekature.

This result substantiates the small variations in the calculated reduced prompt

neutron generation times listed in Tablk II.

For thL 260"F hot-startup tests, reactivity compensation nad energy

release to the time of peak power are shown plotted in ligure 17 as functions

of reciprocal period. The curves represent least-squares fitted lines to the

experimental data from tests performed with 14 fps coolant flow rates. The

'°° -'r-'T -' -- _ ' ' ;' • -- --- q.. .T-X- T-1 100--r---

Coolnia Flo. kole

" 0 A 24 fps 50

0 14 ips

0 19 Ips

I - 22 fpn -

20 20

P~ 00a

2 2o

2 5 10 20 50 too 20

R-C 0PROCAL PEROD (sec-)

Fig. 1 Experimental energy release to peak power and reactivity compensation at peak power
as functions of reciprocal period for the 260"F hot-otartup tests.
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of c k o'4i.nt flrov, ol tile U cr~ ~In~l tc1jj:vior cm, bet. (l'tferinnf'd
rl)r gh'i m. For thlr: ;ong--pcriod tran, lF:nL. . thc vI'u•.',1oJ energy rul;" C-

•a rri r':t ~v'Ly "mrivimsatior. tor flow rates (.of JU and 22 fp(, arc cons).' cntly

Iir rgcr lh:t th;' 1.1 fp.; values. Thik lehavior wa;.3 expected ftor long-period

trimcin.s. A)lh(.ugh hof*it transfer from the fuel rods to the moderato:; incr'cses

with N~creashtio, flow rates., the res4ultirng )irguer ruodeL'ator reactivity feedback

is , thn compenno ted by a loss of reactivity feedback. The lo,;o rosults

b,.:ause mor, heqted coolant is continuously swept from the core at larger

flow •tates. Therefore, for long-perlod transient rand large flow rates, moderator

vvsthanck contrilnitOs le~s reactivity compensation at peaW power than It does

i,;r -;mnl flov, rates. For short-period transients. the enorg3, release an'i

reactivity Cnnpe,,aation at the timn, of peak power lire about the sam, regardless

of cooi•ant flow rate, This behavior resuita because little coolant is trangpored

froin the core during the r-lativuly short times required to reach pcak power

for ahort-period traneients,

2.13 Power FPurst Sap•e,. Power burst shapes for representative, short-

period (+ 10nsec cold-startup and 500*F hot-startup transients art- shown in

Figure 18. For each test, the power was normalized lto peak power and the

09-

08 -

0.7-

-Ru, 43
'06-

-0.5 -

E Run 60
0.4

03

0,2 -

OA -

o I , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
0. L 4 3 .2 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Normalited Time (Reactor Period%) 8.-(4:
Fig. 18 Expurimental powir burst Mhalt"s for cold-sltartup test .13 (10 mse, period3 •i't, 50('F hot-
stiarulp tc.qst f0 (9.7 mmee p•r.*OW).
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Lhi m %,as, ni rinial Ii.4W to mI Oltar pc rid rA hesv~ of the bur-rat a ye idvnt a a I

until the tiele of p,.-ik oiw,', . AIfN ¢r p'ak ,',oc j:0 5f ' 1 1(. . I .t• 1 '.,'

more raphldiy than the 701V Iurst.. At . ti'a" ci tw( ri',rt)r 1a:rh1oO i aftfr

peaak powvr, the di ;f'rence Ihi hura'.t :t):!;- .ag;itu . hoot 'Y. Simie,., 1t11i

itrTl" the expec rment.I un! iurti, inty in ,-ach Iur.:t .Ahap,, is fi I imit I', t • It

ve.ry irdlkely thai this dlffere,(me iu pow.er I.m rlt Miah•m•(4 '-uItg fromi eCpXel'I-

mental U iCertahiies. "rht:tn-fore, tho differton,:. in niiria •,hnrs lmpl a

difference in reactivity fuvdback mechanisins l)etA-, t[ho cold-sthirtiI[) 1411d

500*F hut-startup tests. Slne tOe al)solute v:lue, of the lppluer ractivity

feedback coefficient decre•ses with incr'asing sy.:te- tmi prr- th,:d. d'fcrfcr(n'

in burst shapes indicaten that the moderator reactivity f'cudhack incraea•-s

or becomes more important at elevated system t.-nperaturr.S

2.2 Comparison of Experimental and Calculational Itesults

Calculations of the kinetic behavior of the E-core were purfoirmcd lising

both the IREKIN and PAIlET computer codes for :"11 (if the: 260 arnd 5(1()*1l,

hot-startup reactivity accident tests. Results obtained using the two codes are

compared with experimental data in the following paragraphs.

2.21 Peak Reactor Powers. The 2600F hot-startup transient data, obtained

from tests performed with 14 fps coolant flow, for peak power versus reciprocal

period were least-squares fitted: the resulting curve is shown in Figure 19.

The PAllET- and IREKIN-calculated curves are also shown. The five data

points are also plotted with their associated vertical bars representing one

standard deviation in peak power. The error bars are shown because the 65%

confidence bands for the least-squares fitted curve are extremely broad.

In general, neither the PAllET- nor IREKIN-calculated curves fall within

the experimental uncertainties. The PARET-calcuhited peak power values

are about 25% larger than the experimental values. For short-period transients,

the IR1EKIN-calculated peak powers are 40 to 45% larger than the experimental

values. For long-period transients, the IREKIN-calculated values are only

10 to 20% larger Lhan experimental values. This apparently better agreement

for IREKIN calculations in the long-period range is not valid. IREKIN does not

account for heat transfer out of the fuel; therefore, for long-period tests

IREKIN overpredicts the Doppler reactivity feedback and the resulting improved

agreement is fortuitous.
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Thu itvatit-tlqu.ir'oo fitIt(.id 11h1iiit) t11 4no .itIi.ld I,0 Id''nC#,, h indf'. tf+'' ,'wii

p.vaWtr v\' rau5 r*ocpi)ji•+rocia•i p(. d latI , l olit tjed [,If | aai, ' 11 !)U'1 hýit ,l -.1'- ,1l'1111

tr.nittS ILL II (pR flow aret- ,htcwn In Fl v•rc 20•. For tbaIhew, t itdtul c l .l !t.n+m,

the PAIRIIT ca lcu)lat.td curve ia, within tilt ('on, Idi'nco 1I011111l, !,. 01,+t

thi.s (.'Pti'c ralagoC of roulprecal pcriods iahowm. Thc I'( EKKlN-c.al,- iated clrvo

lies outside of the confidonco bandt- over alra oat the vntiru, rango- •f r'.tilprocul

p,'riods shown. Thio llItKIN-calculat4a:d peak power vluct-i art: 10 to fjt tj• larger

th.+in tho experimental valtuti for short-prlwio.i triales+nts. Agaihn. for long-

period transients, the IIIEKIN c,'tkfuaLioais aippi{nar bettur because he. tranns:fer

is not accounted for.in the iREKIN code.

2,22 Energy, Rlerns_ and Reactivity Compensation. Energy release anid

reactivity compensation at the time of peak power v-,rsus recipr(cil period

data for the 260 0F, 14 fps tests were least-squares fitted. This curv,: is shown

in Figure 21 together with PARET- and IREKIN-calculited curves. The #txperi-

nmental data points and vertical error bars (one standard deviation) are also

shown. The PARET calculations are essentially within experimental uncertainty

for both reactivity compensation and energy release for all the tests. For

short-period transientsthe IREKIN calcu!ations are within experimental uncer-

tainty for reactivity compensation but outside of the experimental uncertainty

for ene, gy release. The IREKIN zode overpredicts the energy release for these

transients because moderator feedback is not taken into account.

The 6001F hot-startup tests perforated at 14 fps flow demonstrate the

same reactivity compensation and energy release behavior as the 260°F tests.

The results are shown h, Figure 22. The l1b MKN code underpredicts the energy

release for long-period .tranz!ents because coolant flow Is not considered.

Energy release to peak power caicu!"kted using the IREKIN code is abott

50% larger than experimental values for short-period transients. The IREKIN-

calcrlated energy release for similar transients at 260*F was about 40% larger

than experimental values (Figure 21). Therefore, the larger calculated difference

at 500°F Indicates that moderator reactivity feedback increases with increasing

system temperature.

2.23 Power Burst Shapes and Reactivity Feedback. Time-dependent plots

of reactor power and energy release for short-period (;ý lOmsec), 250 and

500F hot-startup tests are shown in Figures 23 and 24. For both of the tests

shown in Figures 23 and 24, the PARET- and IREKIN-calculated burst shapes
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texperimental power Iursts and total reactivity compensations are also shown.

(.Juiy the total reactivity compensation can be determined from experimental

data, The PAltKT-calculated total reactivity feedback, which is the sum of the

three feedback contributions, agrees with the experimental total reactivity

fu.dick_ within the"'okpe'rbmental uncertainty for both tests. For the 250'F
test. the lPA\RET-calculated moderator heating reactivity compensation increases

tduring the power rie but decreases after the power burst. The calculated

modierator h fating fedback again increases at about 0.3 second after peak

poWer. For the 500OF transient, the PARET-calculated moderator reactivity

feedback shows it similar time dependency.

During the power bursts shown in Figures 25 and 26, transfer of heat

from the fuel rods to the moderator by conduction was small. However. a

prormp)t mechanism for heat transfer to the moderator did exist. This prompt

mtodcrator heliting (PIlf) wis caused by the slowing down of fast neutrons

.nd the absorption of' prompt gamma rays in the moderator and claddingý2 11 .

As illustrated in Figure.' 25 and 26. the reactivity feedback caus--.d by PMIH

increasus (luring tho initial power rise and then decreases. The decrease

results from heated moderator being continuously transported from core
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regions with large Importance weighting factors to regions of lesser imrjortance.

The totpl moderator heating feedback again increases at the end of the transieni

because of conductive transfer of heat from the fuel to the moderator.

For the E-coro, PMH reactivity feedback becomes an important feedback

mechanism at elevated initial system temperatures as a result of the change

in water density with temperature. The negative average temperature coefficient

of reactivity of the E-core changes from about -0.400F at a system temperature

of 70*F to about -20/'F at a system temperature of 250 0F, and becomes about

-40/°F at a system temperature of 500°F. Over the same temperature range

(70 to 500 0F), the calculated Doppler coefficient of reactivity changes from

-0.72/*/F to -0.370/7F. This combined effect of Increasing negative moderator

coefficient and decreasing Doppler coefficient with increasing system temper-

ature causes PMH feedback to increase in importance at elevated system

temperatures.

A summary of PARET-calculated reactivity feedback contributions at

the time of peak power and experimental resuits is listed in Table V1 for

represent'itAve long- and short-period, cold- and hot-startup reactivity accident

tests. For the short-period tests, PMH feedback contributes about 7% of the

total reactivity feedback at the time of peak power for the 78F test, about 17%

for the 250°F test, and about 35% for the 500°F test. For both of the hot-startup

*est condiL.ions, the percentage of moderator feedback at peak power decreases

as the r'.actor period increases. These differences in moderator feedback afre

causod by l.eated coolant being transported from the core during the long

times required to reach peak power for the long-period transients. For the

cold-startup tests, tLa reactivity feedback contribution from fuel rod expansion

shows a marked difference between the long- and short-period tests. This is

caused by the poor clad-water heat transfer for the no coolant [low case.

2.24 Effects of Coolant Flow. During equal reactivity insertion, long-

period hot-star'up tests, the energy release to peak power was increased

by increasrng the coolant flow, For short-period tests, the energy release

to peak power Is not measurably affected by the coolant flow rate. For the same

short-period tests, however, the power level following the power burst is

a function of coolant flow rate. This ia illustrated in Figure 27 where experi-

mental and PARET-calculated power burst shapes are shown for two 500*F,
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'Y~T/T. L AND AAR .. CALCULATED REA TIVITY VV -y ' Cm .... ATP p WEF

PA_=--te Calebalate- Reactivity
Com--ensatiun at Peak 7ýow.erE~:zerizenza1 Re~lts

?rimar-.
Coolant
Inlet

Test Temperature
Nio. (o.:;)

13 53±4

43 78

[a)

c, 500 2 4

Initial
Reactivity
Insertion($)

0.93 0.04

1.21 - 0.05

0.93 ±• .04

1.21 ± 0.05

0.93 0 O.O0
i.2 _-* 0

Reactor
Period
(mse~r)

206 ±.4

10.0 - 0.2

209 -1

10.3 0.2

22-3 4

9.70 0.19

Reactivity
Conpensation

at Peak
Pover(s)

0.19 0 0.02

0.22 0.02

0.22 ± 0.02

0.22 • 0.02

0.24. 0.03

0.2L ± 0.03

Total

0.i7

0.22

0.21

0.21

0.22

0.25

Doppler
(% of total)

85.2

93.6
Go0.-

81.8

75.3
63.7

FeI Rod
Moderator z-xp ansioon

01 of total) (. of tota!)

6.6 8.2

5.5 n.
6.3- 3.3

17.1 1.,

21.0 3.7

35.3 1.0

(a] For all - h hot-startup tests, the average primary coolant flow rate was !- fps and the system pressul-e
-was 1500 psig.
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short-period (;:i 15 rnsec) transiunt.t with

flow rates of .1.8 and 24 fps. The power

burst shnpr's were normalized to peak

power and reactor period. The cxperi-

mental and calculated results inidicate

that the runout power level increases

with increasing flow rate. Although the

power bi .'t shapes and therefore the

energy releases to peak power are not

signilicantly different, the total energy

release for long transient times is

different. The PMII reactivity feedback is

also a function of the coolant flow rate. The

effect of coolant flow on the PMH feed-

back is ilustrated by the PAllET results

shown in Figure 28. Increasing the flow

rate decreases PMH feedback because

of energy removal. For the large flow

rate (50 fps), the PMH feedback has

a shape similar to the power burst. For

the zero flow case, PMH feedback has a

shape similar to the energy release.

Because of the short times required

to reach peak power for short-period

transients, PMH feedback at the time

of peak power is not grossly changed

by varying the flow rate. For example,

in Figure 28 the PMH feedback at peak

power changes only about 25% as the

flow changes from 0 to 50 fps.

S0.5
0

' .- 24 fps Flow

I0'.
o 4.8 fps Flow

4• o05 o- Experlmental
W Parel Calculated

0.0 2 .. . . . .. -. . .•.. . .:. . . .

0 20 40 60
Time/Reactor Period o-..,

Fig. 27 Expe-rlninital and IzullEAl"' cala'.. -d
power burst shapes (or 5UO0 F' hot-startup
teits 66 (141.3 nisec period, 2.1 fpis flow)
and 67 (15.5 mniec period. 4.8 fps flow).

400

Z2,t

or

Coolant -Flo Iw No-t ----

.io~

IL1 ff/ec )4E

0 0. 0.2 0.3
Time (lec)

Fig. 28 PAMItEl' calculated P.Itt reactivity
feedback as a function of coolant flow rate
for 50"FF hot-startup test 60 (9.7 rnsec
peroxlI). Expcrtmeta1 reactor power fo.r

2.3 Core Inspection 1.1 'pq flow shown.

Upon completion of the low-initial-power reactivity accide't tests, the

reactor vessel head was removed and a scheduled inspection of the core was

begun. The fuel rod cladding surface was found to Le discolored, varying

fron" brown to blue hues, as were other stainless steel ourfaces in the interior
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of th' vessel. The iilscl•)dr;LtiorI is attrirhitud to oxidation caltsed by flov:ated

temp(cra tures, Dura:114 a visuall ilsplection• i1 thte fuel ,,lds. circumflr.tlltial

ridges and bowing we-r' sbe.rved oil a corte' hlot- ;pot f.ucit rd awld :I rod locaitvd

near the core hot spiot. The ridges were iii the aj lJ'ox i Wi:ttCe Ci)lfigutrationl Of

bamhxoo, and therefore the tffect has ht.un teurn-d ,-t )mnbooi n,.( A photogr:iph of

the ridges on the hot-spot fuel rod cladding is shown inl li gre 29. T'his fuel

rod was Iowed about 3/if; of a n inch. Veurthc r cort, inspJvc'.ion reveali tha-t

measurable bainbooing had occurrred oil II of .5] fhis) rods fromi 10 r'nriova;hlc"

fuel assemblies In the core, implying th0At aiollt 15'1, 1if the core fuel rods

were thus affected. Detailed measurements of the dehfrmtedI fuel rods showed

, defintite pattern of circumferentia:l ridge:s spaced alblout 3/- intch apart and

continuing 10 to 14 inches above the hottonm of the fuel rol.s coilciduelt with

the higheust flux region of the core. rhe istance between ridges is in llr 'enrent

with the 0.766 inch des ign length of the fuwl lePtt s. This de1fo)rmation of the

Spert ill E-core fuel roils is discussed in de'trii ill a ,sp Irate! rno rt[22].

Experi mental and :ma lytical investigations of these changes in fuelu rod

conidition.s were performn)lf. It wa,,s deptUrmineId thait the cladding in tile balliho)oiold

sections had not ex-): nded , but raither had locally colla:psed onto the fuel pellet

surlaces. Thus it was anticilpated that tile ('lad dlefoirtnation of tihe larlhooed

tuel wouldl not exceed that which was observad. With further testing it was

b6elievCd that thli nmbh-r Of coVe fuel rodsaff'cted by Ibabooilng would increase;

howeveIr, metal lhrgica I inve'stigations iodicatted that the strength of the cladding

was not affecti:d by the balaibooing.

Duriog aA. of the: rcýa 'tiir kin'.tic- te+'sts up to tile time of the co-re inspection.

thie E-core fuit rods perfwrined sotisfc:torily, and ill no cast- wa:-s clad integrity

violate(d. Other than tile clad deformations found during this inspection ald

subsequent investigations, the fuel U -oil s we re in good Meuh;ilic-:l condition.

It was concluded that thie clad banlibooing would neither affect the expe-1-rienlital

results nor precludle the planned high-initi:l-power c.:yeririTlil:.,l progr':a:m1

from being performed safely.

2.A Snkina rv

The .S.;w1ert Ill E-tco re' rtetactivity ack-lalhtlt testsj-; initiai t +d at hot-startup

con01ditiollns were pewrflonlI.•{d to itnvestig:tei t t, fIe-fcts of .!h.v~itatd ;sttn tenllt.-r-

atrllt2 andi coolant flow ra:te oil the ri:etor k jetic ieh:hvior, liesults- of the.se.

investigati;ns indicate that illcrc-:isilng the sYsten.'i! tem11peiratlure causes the
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F•,Ig. 29 Photogroi showing bsmb'joing*(oiroumf rential ridges) on fuel rod from E-core hot-spot.
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D o :I )II'I.r rI. , i t: t tI .-I t.. f ! I-.( pI r kI:nIt r:u , ' r ,, g ,'.I r:itud in 11t1.' fl'f,- to 111:," rr:.1 .,
: .ý, t x I ( It;. . 114,1w ,.v,,-r . :s 11, I n, l.itin !. .sy st,-11 tel II:*'~I :! | 1:11 1 i iI. '!', Iýo -( I ti I k - ,:t ýn -

|L I v ,- ,4 ofl th, pIII. , ) I% .Ir L• "I. x tI -ý ý I C )1 ' •. l• ý% 1k )n t : t .i I : I r t: ! 1 I 1 w,> h , t -XI c I I i f I ,*

t .,'(iY i(.i \ er,• solI'ly I)opI clr Ii oII t'l. 'Irl ;itdditionn I ro ;i t I i vity timllpfu. t i I. I

thit liIT)ito l th- jiowe.r excursions was CaLus4ed hy fuedlh.nk tlinit resoiltid front

promjpt moiderator huating. ThIis PMIl feedbac coitribulid Lill to° 35"",; of the

reactivity conlpensatijon at thte timen oif peak ipower for 5;)1)']-' hot-"-:-•:t•ij) t.

iiiVzstig•tlion of thi ffects of colant flnow rtes to ku ti,-ti. bLhivi-r .lwi,!

that, for short-period, hot-startup tratnslent 5, te jpak power:Lnd energy re-tas,

to peak power wi-re not iiffected by flow rate. howe;-r. ihe ix'w .I eve! :,ftcr

the power ,urst "wA-is Increasod by increasing thlu c,,,l:'. fnow rate ,

heated coolant that wm'ld cause reactivity fee dback wi s ir' •.' ftli1 th!

core at faster rates. For long-prmriod tramnsients, inc:reasing the coo! ant fihtw r•w

Inrcrealse-d the energy release to peak power becaiu.se of the loss of rliiditer.it•ri

reactivity feedback.

Both the IlEKIN and PARIET codes adequat.ly predicted the expermcilent'

results for the reactivity accident tests initiated fronm cold-stir-nup 'ondltiit s.

"rhese codes were further nvatlhited for the holt-startup cmiod itions •'iit-b

included cool ant flow and elevated system temrperiture ad pressuro. II EKIN-

ca;lctul ated peak power ainud energy release to the tine ,of puak power werr ,..0

to (i60'(', larger than experimental values for all the short-ieritil, h(t-st:t 'tti

rezactivity accibdent tests; but. the IIREKIN code unde rpre-(lictecd thLcnergyv

relhase to peak po.)wer for 50(0F long-period, hot-startup re-activity accid'tt

tests. This inconsistency in the IEIKIN predictions resultted because coolaint

flow is not colnsidter-d in the I R.EKIN code iind I moderator feedback wn!- not

accounted for. For tile hot-startup reactivity accident condition, thel KIN

cotelt! \%%iS: not aduejquate filr predicting the reactor kinetic behavior, and, :is :I

result. IREKIN c:ilc ulations were not performed for thei high-initial-powe.r

ra::ctIv ty iccideint te'sts. For the 260'F hot-startup te:sts. PAl*:r-calcul atil

p' oak powers t)ve rp red i 'ted the experimental results by a bout 25X,. The PARFlNT-

ctalcuil:atedl po(wers a•iI •-1(ergy rele':ses were within experimental ulincertainty

for all the- 500'F" hot-.startliip tests. Trhe goo('.! agircenict between PAlIEUT-

CaleCui;itcul inlld exllerinient;il re(s..ults indicites hlait cool:int flow :,,d(n moderator

reanctivity fcdbhack should lie considered in analyses of reactivity acchldnts

at eleva:tied systeni temperatures.
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:3. IIIGII-INITIlAl.-PO\WIH I{ IEAC'F1VITY .,\CCIILN 1' rI'1. I'."

The first h;,.isc of the ,xp'ri- h(,ant:hl p)rogr;ilul ewV ri th.. O fi t.l of sy'4tQnu

environmental conditions on tho kintwc b-havior of the : Wi': I1 -1-ore dur'ng

reactivity acidcnts lniti:tt,-d from low Initial pow,:rs. l'h1.4 ph:i(,.t(rovided :t

significant extension of e- isting Q'×!,riumental data : n t " ,.tic : Ia I %•es for an

oxide- fueled PWM l. From these ra.q t ivty accident t,.t- th' ,.ff. ,t.• of initial

systemi temperature, cool ant flow rate.° arlIrA ,atiivity in.t'rt:f)n upon the

reactor kinetic behavior were lnveatigrte'd.

From thte analys.,s of the results of these low-initilI-power tcsts, it Wais

determlncd that the kinetic behavio)r of the E-cor, was und,-.-rtond for the

conditions exai ned. 'T'his ttnd(e r ,t:t: (I I p rOvided(.I a has is far the next .uc~ice

in 'the experimental program: the_- investigaition of the offeets of the ilnitial

steady state power oin the kinetic behavior of the l.-.oi'. lh u! svsequcnt

high-initial-power tests provilded t.p;:.,irmental data for ra ,tivity aceidhlnts

initiated from hot-: 'andby anid oprating-power conditions. No 'oje- data

were known to exist for oxide-fueled PWR's befor,_- these tet-sts.

3. I L)Lati.ýng Condtloqns tor the llIgh-lnitial- Power Tests

For the high-initial-powe-r testing phase, the reactor (.ondition4 were

considered to be molru s,-xetr!re than for the low-initial-i-power tests because:

(at) the steady State fiel temperatures would be iin.::irr th;. mnlting point.

(b) the reactor corel wouild contain much rn')re stored ,negy, and (c) the

power burst energy relcase would be consideralhby I:irger. The Spowrt III E-.oI-

operating conditions chosen for the high-Initial-power reactivity accident tests

were 500*F inle-t coolant temperature. 1500 psig system pressure, aind 12.000 gprn

coolant flow. These conlitioiis allowed for a significant safety margin for the

experiments anI still repiresented typical commercial PWVI levels of coolallt

sulcooling ( I- 100'F) aind average coolant velocity along the fuel rods ('.k 14 fps).

The first series of thi high-initial-power tests were performed from a

steady state reactor power of about 1 MW. For the E-core, this corresponds

to a peak power densiy of about 30 kW per liter of UO)2 (specific power of 0.8

kW/kg ol UO2), which Is representative of hot-standby conditions in commercial

WIWls. Trhe second series of tests wts performied from an initial reactor

power of about 20 NIWV. 'Tiii initiali powcr yihlds a peak power density of about
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550 kW per liter of U 9., (specific power of 16 kW/kg of UU)2 ) and represents

operating-power conditions in commercial PWR' s.

r( w4.ure a low' prolahibility for E-cor-, daiiage during the high-initial-

power tests, the maximum fuel hot-spot enthalpy[la was limited to 200 cal/g

of UO2. This UO 2 t_-tithaipy is well hl!ow the value of about 270 cal/g required

to reach U0 2 fuel melting temperatures. For the most severe- initial power

corthtion of 2C MW, pretest calculations indlcat.d that the fuel hot-spot

entnalpy limit of 200 cal/g of U02 would he reached in one second during an

excursliln initiated with a ramp reactivity insertion of Lxbout 1.30$. From

the fuel hot-spot energy content consideration, it was decided to limit the

reactivity insertions for the high-Initial-power test series to about 1.25$,

and to terminate tht, excursions by a control rod scram about one second

after the initiation of the transient.

The ramp reactivity insertion rate of high-initiatl-power conditions was

about 15$/sec.

3.2 Experimental Results

A total of five hot-standby and three operating-power reactivity accidentS tosts was performcxI in the high-initial-power test series. A summary cf

the experimental results Is presented In Table VII. The listed uncertainties

in these datai repres-nt one standard deviation.

3.21 Power Burst Shapes. 'xperimental time-dependent power data for the

five hot-standby tests aai the three operating-power tests are shown in Figures 30

and 31, respectively. The power rise for all of these excursions is not purely

exponential for even one decade, and thots these tests did not have stable reactor

periods. This nonasymptotic behavior resulted because considerable energy was

released immediately after initiation of the transients causing appreciable

reactivity feedback during and after the time of reactivity insertion. Therefore,

the hot-standby and opec.ting-power reactivity accident tests are classified

in Table VII according to initial reactivity insertion instead of reactor period.

Figures 30 and 31 illustrate power burst shapes typifying E-core kinetic

behavior during reactivity accidents Initiated from high-Initial-power condititns.

For the superproiapt critical excu, sions, these burst shapes are quite similar

[a] The fuel enthalpy is the initial steady state enthalpy plus the enthalpy
resulting from the excursion.
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to those obtained during the low-initial-power tests (see Figure 10). Bu:llaus,.

of the immediate reactivity feedback after transient initiation for the. hih-

Initial-power tests, there is a marked difference in burst shapes betweeu thes

tests and the low- initial-power subprompt critical excursions. For suhpri)oilt

critical excur:ions initiated from low Initinlpowerthe time to peak power was

a few suconds. For the high-initial-power tests, however, this time is only

several hundred milliseconds. The immediate feedback and short time to p.ek

power caused the bursts for the 0.86$ test in Fiiur, 30. and the 0.46$ te.-i ii

Figure 31. to approximate square waves. For these two tests. the reactoi cor(e

conditions and( reactivity insertion rates were such that the nuclear cne:rgy

generation rate was balnnced by the energy removal rate. For the other excur-
sions in the two figures, the enerr'generation rate exceeded the energy removl

rate so that reactivit", feedback, which is energy or temperature dependent. wats

still occurring wel, after the power rise was terminated.

3.22 Energ;y telease to Peak Power. The net energy relhased to the

time of peak power as a function of the reactivity insertion, for the 500"F hot-

startup, hot-standby, and operating-pow-r tusts, is plotted in Figure :12.
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The curves, drawn to aid in the

general interpretation of the data,

were least-squares fitted to thedata •o-

points, For the hot-startup or low-

initial-power tests, the energy to
cr
"3

peak power displays a sharp mini- 2 01

mum around 1$ reactivity insertion. O'"-- I
For subprornpt critical reactivity

insertions, the energy to peak power

decreases as the inserted roactivity 5

increases (reactor period gets! ,

shorter). As the reactor period " V

decreases, the time to peak power 2-

becomes shorter; thus, a relatively
smaller nurrher of delayed neutrons __.... ..... ... L _A.

0,20 060 0 1-00 120 I46 •00
contribute to neutron multiplication. REACTIVITY INSERTIION M.
Therefore, less energy is required Fig. 32 Experiment.ti net energy rIailxoa Io iw.,t

power us functlion-s of reuctivity InnerItios It)

to terminate the power rise. For the S00•F hot -otarlup. hot -gthtmlby,and )lwrating-
power tostst.

superprompt critical reactivity insertions, the reactivity above about 1$ must

be compensated to terminate the power rise, For these excursions, as tho

reactivity insertion increases, larger energy releases are again requirod for

reactivity compensation. For the hot-standby tests, the cnergy to peak power

behavior is similar to that ofthe low-initial-power case. except that the minimum

is not as sharp. This change in behavior again results from differences in ths

relative times of peak power. Peak power occurs much sooner for the hot- standby

tests than for the hot-startup tek.ts for the same re'activity insertion. For

the operating-power test data, there is no minimum in the energy to peak

power versus reactivity insertion curve. This behavior results because the

times to peak power were short for all the operating-power excursions; thus,

the delayed neu*ion contribution to neutron multiplication was sniall. The

number of prompt neutrons that must be removed from the system in order

to terminate the power rise increases as the amount of inserted reactivity

increases. Therefore, larger energy releases are required for reactivity

compensation as the reactivity insertion gets larger.
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:3.3 Comparison of Calculritonal and Experimental Results

Prior to testing, PAIII',rT computer code calculations were performed to

predict the kinetic res-ponsc of the 1-core for excursions initiated from high-

initial-power conditions. Comparisons of the.,- calculations with the experimental

results were made to further evaluate the PARET model. The calculations

alkýo provided information that could not be determined by the experimental

data alone. Since the PARET model separately accounts for Doppler, moderator

heating, void formation, and fuel rod expansion reactivity feedback, the calcu-

lational results indicate tho influence of Initial steady state power on these

reaictivity feedback mechanisms.

3.31 Peak Reactor Powers. The experimental peak reactor powe'r versus

re:,ntivity insertion data for the hot-standby and operating-power reactivity

ac,.iteint te.sts are plotted in Figure 33 together with the calculated curves

ohtained using the PAl'Tr code.

(Crves that were least-squares
ENpumemntal Leat)-Squoel I'lrd

fitted to the data points tire also ..... CdCo, d

givan. Since only a few high-initial- /,

power tests were performed. the -.000-

-onfidence bands for the least- It

squares fitted curves are extremely UI

hroad und are not shown. Because 100

of this lack of confidence in the '° / ,"

fitted curves. comparisons between • --

the experimental and calculated peak • [
power values are mande according to /

/

to the uncertainties in the experl-

monte I data. L.

arc ropresentei; by vertical aind REACTIVITY INSERTION ({)

Fig. 331E l•rl~~tt and ])A)(),*I'T c':hlalcuat.dliwak

hori ?)ntal error b)IlS. The vertical ru:at'r Ip)wvrt ; its 1 ` 14 (1oi n A, r1,-: tivity for Ow

c rror bars reopr(ese, nt a iineertainty hot-st:I and Y 1wratin ' )wor ts .

(if fne standard (leviation in the experimental peJak power, which is about I-: I'N..

This •1: 1(1% w's estimated from the power calibration results 1 71. The hert z'A)i1tIl

ucrror ))ars represent an uncertainty of one standard deviation in the reactivity

ln..sertion. V.ecaUse there were not stable reactor periods for the high-initial-
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power transients, It was not possible to determine the reactivity insertions

from the inhour equatinn, The reactivity insertions were determined as a

function of the ruactivity worths of the control rods. One stan.'ardc deviation

represents about -.L41) uncertainty in the reactivity insertion.

ior the entire high-initial-power test series, the PARET-calculated

peak power values nro 10 to 20% less than the experlmintal data. For the

hot-standby aertes, the calculated peak power valhes are in agreement with

the experimental rsults well within the uncertainties In the reactivity insertions.

For the operating-power series, the calculated peak power values are in most

cases within the uncertainties of the experimental data.

3.32 Power Burst Shapes and Net Energy Release. Time-dependent reactor

power .nd net energy releasela) for two representative high-initial-power tests

are shown in Figurems 34 and 35. These two tests were initiated with rapid
4000 1 I000

O00 -- - 1000

to Powe,/ .........

woor

PAR[• I Catlculted

0 0.1 O. 0 o.

TIME (sec) •,, TIME (sed ,r

Fig. 34 Experin, ental and PAllET Laleulated re- Fig. 35 Expe~rimental and PAIl'E c.=hilated ro.,-
actor power and not energy roleamo lor hot- actorpoworandt netenorgy reclame for tiworating-
mltandhy test 81 (1.17$ retictivlty himortion), power tes~t 86 (1.17$ •'-zictivity tns•erthori).

ramp reactivity insertion4 of about 1.17$. For both tests, the PARET-caieuiated

power and net energy release are In agreement with the experimental results.

[a) The net energy roheatie is the energy release above that resulting from
steady state operation,
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The differences in the ci l Iculated and experhnictital hurst shapes result in

large part from the differences between the experimental reactivity insertion

ratte and the rate used in the PAllET pretest calculations.

3.33 Net Systenm Reactivity and l{cactivity Insertion Rate. For the low-

initial-power rtactivity w,;cldont tests, it was possible to compare both the

net system and conipUn.ý,ated reactivities, determined from experimental powe.r

data, with calculationhil rusults. rhe net system reactivity was determined

from the experimental power data with the spoirrT2 3] computer code which

uses the point-reaL:.or kinetic equations. During the low-Initial-power tests,

the net system reactivity was initially assumed to be equal to the total reactivity

inserted because stable reactor periods were reached for these tests. Therefore,

during these transients the compensated reactivity wis determined by subtracting

the( net system reactivity from the known initially inserted reactivity. However,

during hligh-inttial-powelr tests, appreciable re'activlty compensation occurred

during the reactivity Insertion time: thus the initial net system reactivity

could not be. assumed to be equal to the total reactivity insertion. Experiments

were not performed to deitermine the precise reactivity insertion rates for

transients initiated from high-initial'-power levels. For this reason, the corn-

pensated reactivity for the high-initial-power tests could not be precisely

dctermined from the experimental data, and only the net system reactivi

couhld he COMIlarCd(l with citculational results.

Net system reactivitles determined from experimental power data for

re-prcsentative hot-startuIp and operating-power tests initiated with 1,17$

reactivity insortions ar, shown in Figures 36 and 37, respectively, together

with PAIl E'l'-calculated rosults. The largest (lifference between the cxpcrimeita I ly

determined and calculat'd curves shown in these two figures is about 0.10$,

or 25% of the exp)erimelntally determinedl value. Since one standard deviation

in the net system reactivity derived from experimental data is about 11% ait

the time of p)eak power and becomLes even larger at post-peak power tims

(Appendix C). the :,gr((.rn ent between the calculated and experinmentally detul-

mined net syste•n reactivities can be considered good.

Th,! n1l systni r,,:activities shown in Figures 36 and :37 also intdicate

the tinic- dcplciuuleicy o1' reactivity insertion since nct system reactivity is

the iiserteti Illillus thil ,.',il)fensate-d reactivity. If it is assumed that PAI R.E.T

c:tlcuila ttins ofI the reactivity feedback are, as good for the high-initial-power
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system roactivity for hot-uitandby test 81 (1.175 system reasitlvity for operatlig-powur tv,•t St,
reactivity insertion), (1.17S reactivity insertionn.

tests as they were for the Iow-initial-power tests, then a comparison of the

calculated and experimentally determined net system reactivities indicates

that the reactivity insertion rate was larger at the beginning and sm ler .."

the end of the insertion than the rate used in the PARET calculations. The

reactivity insertion rates input to the PARET code were determined from

control rod% worth measurements and a calculated transient-rod-position versus

time curve.

3.34 Fuel and Cladding Surface Temperature. The maximnum fuel and

cladding temperatures attained during the high-initial-power reactivity accident

tests are extremely important in reactor safety investigations. The core

hot-spot cladding surface temperature was measured by a stainless steel

sheathed thermocouple attached to the corner fuel rod in the S1l fuel assembly.

The thermociuple was located 16 inches above the bottom of the fuel rod.

Steady state, core hot-spot cladding temperatures were measured to be about 575,

570. and 560 0 F, respectively, for the three operating-power tests. Differences

between these various steady state temperatures are attributed primarily

to the differences in the ihtial power levels and coolant inlet temperatures

for the three tests. The steady state, hot-standby. core hot-spot cladding

temperatures were measured to be around 5007F for all the tests. PARFT-
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calculated steady stat, hot-spot cli:thiing ten-peratures w•.,re 588 and 504VF for

the opcrating-power a. hiAt-standly Initi:d A conditi(ns. respectively. The

differences betwc-n the cah lt I it- I and uxperinienta I stcady state cladding Surfnace

teniperatures ,-", e-us.ed by t emperature grtriients across the therrnocouple

1unctions anti heiat l)osse.s ),-C:iuse of flow.

For the twov il)I e.ie rntativ, hott-s;.andhy and operAting-power tests initiated

with 1.17$ reactivity insertions. tho mneasured ma. imurn transient hot-spot

cladding temperature.s were about 540 and 600*F. respectively. The PAEiET-

calculated hot-spot cladding temperatures Rir these two tests are shown In

Figure 38. For the hot-standby test, tCe calculatd hot-spot cladding temiperature

is about 530*F lust after the power

burst and is calculatted to reach al,)ut

5.'l' at the tiue of autonratic

c:,ntrol rod scral i (1 sec). .or the

open iting-power test, the calculated

hot-spot cladding teinperatture

reaches the nuclear,:t• Iliniog tempelr-

ature of 606°F !it 0.1.4 sc-ond and

rerna ins at this telni)ernttnrc

throughuMt the duration 01f the tran-

sient, "'The calculatiohns indicate that

this nucleate Ix)lling ,.+ ccnrfiric.d to a

s•inali axial flux peaking region in

ab lout 5'ý;: of the cor,. Theigrutr'ietnt

bt1ween the calculhtdl :am1(! extmpri-

ntiv-nt:il lhiXiniUrnll hill -spot claddling

surface temperitur."4s wa:s good.

Since the core was riot instru-

rIneitid to incasur," Ce the Ut)-fl
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tonipuratture. this imp)ortaint {):pi*:) ,-et, C' co,)d ,inly I), c iaulatedl. The good

:ag,','icmnt Ibetwecn the PA :irET :;alculated rvt:rctor pw)wr andti net energy

r.{lo+se, ; aind the eo}perimtental re.•dlts for the two ,repesentative high-initi:a-
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aturre distribution. l.o r the hot- staridi)y ttest shown in Woi-ire 3t, the PALLET-



calculated hot-spot UO 2 -fuel temperature is abx)ut 1050*F just after the power

burst and is calculated to become about 1270'F at the time of autoinati. control

rod scram. - For the most severe op-,rating-l)ower excursion performed, the

post-burst calculated hot-spot fuel temperature is abou-. 3560'-F. At the time

of automatic control rod scram, the hot-spot fuel temperature is calculated

to be about 3800*F. For all of the high-initial-power reactivity accident tests.

the PARET-calculated maximum hot-spot fuel temperatures art, well below

the melting temperature of U0 2 .

3.4 Reactivity Feedback Mechaniams

PAlRET results show the effects of high initial reactor power on the

individual dynamic reactivity feedback mechanisms that limit reactivity accidents.

The model separately accounts for reactivity feedback arising from fuel rod

and mo crator heating. Since the largest difference betw.een the experimental

and calculated net system reactivities for the high-initial-power tests was

about 25%, the calculated total compensated reactivities should be representative

of the experimental values. In addition, the consistently good agreement l,.tw._n

the calculated and experimental total reactivity compensations for :all the

low-initial-power tests supports the conclusion that the major reactivity

feedback mechanisms are adequately accounted for in the PAWi{T Irnmode-l.

3.41 Fuel and Moderator Heating. The role of fueland moderator heating ais

reactivity feedback mechanisms (luring high-initial-power reactivity .coCident

tests can be estimated from PA|tET calculations. The feedback resulting from

fuel heating is primarily caused by Doppler broadenhlg and fuel rod expansion.

Reactivity feedback ru,.L.;ting from moderator heating is caunse!d by rimodrator

expansion and void ',urmat ion. The calculated fuel aind inl1)(hI'drator li)claig

reactivity compensatio•s at the time of peak power for scvae roIpr-) su-tattlyv

500-'F hot-startup, hot-standby. and oprating-powur tests it r listtd in" Table Vill.

The moderator heating reactivity compensation inreas..s fronm about 30 to 50%

of the total compensation as the Initial power increases from 50 W to 20 NV\V.

Conversely, the fuel heating compensation decreases from albut 70 to 50%.

This change in fuel and moderator heating feedback results becatuse with

increasing initial power levels (a) the average temperature incr',ass and

causes increased moderator reactivity feedback oecause. the moderator temper-

ature coefficient incroases with increasing temperature, and (b) the average

fuel temperature Increases and ctusea less Doppler reactivity feedback per
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unit energy release because the Doppler coefficient decreases with increasing

fuel temperature. There Is little difference between moderator heating reactivity

feedback contributions for initial powers of 50 W and 1 MW because the mod-

erator temperature coefficients are approximately equal for these cases.

For the low-initial-powor tests, where the power rises on a stable period.

the moderator heating roactivity feedback is a function of the reactor period

or reactivity insertion. In Table VIII, the moderator heating compensation

inereases from 28 to 35% of the total as the reactivity insertion for the hot-

sta rtup tests increases from 0.93 to 1. 15$. This behzivii r of Increasing moderator

heating compensation with larger reactivity insertions did not occur for the

high-initial-power tests, For these tests, the power did not rise on stable

periods, and the times to peak power were essentially the same regardless

of roactivity insertion.

3.42 Prompt and Delayed Reactivity Feedback. The reactivity feedback can

foirther be broken down into prompt and delayed components. For the fuel

htsating fecdback mechanism, the Doppler compensation is prompt, but the fuel

rod expansion compensation caused by heat transfer out of the fuel into the

cladding is delayed. For the moderator heating fcedba .ý mechanisms, the

heating that results from slowing down of fast neutrons and attenuation of prompt

gamnaii rays gives PM! fe(ed.back, but the heating caused by heat transfer
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The PARET-calculated, time-dependent, reactivity compensation for a

hot-standby reactivity accident hiltiated with a reactivity insertion of 1.17$ is

shown in Figure 39. The majority of the fuel heating reactivity compensation

is due to prompt Doppler feedback, with the delayed fuel rod expansion feedback

contributing only around 3% at the time of peak power. Until about 0.2 second.

almost all of the moderator heating feedback is due to PMH. This PMH feedback

decreases after the power burst. However, the moderator heating feedback

is maintained by the del ayed heat transfer outof the fuel rods into the moderator.

The dip in the moderator heat~ng compensation at about 0.25 second is not its

pronounced as was the case for it similar 500°F hot-startup test (Figure 26).

The delayed conductive heat transfer from the fuel to the water occurs sooner

for the hot-standby than for the hot-startup excursion because the gas gap

is smaller and the steady state fuel temperatures are larger. For the E-core

hot-standby tests, the reactivity feedback mechanisms which limit the power

excursions are principally prompt, with Doppler compensation predominating.
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The PARET-calcul:,ted. time-.iependent, reactivity compensation for an

operating-power reactivity accident initiated with a reactivity insertion of

1.17$ is shown in Figure 40. The malority of the fuel heating compensation

is again due to prompt Doppler feedback, with the delayed rod expansion

feedback contributing around 4% at the time of peak power. Until about 0.15

second, most of the moderator heating feedback is due to PMH. There is

no dip in the moderator heating feedback as there was for the hot-standby

excursion. The reason for thisdifference is due to a combination -f (a) significant

post-burst PMH feedback because of the high runout power ' )vel and (b) early

conductive heat transfer to the moderator. The clad-wate- heat transfer

occurs sooner because of the very small gas gap and high ., .- i;(y state fuel

temperatures at operating-power conditions. For oper'-ting-power tests with

the E-core, PMH compensation is the dominant feedback :.nechanism until about

the time of peak power, where the Doppler feedback beconmi" ap;_.oximately

equal to the PMH feedback.

3.5 Summary of the Effects of Initial Reactor P'ower

To determine the effects of the Initial reactor power on the results of

reactivity accidents, the initial reactor conditions were uniformly set at

5007F coolant inlet temperature, 1500 psig system pressure, and 14 fps coolant

flow. With these initial conditions, re&,ctivity accident tests were initiated

by reactivity insertions of 0.46 to 1.29$.

3.51 Time to Peak Power. The time required to reach peak power after

initiation of a reactivity accident varies with Initial power conditions for

identical reactivity insertions. Figure 41 shows the experimental peak power

times for a range of reactivity insertions at 500*F hot-startup, hot-standby.

and operating-power conditions. For all three test conditions, the reactivity

insertion rate was about 15$/see. For large values of reactivity Insertion.

the times to peak power for all initial power conditions tend to converge

toward a value of roughly 100 msec. For a small value of reactivity insertion

such as 0.80$. the time varies from about 13 sec to 160 msec when the initial

power changes from 50 W to 20 MW.

;..52 Superprompt Critical Tests. The effects of the Initial power on super-

prompt critical reactivity accident tests are illustrated in Figure .12. In this

i'iglrji . thi: timue-dcpendunt experimcntal reat or powur and net carrgy re-

Icsc arc given for hol-s.tartup, hot-sta llthy, and Operat ia-pow.,r ests, all
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initiated with a ramp reactivity insertion of 1.17$. The power burst shapes are

generally similar for all three tests. The power burst magnitude is not strongly

dependent on initial power conditions; le, the hot-standby peak power Lind ±'unout

net energy release are only about 1.4 times the hot-startup values, and the

operating-power peak power and runout net energy release are about 2.7 times

the hot-startup values. The time to complete the superprompt critical power

bursts is also only weakly dependent on the initial power condition, The net

energy releases at the time of peak power for the hot-standby and operating-

power tests were 1.3 ond 2.7 times that for the hot-startup tests. These ratios

reflect primarily the effect of the decreasing Doppler reactivity feedback co-

efficient with increasing initial reactor power and subsequent higher initial

fuel temperatures.

3.53 Subprompt Critical Tests. The effects of the initial power on sub-

prompt critical reactivity accident tests are illustrated in Figure 43. The

time-dependent experimental reactor power and net energy release arc given

for hot-startup, hot-standby, and operating-power reactivity accident tests,

initiated with ramp reactivity insertions of 0.93, 0.86, and 0.87$, respectively.

For these subprompt critical tests there Is marked dissimilarit:° in the power

burst shapes. The times to peak power vary considerably, with the hot-startup

peak power time about 35 times that of the operating-power tests. In terms
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of the power burst magnitude, the hot-standby and operating-power peak

powers are respectively about 1.5 and 10 times the hot-startup peak power. The

net energy release at the time of peak power for the hot-standby test is only

0.6 that of the hot-startup value. This energy release relationship, which

is opposite to the suporprompt critical behavior. is due to the large differences

in peak power times and thus the relative number of delayed neutrons contrib-

uting to the neutron multiplication. This is demonstrated by the reactivities that

had to be corrpensated in order to terminate the power rises. The compensated

reactivities at peak power were 0.25$ for the hot-startup excursion and only

0.09$ for the hot-standby excursion. Th3 net energy release at the time of

peak power for the operating-power tests is about twice that ofthi, hot-standby

value. rhe compensated reactivity at peak power wits about 0.04$ for the

operating-power excursion. Thus. it took twice the energy release At operating-

power conditiors to compensate about half the reactivity, which demonstrates

the effect of the decreasing Doppler reactivity feediback coefficient with increasing

Initial reactor power.
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Mtandby. mnd operating-powur toFt,. all initiated with I. 17M.

initiated with a ramp reactivity insertion of 1.17$. The power burst lhapls are

generally similar for all three tests. The power burst magnitude is not strongly

dependent on initial power conditions; ie. the hot-standby peak powter and runout

net energy release are only about 1.4 times the hot-startup valum.s. and thu

operating-power peak power and runout net energy release are about 2.7 timuni

the hot-startup values. The time to complete the superprompt critical power

bursts is also only weakly dependent on the initial power condlt'on. The net

energy releases at the time of peak power for the hot-standby and operating-

power tests were 1.3 and 2.7 times that for the hot-startup tests. These ratlos

reflect primarily the effect of the decreasing Doppler reactivity feedback co-

efficient with increasing initial reactor power and subsequent higher inifitl

fuel temperatures.

3.53 Subprompt Critical Tests. The effects of the initial pow 'on sub)-

prompt critical reactivity h-ýcident tests are illustrated in Figure 43. ThL'

time-dependent experimental reactor power ard net energy release :Ire given

for hot-startup, hot-standby. and operating-power reactivity accident tests.

initiated with ramp reactivity insertions of 0.93, 0.86, and 0.R.7$, respectively.

For these subprompt critical tests there is marked dissimilarity in the pi' ,r

burst shapes. The times to peak power vary considerably, with the hot-startup

peak power time about 35 times that of the operating-power tests. h terms
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.)f thie I to wor 1lt)'st mntinltudc . the hot-standby and operating-power peak

pImwtvr. v ri's, i,•. tively albut 1.5 and 11) times the hot-startup peak power. The

net maor.y release at the time of peak power for the hot-standby test Is only

0.6; Oltit of th(e hot-sta rtul) value. 'this energy release relationship, Mitch

Is I 10p~osite to ih01 sl)(t'pronljt critical behavior, is dute to the large differences

it% piuAik powt.,v times mtid thus the relative numbt-r of delayed neutrons conl? ib-

utill too hilet It) ifltiplicition. This is demonstrated by the reactivitles that

had to 1): Crspa.'O sltut-I ill r(der to terminate the power rises. The compensated

rc:tctivlties i:t. peak power wore 0.25S for, the hot-startup excursion and only

0,0)9J$ fotr the hot-standby excursion. The net energy release at the time of

lj.Jik power for the o)j)Certing-power tests is about twice that ofthe hot-standby

va It;. "'rhe cot.il),tistŽ(i reactivity att peak power- was about 0.04$ for the

tt~)clratting-power t'(xctrsion. T'hus, it took twice the energy releaise at opcratinr-

III 'eL"0 tonshtit• jais tIo COnpensate :ab)out half the reactivity, which devnon.4trat,.S

till!ii .'t If the (ie Ptasifg lOppi e. reactivity f'edback coefficient with inc rea.sing

initll! re;I)ttlr pWoe'.
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IV. EXTRAPOLATIVE CALCULATIONS

PARET code calculations were performed as a part of ýhe Spert III E-core

progL'am to investigate kinetic behavior for postulated reactivity accidents sig-

nificantly different from those actually tested. Analytical investigations were made

in the areas of ýu) the effect of the moderator temperature coefficient of reac-

tivity on an operating-power reactivity accident and (b) the results of reactivity

accidents performed with the maximum available E-core excess reactvity

inserted at the various initial E-core conditions.

1. POSITIVE MODERATOR TEMPE WA'rUIlE COEIFFICIIENT

In Section 111-3.4 it was observed that the PMI! reactivity feedback con-

tributed about 50% of the total reactivity compensation for E-core operating-

power reactivity accident tests. Since the PMi feedback is negative only as

long as the moderator temperature coefficient of reactivity is negative, a

positive moderator coefficient could cause the PMH feedback to become an

inherently unsafe mechanism. For this situation, the PMH feedback would be

equivalent to positive reactivity insertion.

At system conditions of 500OF ;-oolant inlet temperature and 1500 psig,

the Spert III E-core has a moderator temperature coefficient of about -4,i/ 0 1'.

This negative value is near the maximum for present operating PWR's. The

effect of moderator temperature coeffidients on the excursion behavior of

the E-core was investigated to verify the strong influence of PMfI feedback.

PARET calculations wero made for operating-power reactivity accidents

initiated by a ramp reactivity insertion of 1.22$ with the temperature co-

efficient arbitrarily varied over the range from -4 to #-1.4ý'/°F, while all

the other E-core parameters were held fixed.

The power bursts for three such PARET-calculated reactivity accidents

are illustrated in Figure 44. As the temperature coefficient changes from

-4 to +1.4V/ 0F, the peak reactor power increases by a factor of about three

and the runout power increases by a factor of about two. For these calcu-

lations, the net energy releases are shown in Figure 45. For the 41.4,4/'F

temperature coefficient, the net energy releases after 250 nisec yields an adi-

abatic hot-spot f'uel enthalpy increase of about 58 cal/g of UO 2 . When added to the

20 MW steady state energy content, the maximum fuel enthalpy is about 190
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loti 12$ fr vallortus t 11 erio:l tutnpiwrature with 1.2.2S for %-:1111i ntotur;rt u I ttIt' rd itin'

cal/g of UO2 after 2FO ImTwc. Thus, no fuel melting should he predicted during

th,:! trinsient time considhred.

For these Operating-piower reactivity :Iccidlents, pleak power. net energy

rehlase to i)e:tk powel', lind hot-spot fuci temlperature :fter 250 tn:.4c aro

shown as functions of thi moderator temperature coefficient in l'ignnr -16.

"rhe Slol)es of the power, onergy, and fuel tenmpe ratture curves increatse ra:pl(lly

with increasing values of the moderator temperature coefficient. Extr,:polatlon

of these results indicatttm that power excursions limited only b)y core d(aninge

or (l;s;jss,.inblVly c(OIl Id 0( .!c:II foPr mtoderator temperature ct)cffic.ients greate r

than abotit ,-3;/?F In the.i Il-core if all the other core parameters were not

cthanged.
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2. MAXIMUM SPERT III E-CORE REACTIVITY ACCIDE'N'rs

Because of the excellent agreement between the PAlRET caicuhational1 all(

Spert III E-core experimental resutltb, it Is expeect•d that PAllET calculations,

performed for reactivity accidents sign•ificantly more severe that". those tested

would also yield meaningful results. Therefore, PARET calculations wer-e

performed for the maximum available excess reactivity insertions a~t various

initial E-core conditions.

2.1 Accident Conditions

The reactivity accidents that were considered cover a wide range of

reactor system temperatures, reactivity insertions, ranip rates, anod initial

reactor power levels. At ambient system temperature (70'F) the maximum

reactivity controlled by the E-core transient rod was about 4.8$. Even though

the excess reactivity available ait these conditions was larger than 4.8$, the

maximrn.m reactivity that could be Inserted tit 707F was limited to tbh" transient

r-od worth. Calculations showed that the maximum transient rod worth did not

change appreciably as the reactor temperature increased. As a result, the

maximum reactivity that could be Inserted at 250*F system temperature ,was

again limited to the transient rod worth of about 4.8$. At a system temperature
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of 500°'F the excess realictivity availbihbl decreased to a value of about 3.5$,

and therefore this valu, was the maxinvin r,-activity that could be inse'erted

at this core cond.Lon.

For all of the PAiET calculations, the reactivity was inserted according

to one of the following three fast ram!) rates:

(I) A normal ram)p rate wais determined from the experimental

fliffcrential cotitrol rod worths aald tim,-delpndent transiecont

rod pos!tion (calculated assunming the constant design accel-

(eration of the transient rod). This rate is the same as the

one used for the I)ARiE' calculation., In Section III.

(2) T"ah maximum ramp rate that could be achieved within the E-core

transient rod design specifications was determined. This

ramp rate was alboit. twice the normal .ramp rate.

(3) A ramp rate Was ditrnuined which would represent ar ex-

cursion lnitlated.i with the reactor subcritical. The linear

ramp rate for this case was an insertion of 92$/sec.

Calculations were pe!rformed for cold-startup, hot-startup, hot-standby, and

operating-power conditions. Au initial power of one milliwatt was uiied to

represent excursions initiattd from suhcritical.

2.2 C(,lculational Restults

The results of lPAIRET c:ilculatioits for the iieiximuni E-core reactivity

accidents are listed in Taile IX. in the PAIRET calculations, nonlinear ramp

rates were usel in miost cases. but the reactivity input values listed in th.

table relpresent aiver:agu linear ramp rates. Because the core damnage that

could occur (luring the pow,-r burst was of primary concern, the calculations

were performed for transient times of only ZOO resec. By this time all of

the reactor runout powers reached quasi-equilibrium values. Since the run-

out powers were large, fuel melting and critical clad-%water heat transfer con-

ditions would be predicted for tr;a sient times longer than 200 mscc for all of

the extral)olativw calculations.

For Ix.ith of the calculations at 70"' syste0m temperature. the reactor

p)ower peaked Iiefore the end of the rcactivity ranip. Considerably tioreý re-

activity was inserted at peaik power for the excursion initiated from sube ritical

(92$/sec ranmp and one n lli watt initial riia etor pionwr) than was the case for
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TABLE IX

PAPE' CALCULATIONAL RESULTS FOR .*X'l*!UM

SPERT III E-CORE REACTIVITY1 ACCIDENTS

Pr i mary
Coolant
inlet

Te=perature
(CF)

70

70

250

.• 250

500

5003

500

50O

500

--5O0

initial
Reactor
?over

(w)

2. x

50

I x 10-3

50

50

x i0

20 x 1..

20 x I.

Initial
Peact iv it-
insertion(s)

Reac
iripu

(t

12.8

3..5

3.5

3.5

al

Maximum-i
tivity Reactor
t Rate Power
/sec) (,._., _)

92 ! 30,000

25 37 ,C00

92 11-5,000

15 ' " c

15 26 ,Oo:,

30 5 -

2.5 9,00:

i5

30 19,>

Ti-e tc
Peak Power

(rmsec)
50

02'

Max izum

-e perature
(OF)

7 5 0 0 [aI

7 5,Zto['at200 a

02-X)

.Aeactivity
1nseted to

Ti-e of
eak . ower

3.12

3.12

Net Syste=
Reactivity

&.3

2. 5

1.20

-2 •

a] Ficti icus value sfnZ! UO2 -=ei-a at abou 52-0 .
2



the normal 4.8$ ,excur~ion. As a result, thepeak power for the excursion initiated

from su critical was about four tlines that calculatdt~ for the transient initiated

from criti-al. For the excursion Initiated from suberitiual, the calculated

maximum fuCl ti-miprture of 75007111) indicates fuel melting would occur

in the high flux regions of the core. The earliest fuel melting at the hot-spot

was predicted to occur about 0.2 msec after peak power was reached. At

this time the hot-spot cladding surface temperature was calculated to be

only lS(;*F. During the transient tUmL, some fuel melting was also predicted

to occur along the axial flux peaking regions in 30% of the core. For the normal

ramp at critical, the m kximum hot-spot fuel temperature wa.s calculated

to be 5100'F. For this case little or no fuel melting Is predioted during

the transient time.i

The 2507F excursions Initiated from suberitical and critical yielded results

similar to those of the two 70OF excursions. The peak power for the excursion

Initiatfed from subcritical was about fuir timnvs the value of the peak power for

the excursion initiated at critical, and much more reactivity was inserted

at peak power for the subcritical case. For the subcritical case, fuel melting

at. the core hot-spot wais again predicted to occur, the calculated maximum

fuel temperature ,rcing 6;2007F. This temperature is about 1000°F less than

was the case for the 70(F excursion initiated from subcritical. The earliest

fuel melting at the hot-4r)At was predicted to occur about 2 msec after peak

powi.r w.ns reached. At this time, the hot-spot cladding surface temperature was

(•i•htlahud to be .4 18"P. This cladding temperature is alxut 200°F higher than for

the similar cold-startup calculation. This difference Is due to the larger initial

energy content of the fuel rod at 250°F systein temperature. During the transient

initiated from subcritical at 250"F, the fuel temperatures along the axial flux

peaking regions in 5%of the core werepredicted to be above melting. For the nor-

mal ramp at critical, the maximum hot-spot fuel temperature was calculated to

he .1600°F and no fuel melting was predicted.

ja) The PAIRET code does not consider fuel melting but continues to use the
specific heat versus temperature relationship for solid fuel, even though
ihe calculated temperature exceeds the melting point of UO 2.'iThcre'-fore,
any tumperature in excess of ahout 5200°F- is fictitious. The real temper-
:rture would rmaitn ait 5200'F until Oilout 100 ciil/g Is added for the latent
heait of los ion. Thus, iii regions where the PAItET temperature exce-ds the
melting pmont. all the ftiel In that region has not necessarily nulited.
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For the four transient calculations performed for 500°F system temperature

and initiated with the normal ramp rate, the power peaked before the end of

the input reactivity ramp. The largest pe.k reactor power was achieved at

the lowest initial power level (1 x 10 3 W) because a larger reactivity input was

possible before appreciable reactivity feedback occurred. The largest maximum

fuel temperature predicted in these four calculations was 4700°F for the

operating-power or 20 MW initial power transient. This result reflects the

large energy content of the fuel at steady state operating-power conditions.

For the operating-power, norma! ramp transient, the hot-spot cladding surface

temperature at 200 msec was calculated to be 876 0 F. Although no fuel melting

was expected at this time, clai-water heat transfer along the axial flux peaking

regions in 30% of the core was predicted to be in the transition boiling regime.

The transient calculation performed for 500°F system temperature. 50 W

initial reactor power with twice the normal ramp rate indicates that all of the

reactivity was inserted before peak power time. The maximum hot-spot fuel

temperature reached 3700*F, which was about 800'F higher than the similar

normal ramp value. At the end ofthetransient time the hot-spot cladding surface

temperature was predicted to be 718°F and the transition boiling regime occurred

along the axial peaking region in 5% of the core. For the 20 MW initial power,

double ramp rate case, the maximum hot-spot fuel temperature predicted was

4900 0F. This value is only slightly higher than the 4700°F maximum fuel

temperature for the normal ramp from 20 MW. The long ramp time of the normal

ramp gave rise to a second power peak which Increased with hot-spot fuel

temperature from 4100 to 47000 F. At the end of the transient time for the

20 MW initial power, double ramp rate calculation, the hot-spot cladding

surface temperature was predicted to be 1044°F. The transition boiling regime

was again predicted to occur along the axial flux peaking region in 30% of the

core.

The results of the extrapolative calculations for the maximum reactivity

accidents in the Spert Ill E-core can be summarized briefly as follows:

(1) For a specified reactor condition and reactivity insert:on,

the severity of a reactivity accident is predicted to increase

with faster ramp rates.
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(2) The moi4t fuel melting, with a significant pobability of core

damage, is predicted to occur with a 70'F initial system tem-

perature for a transient initiated from subcritical.

(3) Some fuel melting in the hotter core regions, with a slight

probability of core damage, is predicted to occur at 250°F

system temperature conditions for a transient initiated from

subcritical.

(4) Although no fuel melting is predicted at 500°F system temper-

ature conditions, critical clad-water heat transfer conditions

(departure from nucleate boiling heat fluxes) are predicted

in a rignificant portion of the core for transients initiated from

20 MW initial reactor power or operating-power conditions.

2.3 Maximum U02-Fuel Temperature as a Function of Reactivity Insertion and

Reactor Operating Condition

In conjunction with the maximum reactivity accident analyses, PARET

calculations were performed to determine the E-core maximum fuel temperature

behavior for various reactivity accidents initiated from the cold-startup, hot-

standby, and operating-power reactor conditions. For these calculations the

reactivity was inserted with the normal ramp rate.

The results of the cialculations are given in Figure 47. The three lower

curves show the maximum hot-spot fuel temperature rise 250 msec after ini-

tiation of the excurslotr. For a reactivity insertion of about 1.2$. the nixintunm

hot-spot fuel temperature rise is the same for all three reactor conditions.

For reactivity insertions larger than 2$. the temperature rise is about 40%

less for the hot-standby than for the cold-startup accident, and nearly 60%

less for the operating-power than for the cold-startup accident. The three

upper curves show the maximum hot-spot fuel temperatures predicted during

the first 250 msec after initit•tion of excursions. These temperatures represent

the steady state hot-spot fuel temperatures plus the maximum fuel temper-

ature rises. For reactivity insertions larger than about 1.5$. the maximum

fuel temperature during n cold-startup accident Is about 15% larger than that

predicted for a hot-standby accident For all of the reactivity insertions

considered, the maximum fuel temperature predicted during an operating-power

accident is larger than that predicted for either the cold-startup or hot-standby

accident. For reactivity insertions of about 5$, the cold-startup maximum

temperature approaches the values for the operating-power accident.
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The E-core maximum hot-spot lot . .

fuel temperature behavior, Illus-

trated in Figure 47, resulted front ---------

the changes in the effective core _ Mo. TIp

size and reactivity feedback mech-

anisms as the reactor operating

conditions varied from cold startup

to operating power. At a system

temperature of 500°F, the control-

rod withdrawal required for criti- -r ,,/o

cality of the E-core was about T /./'

twice as large as at a system -" Cold Slot l.p

temperature of 70F. Therefore, ---: sond,

the effective fuel mass or core .. o ,,o, u p.,

length was larger at 500F than o t- ...... - -------

at 707F. which resulted in power REACTIVITY INSERTION 161

peaking factors[al which were 35 Fig. 47 PAlET calculated maximumn hot-.pot
fuel temperature and tenper:tture rise as func-

and 44% smaller for the hot-standby tions of reactivity insertion and wcident condition.

and operating-power reactor conditions than was the case for the cold-startup

condition. The principal feedback mechanisms that limited the excursions were

Doppler broadening and prompt moderator heating. The Doppler coefficient

of reactivity, which varies ns a function of the square root of fuel temperature.

decreased as the system temperature increased from 70 to 500 0 F. The E-core

average temperature coefficient of reactivity increased as the system temper-

ature increased from 70 to 5007F. Therefore. PMH feedback became increasingly

more important at elevated system temrerature. The net effect of decreasing

the power peaking factor, decreasing the Doppler coefficient, and increasing the

influence of the moderator temperature coefficient was thrt the maximum fuel

temperature rise during a given reactivity-induced ex':ursion became smaller

as the initial reactor operating condition changed from cold startup to hot

standby to operating power.

(a] The power peaking factor is defined as the ratio of the hot-spot power
density to the average power density.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

The Spert III E-core experimental program provided power excursion

data for a wide range nf reactivity accident conditions in an oxide-fueled PWIt.

These data include the only known experit-aental results for reactivity accido.nts,

in low-enriched oxide cores, initiated from typical PWR operating conditions.

Analytical models used by the nuclear industry topredict the results of pobtulated

reactivity accidents can now he evaluated for hot-startup, hot-standby, and

operating-power conditions usi.ig these new data. For the Spert III E-core

analytical program, the PAllET and IJIEKIN digital computer codes were

used to predict the reactor kinetic behavior for all the reactivity accident tests.

B3oth codes use the point-reactor kinetic equations. PARET is a comprehensive

code which considers the coupled thermal, hydrodynamic, and nuclear re(sponse

of the reactor, and accounts for all the major reactivity feedback mechanisms.

I REKIN is a relatively simple code which considers only reactivity feedback from

Doppler broadening and has no provisions for heat transfer or coolant flow.

Analyses of the experimental results from the low-Initial-power tests

demonstrated that the E-core excursions were essentially limited by reactivity

feedback from Doppler broadening during cold-startup reactivity accident

tests, as were excursions In other oxide cores previously tested at Spert.

The nonnmoderator-to-moderator ratio of the E-core was larger than those of

the other oxide cores, and it was found, as expected. i.at Increasing this

ratio does increase the Doppler reactivity feedback. Peak reactor powers were

about 50% larger for 500 0F hot-startup transients than for equivalent cold-

startup transients. These differences in peak power indicate that the Doppler

coefficient decreases with increasing fuel temperature. However, the differences

between cold- and 500*F hot-startup peak powees: were not as large as would

have been expected if the E-core excursions were comnpletcly Doppler limited

at hot-startup conditions. Analyses of the hot-startup test results indicated

that prompt moderator heating (PMH) reactivity feedback became a significant

contributor to the total reactivity feedback at elevated system temperatures.

The analyses of the experimental and calculational results also showed

the effects of coolant flow rate on tl'. E-core kinetic: Thavi )r. For long-period.

hot-startup transients, increasing the coolant flow riates Incroased the energy

release to peak power. The energy release to peak power was not measurably
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affected by coolant flow rate during short period transients: however, the runlnt

power levels increased with increasing flow rate.

Analyses of the experin'ntril results front the high-initial-powl'r tests

demonstrated that appreciable reactivity feedback occurred during the re.!activity

insertions, and therefore, the power rises for these transients were not pu"'

exponent'als. Because of the immediate reactivity feedback during the high-

initial-power tests, the kinetic behavior of the E-core was influenccd stcongly

by the reactivity insertion rate; whereas, the insertion rate was relatively

unimportant for the low-initial-power tests. Peak reactor powers wer•: about .10

to 50% larger for the hot-standby transients than for 500°F hot-startup tst.s

initiated with the same reactivity insertions. For suprlrprompt critical, op,:rating-

power transients, peak powers were about 2.7 times those for equivalent 500'F

hot-startup tests, while the subprompt critical, operating power transienti

reached peak powers about 10 times those of equivalent 500°F hot-startup tests.,

High-initial-power test results show the effect of initial reactor power and furth,.r

demonstrate the decreasing Doppler coefficient with increasing fuel temperatirQ.

During the hot-standby tests, Doppler compensation was still theprincipal

feedback mechanism, with PMH reactivity feedback contributing about 35%, of'

the total feedback at the time of peak power. For the operating-power tests.

PMH reactivity compensation was the dominant feedback mechanism until

about the time of peak power, at which time the Doppler feedback becanc.

approximately equal to the PMJI feedback. Analysis of the PMH reactivity

feedback in the E-core indicates that this important feedback mechanislm

increases with (a) increasing moderator temperature coefficient of reactivity,

(b) increasing initial reactor power level. (c) decreasing coohant flow rate.

and (d) decreasing reactor period. PMII feedback ,,comes more imnportant

at higher initial reactor powers because the Dopple.r coefficient of reactivity

decreases as a result of the increasing initial fuel temperatures. The- coolail

flow rate and reactor period determine the amount of heated moderalor trans-

ported from the core during the power burst. Thus. PMH feehdback iccomies

more important as these parameters decrease because less moderator is

transported during the transient time.

During all of the reactivity accident tests, the E-core fuel rods performed

satisfactorily and cladding IntOgrity wus not lost; however. circumfb1reitial

ridging, or clad bambooing, occurre(! along the high flux regions of the fuel
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rodsi . M.t:zllt'ii:zii ilvtf.stig:itions indicz:tcd th:at the strenu.;th of the cladding

was 1),,t a'fl;uted ;iy the hiimlxx)oing. The maxi nium fuel rod cladding surfatce

tf,-ill'. ;rtiure. rizeixzr,. during the entire experimental program was about ;00 0 F

:illd occurred dur(n1ing the tc:sts initinted fit 20 MW initial power. The maximurn

a,' I tl,'l'td hot-spot U(02 fulel tem jperature obtained using PAR ElT was about

:100l.'0 "l 'fiwsi: maxiiimum1tll te-mperatures are we,!l below the melting tenm!erzttures

o f 1he st:tidless st, ,l cliaddling and U02 fuel.

Th, .apahiliti,,s of the. IIEKIN and PAllET codes ir predicting the E-core

kilnti, beivivior were evaluated for the reactivity accident test conditions

-x,.ri mnuntilly investigated. The IIIEKIN code yielded predlictions that were

wit.hin :J011'., of thM texperimental results for the cold-startup reactivity accident

te:sts. l'',lulse IPMII ruactivity feedback is a significant feedback mechanism at

.ltovatt(d temnperaturers, the IREKIN predictions were nw•t satisfactory for tests

liutiate.d unher hot-startul), hot-standby, and operating-power conditions.

'ht! :omprehensivi) PARETI code yielded results that were within 30% or less

)f exlew-rlmmtentl reuslts for all accildent -onditions tested.

Blecausu of thel excellent agreement that wag obtained betwe.en the PAR ET

.;ilculiitional uand the experirlmernal results, the PARET code wis used to

inv•stig:,te the l;-core- kinetic 1) ,.tyvior for postulated reac-tivity accidents

that wizre - not expi:rimentally investigated. Calculations were performed to

detorrm in:e the eff't.,t of positlve moderator temperature coefficients on "tccident

rsti.lts for 4-xcurslons inlitiated at 20 MW Initial power. PAllET calculations

i ad ic.tt thnt for it positive moderator temperature coefficient I rger than

ahout :'"/°F, powtr v'xeursions that would ha limited only by core d(amage

or disas5.• mhily %muhl result in the E-core. PARlETcalculations were performed

for ipostul:1t4t51 I' -4ore. rati:tttvity' a'Ceiuients li itiated with the maximumtn avaizlble

rea:ctivity insertions fOr the various operating conditions. These reactivity

insortions wvre .I. SS for tho cold-st:artup and 2507F hot-rtartup conditions and(

3.5$ for the '(i0)l' hot-startup, the hot-standby, aid the operating-power

cond lition.s. Thle 14.5o.Its of these c.al culations indileate that the plrobability

of 1him'l" (I:tmntage duIring the power burst is largest for the cold-startul) and

l;,'r:lttig-j0IWOr at ''idlIuts. More, fueil mIlting was predicted to o(ccur durting

r,.aI'tivitv :1ccihhlitts At coli-st:arttLu c-ondition. than for lccideltt. initiated

frot hi.ghe r ysht1 til )b.r:tt ire's. Althl•ugh no fuel melting was prvcdicted at
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operating-power concditions, critical clad-water heat transfer conditions (depar-

ture from nucleate boiling hoat fluxes) were calculatedi to occur; therefore,

melting of the cladding became highiy prchahlie.

Except for size, the Spcrt Ill E-corc is generally characto'istic of an

unborated, commercial PWR ,vLh essentially no fission product inventory

in the core. The experimental pr- gram was limitcd to nondestructive reactivity

accident tests, and thus investigations into the mechanical behavior of the

fuel were not included. The analytical program provided typical analyses

of reactivity transients using current state-of-the-art spztce-independent kinetics

models. These analymso indicated that, for all reactivity accident conditions

except cold-startup, the IREKIN code or codes similar to it are not adequate

for predicting the reactor kinetic behavior. A code like PARET', which Inco:,po-

rates coolant flow and moderator reactivity feedback, should be used for

predicting the results of reactivity accidents in sina!!, oxide-fueled PWR's,

Using a comprehensive code like PARET, other investigators should be able

to obtain results that agree to within 30%or better with the E-core experimental

data.
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APPENDIX A

SPERT III E-CGRE DESIGN DATA SUMMARY

A sunmmary Of the Cha ':Lc' et r'isties of the Sport III I.-core and ma jor plant

equipment !s tabhulatedI in this Lpp,'rdlx,

1. GENERAL REAC'TOr DESIGN DATA

Type -- pressurized-water, experimental reactor si•:itbhv for boiling or

p)ressurizeMd watte r e×xperimemns

Function -- reactor tr-an:ient hchavior and saifety ;tudl"es

Moderator -- H20

COO.lnt --- If20

Neutron energy -- thermal

Core type -- heterogeneous. rod type

Heat removal -- plant, 60 MW (limited to 1/2 hr)

Heat power -- core, 20 M\V

Power density (at 20 MW) -- 550 kW,/litor of UO2)

Maximum coolant flov ratc! -- 2.0,000 g)m

Design pressure and temnperature (maxinmun) -- 2.510 i);ig at. 650'F

2. IHEACTOIu-COMPONENT DIESIGN DATA

Core (Operratlon:al Loading)

Conflg.,ration -- approx iniately cyllhi ztdrl a

Diameter -- \: 21; in.

Active height -- 38.3 in.

Vo)lune -- 1.86

Composition,

\V' tter -- C;.7 wt',

Stainless steel -- 22.5 wt%

UO.2 -- 70.8 wt',(.

U -- 62..1 wt:

U-235 -- 3.0 w1X,
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Fuel load, U-2?5" -- 53.6 Kg

Number of fuel assemblies -- 60

Fuel Assernhlics

Type -- rectangular

Number (Opera:1tional Loading)

25 rod assembly -- .18

16 rod assembly -- .

control rod assembly with fuel follower -- 8

Overall dimnens•ons

25 rod assembly -- 2.975 x 2.975 x 52-3/4 in.

16 rod assembly -- 2.476 x 2.476 x 52-:1/4 in.

control rod fuel section -- 2.496 x 2.496 x -15-41/64 in.

Fuel contcnt

25 rod assembly -- 962.5 g U--135

16 rod assembly 616 g 11-235

control rod assembly -- 616 g U-235

Pitch -- 0.5,.,5 in. (square)

Flow a rea (inside)/assemlbly

25 rod assembly -- 4.29 in. 2

16 rod assembly -- 3.16 in. 2

control rod assembly -- 2.80 in. 2

HIeat-transfer area (active fuel length)

25 ',.-1 assembly -- 1.102 in. 2

16 rod assembly -- 897 1n.2

control -- )(I ass.emibly -- 897 in. 2

Fuel lRod.,

Type -- cylindrical

Materials

Fuel tube -- stainless steel, Type 348

Pellets -- 4.817, enriched .itntered tJO,) (10.5 g/cmn3
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Fuel pellet dimensions

Long pellet -- 0.420 in. OD x 0.766 in.

Short pellet -- 0.420 in. OD x 0.511 in.

Rod dimensions

Diameter -- 0.466 in. OD

Wall thickness -- 0.020 in.

Overall length -- 40.8 in. (excluding end plugs)

Activ* length -- 38.3 in.

U-235/rod -- 38.5 g

Radial gas gap -- 0.003 in. helium

Control Rods

Type -- rectangular: upper section is absorber material; lower section is
a fuel subassembly

Number -- 8

CompositiorL

Absorber section -- 1.35 wt% boron-10 in Type 18-8 stainless
steel; 0.186-in.-thick hollow square box

Fuel section -- see fuel assembly section on the preceding page

Overall dimensions

Absorber section -- 2.496 x 2.496 x 45-31/32 in.

Fuel section -- 2.496 x 2.496 x 45-41/64 in.

Travel -- 45 in. maximum

Average scram time -- 0.350 sec (to completion)

Withdrawal rates

Fast -- 17.4 in./min

Intermediate -- 11.5 in./min

Slow -- 5.64 in./min

Transient Rod

Type -- cruciform: lower-section absorber material, upper-section AISI
Type 347 stainless steel

Number -- 1

Composition (absorber section) -- 1.35 wM% boron-10 in 18-8 stainless steel
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Dimensions

Thickness of blades -- 3/16 in.

Blade width -- 5.125 in.

Absorber section length -- 38 in.

Travel -- 45 in. maximum

Average drop time -- 0.2 sec (to completion)

Control Rod Drives

Type -- Acme nut and screw: air pressure maintains rod in contact with
screw and scrams rods

Number -- 5

Motor type -- 480 V, 30, 3 speed, constant torque

Motor rating -- 1 hp

tHeact, - Vessel

Construction

Shell -- layer type

Top head -- forged, full-opening, flanged, hemispherical

Bottom head -- layer type

Inside diameter -- 48 in.

Shell thickness (including clad) -- 3.25 in.

Head thickness -- 3.5 in.

Materials

Outer shellplate -- carbon steel plates 1/4 in. thick

Inner shellplate -- magnesiumr-vandium steel (ASTM A225 GrB) with a
1/8-in.-thick 304L stainless steel clad

Top head -- carbon steel manually clad with Type 309 stainless steel

Design pressure

Working pressure -- 2500 psig

Estimated maximum transient pressure -- 3500 psig

Design temperature -- 700OF

Overall length (includes head) -- 19 ft 11-1/8 in.

Maximum diameter of head flange -- 5 ft 7 in.

Number of thermal shields -- 5 (including reactor flow skirt)
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Total thickness of shields -- 5.75 in.

Average length of shields -- 45.5 in.

Inside diameter of inner shield -- 32 in.

Weight of vessel

Shell 55,784 lb

Head 10,606 lb

Bottom tee 5,580 lb

Shield 11,430 lb

Total 83,400 lb

Insulatlon -- 4 in. of foamglass

3. CORE THERMAL DESIGN DATA

Coeolant -- delonized water

Heat power (maximum) -- 20 MW

Coolant flow (maximum) -- 20,000 gpm

Coolant passes through core -- one

Velocity in core (maximum flow) -- 24 ft/see

Heat transfer area -- 541.9 ft 2

Average heat flux (core) -- 1.10 x 105 Btu/hr/ft2 at 20 MW

4. PRIMARY-COOLANT SYSTEM DESIGN DATA

Primary Pumps

Type -- single stage, single suction, double volute, canned rotor

Number -- 4

Capacity, each -- 5000 gpm

Net differential head -- 328 ft of H2 0 at 6500F, 2500 psig

Motor

Rating -- 500 hp

Type -- 480 V, 30, 60 cycle

rpm -- 3550
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Weight, each -- 8500 lb

Material -- stal-less steel, I'yplt 104L

Heat Exchangers

Type -- U-tube, evaporati v,

Number -- 2

Heat transfer capacity, eact -- 30 MW

Tube side fluid -- primary coolant, deionized H2 0

Shell side fluid -- delonized H 20

Design pressure

Tube side -- 2500 psig

Shell side -- 75 psig

Design temperature

Tube side -- 6680F

Shell side -- 320PF

Heat-transfer surface -- 1940 ft 2

Number of tubes -- 367 U's

Tube size -- 5/8-in. OD, 0.065-in. wall thickness

Tube straight length -- 191 in.

Tube pitch -- triangular

Pressure drop -- 10 psi

la' ýrials

Tubes -- stainless steel, Type 304L

Tube sheet -- carbon steel (ASTM A266, CL2), clad with stainless
steel, Type 304L

Channel -- carbon steel (ASTM A266, CL2), clad with stainless steel,
Type 304L

Channel cover -- carbon steel (ASTM A266, C L2), clad with stainless
steel, Type 3041,

Shell -- carbon-silicon steel (ASTM A-212, Gr3)

Weight

Full -- 43,200 1l)

Empty -- 23,400 11)

Tube bundle -- 11,600 lb
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Pressurizer Vessel

Number -- 1

Design -- Section VIII ASME Boiler and :'ressur. Vessel Ckxik

Design Pressure -- 2750 psig

Design Temperature -- 700oF

Dimensions

Overall height -- 15 ft 2-11/16 in.

Overall diameter -- 3 ft 3.3 in.

Volume -- ,• 83 ft 3

Shell thickness -- 3.15 in.

Head thickness -- 2.9 in.

Materials

Backing -- carbon-silicon steel (ASTM A212, Gr B)

Clad -- nickel 200 (ASTM B-162), 0.100 in.

Heaters -- electric immersion, 480 V, 30

Number -- 16

Capacity, each -- 12 kW

Total capacity -- 192 kW

Weight (empty) -- ^,426,000 lb

Primary System Pipinw

Type -- centrifugally cast stainless steel (ASTM A 362-52T, inodfi',.d)

Wall thickness

10 to 16 in. -- schedule 160

8 in. -- schedule 140

Material -- stainless steel, Type 304L

Insulation -- 3 in. of 85% Magnesia

5. POISON SHUTDOWN SYSTEM

Poison -- boric acid solution

Addition method -- reactor primary system ma-keup pump
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HU'Lctivtty compensated by pnison a:clditholl -- 17.$

Iloric :ctkil concefntration required -- 4.97 g/A.

Time ror tottal adi(ition -- 107 minutes
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APPENDIX B

APPLICA7f#ON OF THE PARET CODE

The PAIIET c'odie, a Progranm for t he ,\-Ulys,.is of Tran;si: 'l.riLe•iliets,

comnputcs the couple•l thermal, hyd roidynaminc I and t ele•i r leilrbehaVio0r" if the

coe duuring a tUrawdolent. The PAIl E.m'r odIril i(re,(,nt , h ':;w' to"r co'i' , hy up

to foul fuel ele)nomlls anil aIssoc iateui coolant channels. Elach otf he chnnels is

aissumed to represint. the ave.rage I)eh:lvior of sonle seluctedI re"gi in of' the clti)%'.

'rhe channels can hi suldivided into a maximum or f 20 axial s.-ti.inw, :ail the"

radi al dimnzension of thl• fuel elenient can he desceibcd by up to 50 radiiil qtI(ction)s.5

The powCer hehavior of the react.r is dute.rnintld through a 5i iutioi of thet. point-

rm:Lctor kinetics eq luations, in wh(ich Cont inuoujs reactivity feedba:)ck from the

known major f,'sllhiiak nmechanism s is accounted for. D•e:l ltrI ht(el tir~i us '(,r

andl hydr(odynamic calIoulati{anal models ar r conta inled in the co(i(e.

Tl'htis iappeorlndix Is qpeclfoalliy cince ron(!(I with thle aI)l)lcat.o01! of the I:\ PElT

code t o 1ihe Spert III i-core reactor. The materia ! is presented in| the ,•.;imii iordo

as it :p)l)ears in Ihli PAlET17 input datai instr'uctionsf 11-11. In most 0w,

same nomencl:ature', Is used as that used In the PAI•.l'T report.

1.GE'O(E)HI'CII}I c(um: MODEl.

Tlt'n Spurt Ill E,-core was diivid(d(I lb1 foui PAI)l P 'RET I'-•ls or ch:tiuls

which are shown in Figure 11-1. The type :tnI number of fuel assenihi ,.s in

each of the ehannihi. can bn deterinciil f'rom the E-cor(u lattic! (ihsi'ripitioll

given in S'.ctfion 1l-I. The fraction i(f ciore tuel rodsl ini ach caliarlol i ; giv(,li

in the following L:lhul:st.lon.

LI ', f ) ) )' . ; I I

-) I" ' ; 'I'' .: .) ,;
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T'!he fratction of core ruel rods in e:', region vats used as a reactivity

feedbick wce:lhting f:wtcr.

0

Fig. It -I -.'m r-, I..1\ICiIET ir, l ro',ott.itl, of thei Spert III lP-corm.

2. IEAC'lIVITY FEEB)I:ACK CALCULATIONS

The fotilowig suhblctx are specifically described in this section: (a) the

ne11t(hods used to olt:airi tihe flux profile,; from which the reactivity feedbak

importance weighting factors are determined; (h) the calculation of the source,
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moderator, and Doppler importance weighting factors; (c) the Doppler reactivity

feedback model; and (d) single average-channel PARIET mNIeltr ran.sieniu c:Lt(1Ila-

tions.

2.1 Real and Adloint Flux Profiles

The axial and radial, real and adJoint flux dist rihlitiolon: In il e 'ore, 1ha:1

were used to determine importance weighting f:(ct.o),-rs, were- "o-innul ed using

one- and two-dimensional diffusion theory comp)uter codes. The •nc-ditnension3l

flux distributions were required as input for the c:,ilculation of these importance

weighting factors. A number of two-dimensional coml)utatihon wer, perfnrmed

to assure that consistent results were obtained by the axial :min radial, one-

dimensional models. The procedure used to odbt:an the radial :and axial, onie-

dimensional flux profiles was as follows:

(I) Radial and axial one-dimensional flux profiles were obtained

for the control rods either fully inserted (rods-in) or comp,.4ely

withdrawn (rods-out) from the co e.

(2) An iteration technique for the radril and axial bucklings was

used for each control rod configuration to assure consistent

radial and axial leakages for the two one-dimensional models.

(3) Radial and axial one-dimensiotal flux profiles for a specified

co•trol rod position in the corte- were thun calculated using

the rods-in and rods-out leakages obtained from the ite ratiol

calculations.

The real and adjoint flux shapes for the perturbed core condition were use(i for

all reactivity feedback calculations. This means that the transient rod poison

section was consi "ered ,o be out of the core and that the control rods were

at at specified position corresponding to at predetermined reactivity insertion.

In the diffusion theory computations, the following fo jr energy groups were

u sed:

Group 1 -~ 10 MeV to 0.82 MeV

Group 2 -- 0.82 MeV to 5.5 keV

Group 3 -- 5.5 keV to 0.532 cV

Group 4I -- 0.532 eV to 0.0 eV.
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'Ilie Group .I con:4tants were obtained using :a combination of .he 'TOPIC( 1-21

Sn I ransport thory cule and the 'I' EI'S'I"1-:31 therm:al spectrum code.

C wotitants for gr jups 1, 2, and 3 were obtained using the P11ROG ciJe (a

modification of thr, GAM-I 11-41 codt') together with the RAVEFN B1-51 code.

The RAVEN code was. used to obtain the U-238 re.onance energ7 crt'oss: sections.

Two-dimensional (x-y geometry) real and adjoint flux profilhs were first

calculated using the PDQ-, 1 B1361 diffusion theory code. The fluxes were

calculated for the control rods fully Inserted (rods-in) and the control rods

completely withdrawn (rods-out) core conligurations. For both of these c:iscs,

the geometry used in the PDQ-4 code represnledthe reactor core as it actually

existed in the x-y plane (Figure B-2a). Different diffusion theory constants were

input for each material in the core. The core axial dimension, for both control

rod positions, was rprvsented by the geometric or ecergy independent uc:l.lings.

One -dimensional (radial geometry) real and adjoint flux profilce.; were

next ealculatel for th, rods-in and rods-out cases using the CORA[ B-7I diffusion

theory code. rhe one-.dimensional cylindrical geometry mod'el wasMa approxima-

tion of the explicit geometry in the PDQ-,I model. The transient rod follower,

control rods, fuel, and water in the core were represented as cylindrical areas

(Figure 1.-21). Th"h diffusion theory constants used were the same as those us4ed

in the PDQ-4 ralculations. The core axial dimension was again de-scrihed by

the geometri.- hucklilogs. The eigenvalues amid flux profiles calculated with the

COeiA code were compared with the PDQ-4 values. If the on--dimensional

radial model values did not agree with the PDQ-.1 results, the cylindrical

areas in the CORA model were adjusted until the values did agree.

One-dimensional (axial geometry) real and adjoint flux profiles were then

calculated for the rods-in anA rods-out cases using the COR:\ code. In this

slab geometry mode), the axial dimenwdons represented the actual core (linen-

sions (Figure B-2'). The homogenized, fuel region and water region diffusion

theory constants used were the same as those used in the PDQ-.i , nd the r:tldil

CORA codes. The core radial dimensions were represented by the radial

material or energy dependi-nt bucklings that were calculated using the CORA

on'-dimensional, cylindrical geometry model. Whether the axial slab geometry

model represented the control rods-in or -out configuration depended only upon

the radial material buoklings used. Using the rods-out radial material hucklings
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gave the rods-out axial slab geometry CORA model, and using the r(us-in

material bucklings gave the rods-in axial 31ah geometry CORA model.

The one-dim .nsional, cylindrical geometry CORA calculations werc repeated

exactly as previously performed, with the exception that the core axial dimension

was represented this time by the axial material bucklings calculated from the

slab geometry CORA model. The rod.e-in axial material bucklings were used in

the rods-in radial CORA calculations, and the rods-out axial material bucklings

were used in the rods-out radial CORA calculations. The radial geometry-axial

geometry iteration technique was continued until the elgenvalues and four energy

group, radial and axial material bucklings converged. At this point axial and

radial, real ai.d adjoint flux distributions were known for the two cases of control

rods either fully inserted or completely withdrawn.

One-dimensional (axtal geometry) CORA -.alculatiots were made fora given

control rod withdrawal position that would represent the excess reactivity

necessary to initiate a transient of a specific stable period. The core was

represented axially by rods-in and rods-out regions (Figure B-2d). For this

calculation, the same diffusion theory constants were used as were used in

the PDQ-4 rods-in and rods-out calculations. In the rods-in region, the radial

dimension was represented by the material bucklings calculated from the

converged, rods-in, cylindrical geometry CORA model. In the rods-out region,

the radial oiimension was represented by the material bucklings calculated

from the converged, rods-out, cylindrical geometry CORA model. From this

calculation, the axial real and adjoint fluM profiles pertaining to a given reactor

lperiod(al were obtained, and these values were usedto determine the importance

weighting. The radial real and adjoint flux profiles that were used for importance

weighting were those that resulted from the convetrged, cylindrical geometry

CORA calculations for the control rods completely withdrawn[ bl.

Lal The flux profiles represented a control rod withdrawal position that would
result in a 10-msec-period transient. These profiles were also valid for
1- to 100-msec-perlod transients, since little additional control rod movement
was required.

(b) Most of the reactivity feedbalek occurred in the high flux regions of the
E-corc. Thus, the radial real and adjoint flux profiles used for importance
weighting of reactivity feedback were those calculated for ths" control rods-out
model. (With the control rods fully withdrawn, the fui in the lower section of
the control rods would bW i.. the core. For the PARET calculaticans, the total
fuel volume Included the fuel in th,- control rods and was 4.27445 ft3 .)
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2.2 Source Importance Weighting Factors

The U0 2 temperature distribution in the core was computed in the PARET

code by solving the heat conduction equation, which contains a volumetric

hei.t source termI dcfined as

,s~r::,) =vr (t) QM(r) Ws(m,n•) B-1

wheru

(t) = average reactor power

Pf = factor to oniivert average reactor power to power per unit fuel
volume

QM(r) = radial source description in fuel rod obtained from TOPIC
transport theory code calculations

Ws(mn) = source importance weighting factor for region (m,n).

The source importance weighting factors, Ws(m,n)[aI, were computed using

a computer code which solves the equation

AV PAiNIý'T
1 rada

-rea, on m

PARiE-

Jaxial i
region n

'L i , r) i(Z) Izi

Ws(m,n) ) B-2

V (2nrdruef dz Zfue
rallfuelo all r e-"'regions -" regions

VEfi -.I. r) i (z) NŽ .

where
A%Vmn . volume of U02 in region (mn)

V = total volume of U0 2 in core

41(r) real flux for energy group I at space point r obtained
radial CORA calculations

ý,(z) = real flux for energy group I at space point ? obtained
CORA calculations

v = number of neutrons liberated for every fission

•fi macroscopic fission cross section for energy group I

from

from axia I

fJdz *,(z)
N, - = normali7ation factor.

fdz l(Z)

[a) In the PARIET code, the core can be represented by up to four radial flow
cha•nels and up to 20 axial s4.ctlons, te, in = 1,2,3,4 and n 1.,2,3 . . . 20.
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The radial and axia,, real flux profiles were those computed with the CORA

code, as described in Section 2.1 of this appendix. The calculated source

importance weighting factors were input to the PARET code as the axia'

source description.

2.3 Moderator Importance Weighting Factors

In the PARET code, the total reactivity feedback due to moderator density

changes during a time step t is computed from the equation

RM(t) . AV, W(m,n) C Apr(t) (B-3)

m n

where

AvMn.. volume of moderator associated with fuel rod In region (mn)

VM . total volume of moderator in core

Gm = fraction of core in channel m or number of fuel rods in
channel m

WM(m,n) - moderator Importance weighting factor for region (ie,n)

C - v-,.,erall void volume coefficient of reactivity

APmn(t) = Pro . ifractional change in moderator volume for
- region (m,n).
Pref

The moderator importance weighting factors, WM(mn), were computed using a

computer code which solves the equation

1 r 2iirdr (dzp-1 PA0E PTIT ý) *P4(z) 4()~zmnlradial axial
region m1region n

M(in, n) reinn=B4

1 riirdr a 7
V Pall fuel I all *14Q4(1 * 4)~r)<J regions 9regions

where

•(r) = adjoint flux for energy group I at space point r obtained from
radial CORA calculations

*(z) = adjoint flux for energy group I at space point z obtained from
axial CORA calculations
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fd z ji(z)

N -z I no'nmalizatioz, factor
z fz V( Z;

11Zl -4 11Z4 = 1.0.

The radial and axial, real and adjoint, group 4 flux profiles were computed with

the CORA code. The calculated moderator importance weighting factors were

input to the PARET code as the axial void volume weights.

2.1 Doppler Reactivity Feedback and Doppler Importance Weighting Factors

The Doppler reactivity feedback was calculated as a function of the, change

in the group 3 macroscopic absorption cross section, 6Ea3, with temperature.

The change in Ea3 was calculated as a function of the U0 2 temperature in a

unit cell using the PHIROG and RAVEN codes. The water and clad temperatures

were held at the base temperature of the system, To. From the PHROG-RAVEN

output, the resonance integral temperature coefficient, Y, was computed by

the least-squares fitting of Sra3 to the equation[ B-8)

6Ea3 = y (raolrT _ /-TO)] (13-5)

where

rao " macroscopic group 3 cross section at the base temperi'!:ure, T0

T - U0 2 temperature, °K.

The general equation used to compute Doppler reactivity feedback, IRD (t), was

Pall rue f11 uel "3 -

D W reion3 Jr ,' Olinf
of -,2.rdr /dz 4
cia11 fuel. all fuel C (r) oi(z) X 0 (r) ,(z) ;;0

J regions J rcgions i U zi zj

where

Xi - fraction of fission neutrons born in e iergy group I

Z .. =X.,

j =d

r~eff = effective delatyed neutron fraction.
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For convenience, we defined

|TF all a~ 1. w. P

2.F ifueI alul vfi Q(r)i (z)( ' (r-)•j CzN
J reogion. f i in i z )zi:' (13-7)

Substituting Equations (13-5) and (B-7) Into (B-6) yields

2-•T rdr d'

R all 1 ll (• (t•) = -2, f uel,,. fuel (vW- , .,T)+3(")'• (z) (r)• (z)N N3
.cff rregionr rcgionson3

(B-8)

In the PARET code, the Doppler reactivity feedback for each small region in a

fuel rod, AV mn, is given by
R D W~ = WD(M'n) lye• + Tm + VY(anf 0,3(m~k BD

mn D0 mn 0y 1' Tn 2 nn 3~ C 1  (B-.9)

where

bVD(m,n) = Doppler importance weighting factor for region (m,n)

Tmn m Umn (t) + Y4

Umn(t) - mean UO2 temperature in region (m,n), *R

k = arhitrary power to which Tmn Is raised

i ý- polynomial coefficients.

The total Doppler reactivity feedback for time step t is computed from
D• Gm 11D Rn(t) (-0

M n

Substituting Equation (13-9) into (B-10) yields

7 WD(mnn) (yo + y1 T + y2(T )2 + Y3 (T )3]iD(t ) - Z' xi_. Wn 2nn mLn
m n1 (B-11)

To determine the various coefficients appearing In Equation (B-l) and the

proper Doppler importance weighting factors, Equations (B-8) and (B-I1) are

compared. These equations corree'pond to each other if
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Y1 = Y2 Y= 0

k = 0.5
Y

Y3 =
Y 0 2rilV

Yo= - Y3 •'.L 0'

( I~- I ::)

(11-13)

21rdr
PAM-E7 [

WD(mn) = J- radial
D in region m f dz

I'AP, ET
axial
region n

3,

(z1-14v "I

T.,e coefficients Yo and Y3 that were input to the PARET code were calcul:,t,,d

using values of aeff and F obtained from the DOPP-3B 11-91 computer co.h,.

The Doppler importance weighting factors, WD(m,n), %,ere calculated 'rim)

Equation (B-14) using the radial and axial, real and adjoint flux proffleC, compult.l

by the CORA code.

2.5 Averake-Channel PARET Model Transient Calculations

In all of the previous PARET code calculations in this report, the stand:ard

model of four flow channels represented the reactor core. lnvestliration: wvuerte

made to determine if a slngle-Lkhannel PARET model could yield tr:inslehi

results comparable to the four-channel PARET calculations. For (his model,

a single flow channel represented the reactor core average channel.

2.51 Importance Weighting Factois. For the single average-chann!l 1':\l.'"

model, the source, moderator, and Doppler importance weighting faclors were

generated using the axial, real and Jadjoint flux profiles. The radial Imporan:ce

weightings were assumed to be unity. Since the radial, real and adloint flux*

profiles wzre not used,the normalization factors, Nzi and Nzi, were not req litred.

Source importance weighting factors for the average-channel PAllET calcula-

tions were computed from the equation
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V o s (B-15)

VVI AV ~
An = volume of be2~ ir. fuel rod in axial reglon (n)

Moderator importance weighting factors for the average-channel PARET

calculations were obtained from the equation

-1. j dz
AV PARET 04(z) 4(z)
n axial

region n

fr fal uel 04(z) 0*z)

n regions (B-16)

I Doppler importance weighting factors for the average-channel P..ARET calcula-

tions were computed from the equation

(dz
W (n) PARET (z) (Z)
D AV • axial 3 3 (B-17)

) region n

The quantity 2irF used to compute Yo and Y3 was obtained from the equation

4*

2TF = frall fuel F VE-fi Oi(z) X 10(Z) (B-18)
regions ii

The fuel volume used to calculate o and Y3 was Vn.
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Thlc effective delayed ntiutron fraction, .eff, mod the primi plt nltEr( gtyll-

eraition time, A, were comrputed using the DP0-1C 1 B-3 1 "unipiltavr cudt.. !hi,;

code used the converged, axial and radial, real and ad' Iti t flux Iro ihCss o:tl-

culated with the CORA code. Dýlayed neutron paranlcter,' for the E.-core w,-re

calculated using published delayed neutron data ,for U-235 and U-235!B-10J

which were weighted by a fast fission factor.

3.1 Effective Delayed Neutron Fraction

The DOPP-3C code calculates this parameter by solving the following

equation derived by Henry B-111:

S2lrdr (dz 4
al i /all E ( (x Hii()14I

core icore fi iri J z Nzi zj
-ff regions regions i

2Tirdr rdz 4

all. a',z)Nal,. ~ ~ V /'' v i(r)o (Z) xj 0 (_ (z) N N

core core L fi i x zi zj
fregionsf regions i,J (B-19)

where

x fraction of delayed neutrons produced in energy group j

X j a: fraction of prompt neutrons produced in energy group j

aa = actual delayed neutron fraction for a rbiture of U-238 and U-235.

The actual delayed neutron fraction is calculated from the equation

1 0235 + L--1238 (B-20)
5a =E

where

a235 = U-235 total delayed neutron fraction

238 . U-238 total delayed neutron fraction

E' = a fast fission factor.

This fast fission factor, E, was defined as the ratio of the total neutrons produced

to the neutrons produced by U-235 fissions[a] and was calculated frcm the

equation

[a] The fast fission factor, e, Is defined as the ratio of total neutrons produced to

the neutrons produced by thermal fissions.
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(13-21)

where

f2 3 8 . fraction )( all neu rons produced by fissioning of U-238
(obtained 'rom CORA difft:con theory code calculations).

3.2 Prom_!t Neuton Generanion Tienc

The DOPP-3C code ,'alculates this paratneter by solving the following

equatl,!. derived by lh.nry:
( i 2:.'-d ci" ., *

14 ~ ore all~ core (Z) ý,Z)-)
z zJ

rog 9.() r) -; () ... .,

27rdr P
1I a Cor al-L C,'reQ vz (r jr) j(Z) ¢j z x. (r (Z

all for a;. cor zregionas, rcgions o , f (r Oi(z) (r) (z) N

(1B-22)

where

vj - average neutron velocity in energy group 1.

3.3 Calculated Results

"'he calculated values of aeff and A for various E-core system temperatures

are tabulated txdow:

Coolant Iniet Effective Delayed Prompt Neutron Generation
Terioerature (OF) Neutron Fraction Time (usec)

70 O. 00718 15.55

250 0. 00'j2h 15.78

500 0.00725 16.31

In the Spert III E-core PARET calculations, six delayed neutron groups

were used. The delayed neutron parameters for these six groups at a system

temperature of 5000 F are tabulated(B-1 2 ] on the nef-t page:
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Delayed Dc Ltlyod .*.1utron Delayc,! Neutron Decay
Grou:) Fraction n lfstnL (. L

l C 71352 O. ul2'
3 O~~. 201*•:03.

3 L•. :hi5'):, 0. 0 ]6'

0. )00;6 0. 3112

5 0. 1-437

6 0.0333 3.3803

4. IYDRODYNAMIC ,AULA.TIONS

For the hydrodynamic calculations, the time-dependent moderator inlet

mass flow ,ate was specified for the coldest PARET coolant channel-fuel

ro'i region (channel 1). The time-dependent pressure drop across channel 1,

which is calcul.ted by the code, was then specified 4or the other three channels.

This scheme allows for flow reve'sal in the three hotter channels, which can

occur during excursions resulting from large reactivity insertions. In order

to calculate the pressure drop across the core (as well as point-wise pressures,

fluid enthalpies, and mass flow rates along the length of each channel) certain

hydraulic items were required as input. These were the physical dimensions and

geometry of the reactor system and the pressure loss coefficients. Those

hydraulic items which cannot be readily obtained from either Appendix A or

the reactor facility description[ B-13] will be presented in this section.

The PARET channels represented complex fuel rod assemblies, each con-

sisting of fuel rods, fuel can, two intermediate grids, upper and lower fuel

grids, and upper and lower end-box adaptors. In the PARET code the total

pressure drop across these complex channels is calclated as the sum of the

cumulative pressure losses due to (a) inlet and exit area enlargements or

contractions, (b) the inlet and exit plenums, (c) the inlet and exit nonfueled

portions of the fuel rods, and (d) the fuel rods. In the E-core, the hydraulic

parameters of a 16-rod fuel assembly are represented by those of PARET

channel 4 and the parameters of a 25-rod fuel assembly are represented by those

of PARET channels 1, 2, and 3. The following hydraulic parameters were used

in the PARET calculations performed for this report.
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Active fuel length -- 3.19166 it

Inlet nonfueld length -- 0.06511 ft

Outlet nonfue!ed length -- 0.21.2625 it

Inlet plenum length -- 0.495 ft

Outlet plenum len-th -- 0.4325 ft

Inlet plenum equivalent diameter -- 0.17667 ft

Outlet plenum equivalent diameter -- 0.0805 ft

Inlet loss coefficient

Inlet area ratio

Outlet loss coefficient

Outlet area ratio

PARET Channels 1, 2, a..d 3

3.19

1.22

3.59

i. 62

PARET Channel 6
4.)0:

1.31

6.09

1.98

The steady state E-core pre.sure drops calculated with the PARET code

at various reactor conditions are compared with experimental results, obtained

from hydraulic tests, in the following tabulation:

Flow Rate (gvm)

12,000

16,000

18,000

Core'- Pressure Drop at Various Flow Rates

PARET Calculated Pressure Expe:
Drop (Hsi)

1500 psig and 250 0 F 170

11.6

rimental Pressure
Drop (nsi)

0 nsig and 2500 F

13.5

23

30

24

30

1500 psig and 500°F 1700 psig and 500 0 F

12,000 11

This good agreement between the calculated and experimental core pressure

drops indicates that the PARET code accurately represents the steady state

hydrodynami' behavior of the E-core.
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The PARET lprogramf calculates continuous heat transferforloth modcator

boiling and nonboiling conditions. The details of the PARET heat transfer

calculations arc contained in Reference B-1. In addition, a heat transfer rnodci

for gas gap conductance was developed for th'? Spert III E-core calculations.

In the PARET code the thermal conductivity of the helium gap separating the

U0 2 fuel pel-t.s from the stainless steel cladding is described as a function

of the gap temperature. An expression for the gap conductance that would be

valid for all transient conditions and would take into account varying gap tem-

peratures -nd widths was desired. Anderson and Lechlite[B-14] developed

such an expression, based on the work done by Ross and Stoute[ 13-151 on U02

and Zircaloy-2 surfaces incontac.. Since the width of the gas gap for each E-core

fuel pellet can vary about its nominal 3-mri value, these variations in the spacing

between the U0 2 and cladding approximately satisfy the U0 2 -cladding contact

conditions considered by Ross and Stoute. Anderson and Lechliter's expression

for the conductivity of the gas gap when applied to the E-core fuel becomes
-- o2

6.43 + 7.43 x 10T - 1.07 x 10- T2 (13-23)
9 (22.56 + 2.54 x 10 4)

where

k , thermal conductivity of gas gap, Btu/hr-ft-OF

T - average gap temperature,OF

A = gap width, inches.

In the equation it is necessary to specify a constant gap width, A. It was assumed

that the gap thickness at the time of peak power represented the gap distance

for the en.ii - transient. The following tabulation gives the gap widths used in

the PARE',' calculations for the various reactor conditons.

Coolant Inlet Initial HReP tor Gap Width
Temperature (OF) Power (ON) (in.)

70 50 x 10-6 0.0030

250 50 x 10-6 0.0021.;

500 50 x 10-6 0.0020

500 1 0. 00.1.5

500 20 0
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represented in Equation (B-23). Since the gap conductance could not be directly

measurud, the applicability of the modal was determined by comparing the

PARFT-calculate,: and experimental claddirg surface temperatures and reactor

powers. For both long- and shodrt-period cold-startup tests, the model gave

good agreement between the experimental and caiculationa! results[B-1 61 .

G. RADIAL HEAT SOURCE DESCRIPTION CALCULATIONS

In addition to the axial source impurtance weighting factors derived from

the reactor physics calculations, radial source descriptions in the fuel, cladding

and moderator must be provided as input into the PARET code. The cladding

and moderator sources must be described in terms of fixed fractions of fission

heat deposited directly in the clad and coolant. The radial distribution of fission

energy generated in the fuel pellets is specified as a time-independent function

of the radial dimension. The radial source description calculations will be

presented in this section.

n.1 Moderator and Cladding Heat Sources

These heat sources were estimated using the data for the prompt energy

release from fission of U-235 published by Keepin[B 10]. It was assumed

that all fission neutron energy was deposited in the moderator, all fission

fragment energy was deposited in the fuel, and the gamma energy was deposited

in proportion to the mass ratio of the materials in the E-core unit cell. Calcula-

tions based upon these assumptions yielded values of 0.032 and 0.004 as the

fractions of the total energy released directly in the moderator and clad,

respectively.

The radial source description for a region R was calculated from the

equation

QR(r) = FR - M (B-24)

where

F fraction of totai energy release in region R

ýR(r) - power in rcgion R at radial point r

T-3 ":radial average of 0R(r) across region R
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VI= volume of region 1

Assuming the heat generated in thL moderator and cladding from g;1.mMa and

neutron energy is not radially dependent, then i H(r)/'-R is eqt1a1 to uni'.y. Taking

into account the relative volumes of fuel. moderator, and cladding in a unit

cell, the values of the rad.al source descriptions are 0.026 :and 0.02 for the

moderator and cladding, respectively.

6.2 Fuel Heat Source

The fraction of the prompt energy release from fission that remains in the

fuel was calculated to be 0.964. This fraiction was separated into radially weighted

and nonweighted portions. The fraction of the heat generation in the fuel due to

gamma ray attenuation was assumed to be nonweighted and amounted to 0.027.

The fraction of the heat generation in the fuel due to fission fragments was

calculated to be 0.937 and was radially weighted by the fission density in the

rod. In terms of Equation (B-24), the radial source description for the fuel

becomes
vZf (r) (B-25)

Q.,(r) = 0.937 + 0.027

where

N*Yf(r) = fission density at radial point r

,rf-" = average fission density in fuel.

The fission density at each point and the average fission density in the fuel

rod were calculated for four energy groups using the TOPIC transport theory

code. The solutions for the radial source description in the fuel at the various

E-core system temperature condit'.ons are presented in Figure B-3. At a

system temperature of 5Ci,. ?, the radial source description varied little as the

initial reactor power increased from 50 W to 20 MW.
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Fig. B-3 PARET radial source description in the fuel for various Spert HI E-core system tempfor-
atures.
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7. OVERALL VOID VOLUME COEFFICIENT

A 11 ug l W i .' 4 LL..; LV Y ieuL, AJýýUK ii'Uii; IU(JG -. 'i.LUvI" i LeLilIgI' all(A w iu

formaitiun in the PARET code, an overill void volume coefficn•:t must he

specified. For the E-core ccld-startup conditions this coefficient was obtained

d.rectly from the experimental uniform void coefficient of -0.50$/% void! -17]J

The overall vold volume coefficient used in the P ARET code is given by the

equation

C = a vae.f (B-26)

where
C-overall void volume coefficient, -/void

aV = uniform void coefficient, $/% void
8 eff , effective delayed neutron fraction.

Since aeff was 0.00718 at ambient temperature, the overall void volume coef-

ficient for 70*F system temperature was 3.59 x 10-3 L/% void.

Since the uniform void coefficient was measured only at ambient temperature,

another method was used to obtain the overall void volume coefficients at the

other reactor system temperatures. The coefficients we :e calculated using the

experimental temperature coefficients measured during the control rod worth

experiments[ B-121. The overall void volume coefficiems were calculated using

the equation

C = a eff (B-27)
-]"Av t)]lO00

where

a T = temperature coefficient, $/°F

v = specific volume, ft 3/lb

T = moderator temperature, 'F
/vt

- v (t)]O00 = % void/'F.

The values of the overall void volume coefficients calculated from " various

system temperature coefficients are listed in the following tabulation:
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Overall Void
Initial Effective Volume

System Reactor Temperature Delayed Coefficent
Temperature Power Coefficient Neutron 'void)

(OF) MW) I/OF) :.Fraction k

250 50 x 10 - 0.0197 0.00724 3.02 x 1c-3

500 50x 10-6 - 0.0399 .'0.00725 2.56 x l0-3

500 1 - 0.0399 0."00725 2.56 x 10-

512.5 20 - 0.0413 0.00725 2.69 x 10-3

8. ]REACTIVITY INSERTION RATES

In preparation for an excursion, the control rods are withdrawn to a pre-

determined position and the reactor is maintained at criticality by inserting

the poison section of the transient rod into the lower part of the core. The

excursions are initiated by ejecting the transient rod poison section from the

core. The reactivity insertion rates input to the PARET code were determined

from differential control rod worth measurements and a calculated transient

rod position versus time curve. The differential control rod worth curve was

based upon experimental data from tho static and low-initial-power tr"-Isient

tests. The static data were required because no low-initial-power transient

tests were performed in tie control rod withdrawal position range that repre-

sented the 20 MW initial reactor power conditions. Plots of transient rod worth

versus position for three system temperatures are given in Figure B-4. Since

no data were available for transient rod insertions larger than nine inches, it

was assumed that the slopes of the curves could be extrapolated for larger

insertions. Smooth curves were fitted such that the reactivity controlleJ by the

transient rod was zero at the bottom of the core fuel.

The transient rod displaceme it was calculated on the basis of a design
2transient rod acceleration of 2000 in./sec . By use of a transient rod position

versus time curve based on this constant acceleration, and the values of

worth per unit length from Figure B-4, the reactivity insertion rates were

determined. These reactivity insertion rates are shown in Figure B-5. Since

the differential transient rod worth was constant over most of the rod travel,

constant values of worth/in, were used in determining the reactivity insertion
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Fig. B-4 Experimental transient rod worths Fig. B-5 Calculated reactivity insertion rates
for various Spert III E-core system temper- for various Spert M1 E-core system temper-
atures. atures.

rates, represented by the solid line in Figure B-5. An error in the insertion

rate was introduced for the last few cents of any ramp insertion since the rod

worth decreased at the bottom of the core. The dashed lines on Figure B-5

were calculated using the fitted lines rather than a constant slope and show

this error for three initial transient rod positions. For small transient rod

insertions, the shape of the insertion rate curve and the time required to insert

the total reactivity are quite different from the values determined from the

constant worth/in, calculations. For large transient rod insertions, however,

the transient rod traverses the bottom region at high speed and the differences

between the curves are small.

For low-initial-power excursions, the reactivity insertions were completed

before appreciable reactivity feedback occurred and the excursions behave

essentially as if a step reactivity insertion had taken place. Thus, for the PARET

calculations of the low-initial-power excursions, a linear ramp rate of 15$/sec

was used for all the transients. During the high-initial-power excursions, the

kinetic behavior of the E-core was strongly influenced by the i 2activity insertion
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rate because appreciable reactivity feedback occurred during the reactivity

insertion.

9. AVERAGE-CHANNEL PARET CALCULATIONS

Single average-channel PARET calculations were made for several repre-

sentative Spert IH E-core reactivity accidents. These transients were initiated

with reactivity insertions of 1.23 and 1.17$ at initial reactor power levels of

50W, 1 MW, and 20 MW, respectively. The reactor operating conditions were 500°F

inlet coolant temperature, 1500 psig system pressure, and 12,000 gpm coolant

flow. The calculated peak reactor powers for these transients, along with

those obtained from four-channel PARET calculations, are listed in the follow-

ing tabulation:

Initial Reactor Power 50 W 1 MW 20 MW

Reactivity Insertion ($) 1.23 1.17 1.17

Four-Channel PARET
Calculated Peak Power (MW) 447 287 543

Average-Channel PARET
Calculated Peak Power (MW) 470 306 592

Experimental Peak Power (MW) 410 * 40 330 * 30 610 * 60

The average-channel calculations yielded peak powers that were within 10% of

those obtained from the four-channel calculations. The average-channel peak

powers were slightly conservative, or they overestimated the values calculated

by the four-channel model.

The average-channel PARET calculations yielded peak power results com-

parable to those from the four-channel PARET model for the small Spert HI

E-core reactor because this reactor had perturbed radial peak-to-average

thermal and resonance flux ratios that were small (less than 2). However,

for reactors where the perturbed radial flux peaking factors are large, the four-

channel PARET model should yield more accurate results than the single average-

channel model.
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APPENDIX C

UNCERTAINTIES IN THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To evaluate properly the results of an experimental program, it is necessary

to determine the uncertaines in the experimental data. These uncertainties

arise from systematic and random errors.A systematic error equally influences

all measurements of a particular quantity; for example, an instrument calibration

can Introduce systematic errors. Random errors result when repeated measure-

ments of the same quantity give rise to differing values, and these errors could

depend, for example, upon instrument reproducibility.

For the Spert I31 E-core test program, experimental uncertainties resulting

from in:.Lrument calibrations and data repeatability were determine,. These

experimental uncertainties are presented in this report in terms of standard

deviations and least-squares fitted curves with their associated confidence

bands. The standard deviation is a measure of the spread or scatter of experi-

mental data. The method of least-squares was used to obtain curves from the

experimental data since this method is almost universally accepted as yielding

fitted curves that come as close as possible to each data point.

The E-core experimental data were usee to evaluate calculational models,

and thus, the experimental uncertainties were of particular significance to the

overall program objectives. Comparison of a data point with a calculated result

can be made if the standard deviation or scatter in that data point is known. A

curve calculated using an analytical model can be compared meaningfully with

an experimental least-squares fitted curve provided that the confidence in the

experimental cairve is known. The confidence in the least-squares fitted curves

is given in terms of confidence bands in this report.

1. STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The standard deviation is a rigorous measure of the accuracy of experimental

data. For a normal distribution, about 68% of repeated experimental measure-

ments lie within one standard deviation of the average value. The standard devia-

tion can be determined by one of the three following methods:
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(1) If an experimental measurement is repeated a number of times,

the standard deviation is given by the root mean square of

the "Lviations from the average of the measurements. However,

during the Oxide Core Kinetics Program it was generally

not practicable to determine standard deviations in experimental

measurements by repeated experiments.

(2) If an experimental quantity is measured over a range of

conditions (as opposed to repeated measurements at one

condition), the standard deviation for a predicted point can be

determined from the variance of the data about a least-squares

fitted curve[C-I1.

(3) If a parameter cannot be experimentally measured, but can be

calculated from an equation, then the standard deviation in that

parameter can be determined if the standard deviations in the

independent variables in the equation are known[C-

In the Oxide Core Kinetics Program, if the standard deviation of a quantity

could not be determined by any of the three methods discussed above, then the

standard deviation was estimated on the basis of experience.

One standard deviation in the reactor peak power, energy release to the

time of peak power, maximum measured fuel rod cladding surface temperature,

reactor period, reactivity insertion, and reactivity compensation at the time of

peak power were determined by one of the above methods. The standard deviations

obtained for the various parameters are discussed in the following paragraphs.

1.1 Peak Power and Energy Release to PLak Power

In order to obtain the standard deviation in peak reactor power, the accuracy

of the neutron detector constants,that were calculated from the results of power

calibration experiments, had to be determined. The neutron detector constants

were calculated from the results of flux wire activation experiments for system

temperatures of 70, 250, 400, and 5007F. In addition to flux wire experiments,

low- and high-power, primary system heat balance experiments were performed

at a system temperature of 500°F.
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The standard deviation in the neutron detector constants measured by flux

wire activation was determined by combining the standard deviations of the

independent variables in the equation used to calculLe reactor power from

flux wire activation data. Combining this standard deviation (which is discussed

in detail in Reference C-3) witt. the estimated standard deviation resulting from

random errors or data repeatability yielded a deviation of ± 15% in reactor

power. This standard deviation of 15% coupled with the estimated ui.certainty

in the time of peak power leads to a standard deviation ± 17% in energy release

to the time of peak power.' Thus, for transient tests performed from initial

system temperatures of 70, 250, and 400*F the standard deviation in reactor

power was ± 15% and the standard deviation in energy to peak power was *17%.

Several low- and high-power primary system heat balance experiments

were performed at a system temperature of 500*F; therefore, the root mean

square method was used to obtain the standard deviation in detector constants

for this temperature. Standard deviations of ± 10% in reactor power and ± 13%

in energy release to the time of peakpower were obtained for a system tempera-

ture of 500*F(C-3]°

1.2 Fuel Rod Surface Temperature

Maximum measured fuel rod cladding surface temperatures in the E-core

were all obtained from stainless steel sheathed thermocouples attached to the

corner fuel rod in assembly S11. A correction factor for the stainless steel

sheathed thermocouples could not be obtained by a transfer function approximation

with the faster-response unsheathed thermocouples. Therefore, time-dependent

fuel rod cladding temperatures are not shown in this report. Maximum measured

fuel rod cladding surface temperature rises are estimated to have standard

deviations of about ± 10%, but the maximum fuel rod surface temperr ures are

more accurate than ± 10%. For e.xample, the standard deviation in maximum fuel

rod surface cemperature is about 8 to 9% at a system temperature of 70'F and

about 2% at a system temperature of 5000F.

1.3 Reactor Period and Reactivity Insertion

The reactor period for a given transient was calculated from the power data

assuming an initial exponential power rise. Past experience indicated that the

calculated reactor period obtained from different neutron detectors for a given

transient test did not vary by more than about ± 2%. In addition, the systematic
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error in the analog-to-digital conversion system, which is used to reduce the

power data recorded on magnetic tape to digital form, is Jess than ± 2%. There-

fore, the standard deviation in the reactor period was estimated to be ± 2%.

For tiie low-initial-power reactivity accident tests, the reactivity insertion

for a given transient test was determined from the inhour equation. The standard

deviation in reactivity insertion, as determir.3d from the inhour equation, is a

function of standard deviations in the reactor period, reduced prompt neutron

generation time, and delayed neutron parameters. The standard deviations in

these independent variables were + 2, :k 2.5, and k 7 to 15%, respectively, which

led to a standard deviation in reactivity insertion of about•: 4% -

Asymptotic reactor periods were not attained during the high-initial-power

tests; thus the inhour equation could not be used to determine the reactivity

insertion. For these tests, the control rod worth curve had to be used to obtain

the reactivity insertions. The standard deviation in the reactivity insertion for

a given high-initial-power transient, as determined from the control rod worth

curve, was calculated from the variance of the control rod worth data about a

least-squares fitted curve[C- 4 ]. This standard deviation was also about ± 4%.

1.4 Reactil-ty Compensation at Peak Power

The time-dependent reactivity compensation was determined from the poixit-

reactor kinetic equations. These equations are functions of the reactor power,

reduced prompt neutron generation time, reactor period, and delayed neutron

parameters. The standard deviation lnthe time-dependent reactivity compensation

was calculated from the previously mentioned standard deviations in the

independent variables. The time-dependence of the standard deviation in the

compensated reactivity is illistrated in Figure C-1 for a 10-msec-period cold-

startup test. The irregularities in the standard deviation were caused by low-level

noise in the reactor power data. At thetime of peak power about 0.22$ of the 1.21$

initir.l reactivity insertion was compensated. At that time,the standard deviation

in compensated reactivity was about 0.025$ or about 11%. Calculations were

performed for other transient tests with reactor periods ranging up to about

one second. Results were similar to those shown in Figure C-1 and it was

concluded that the uncertainty in the reactivity compensation is only weakly

dependent on the amount of reactivity compensation. Thus one standard deviation

in the reactivity compensation at the time of peak power Is about ± 11% for the

range of reactivity accidents tested in the E-core.
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Run 43 - Ambient Temperf:.ure 0.048
Atmospheric Pressure

T. 1 I0 mlec

240- 0.2- -C.044
Power _"

200- 0.0 - 0.040

J*:

160. :-0.2- -0.036

120- 1-0.4- Stondard Deviation 0.032

U

I I ~Compensated Reactivity0.2
so0 -0.6- -0.028

40, -00- •0.024

0- -1.0. 0--, 0.020
0.0 o., 0.2 0.3 0'4 0.5

Time (see BOR-0410

Fig. C-1 Calculated compensated reactivity and standard deviation In compensated reactivity for
cold-startup test 43 (10 msec period).

2. LEAST-SQUARES FITTED CURVES

Correlation of the Spert m E-core experimental data and comparisons

of these data with calculational results was accomplished using curves that were

least-squares fitted to the experimental data. Before discussing the statistical

method by which the confidence in these fitted curves was determined, the

principle of least squares will be briefly reviewed. The least-squares principle

is that the best fit of a curve to data points results when the sum of the squares

of the deviations between the data points and the curve is a minimum. This

principle is given by the equation

n

(Y- 2= inim C-1
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n = number of data points

Yi = value of data point

YI = value obtained from fitted curve.

As a simple example of least-squares fitting, consider the second order

polynomial

fi =a a 1Xi + a 2 X C-2

where the coefficients ao, a,, and a2 are to be determined by the least-squares

method. The expression for Y' given in Equation (C-2) is substituted into

Equation (C-1). The partial derivative of Equation (C-i) is then taken with

respect to each of the three coefficients and the resulting three expressions

are set equal to zero. This procedure yields three equations, called the normal

equations, from which the three coefficients are determined. Written in matrix

form, the normal equations are

[n EX F a

1O1 1

X i2 E 3 Xi4 a = E C12 i

a n IEX EX 2 1Z.X y

0a 1 2 1 K 00 01 02

2 3 4 2 20 22X

2 Xi iX 20 Clo 22ll

where Ctj is the tjth element of the inverse matrix.

There are three types of confidence bands that can be determined for a

least-squares fitted curve. These are confidence bands for a point on the

fitted curve, confidence bands for a new predicted experimental value using the

fitted curve, and confidence bands for the curve as a whole. Confidence bands

for the least-squares fitted curve as a whole are used for comparison with a
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calculated curve. The width of a confidence band at a given value of X 'at x = h)

on the curve is given by the equation[C-1 1

Wh = 2 V'2F1 (k,"n-k)
Xý Ci1/2

8Y{O J~ XX Ij
C-4

where

Wh = total width of confidence band

n = number of data points

k = number of coefficients of the fitted polynomial"lth
Cij element of the inverse matrix of the normal equations

-a = desired confidence level

Fla(k,n-k) = value from an F-distribution table (See Reference C-i)

Sy standard deviation of the data about the fitted curve.

Since the inverse matrix is symmetric, Equation (C-5) becomes

Wh = 2q2Fl (kin-k) S C 2[ (2C + C ) + 2 1 3
1hC y 00 + ' 2X 01 + Xh( 0 2 + 11 V2~12 +

a---

4
II

for a second order polynomial.

C-5

Jn the determination of confidence bands for the least-squares fitted
curves presented in this report, a confidence level of 0.95 was used. However,
these 95% confidence bands did not account for systematic errors such as

the uncertainty in the absolute reactor power. Combining these syrtematic

uncertainties with the 95% confidence bands led to the 65% confidence bands
that are presented in the figures and tables of this report. These confidence

bands imply that if a set of experiments were repeated 100 times and a least-

squares fitted curve determined for each set of data, then 65 of the fitted

curves would lie within the confidence bands.

Polynomial curves were least-squares fiLted to experimental peak power,

energy to peak power, and reactivity compensation at peak power data as functions

of either reciprocal period or reactivity insertions. For the cold-startup tests

and the hot-startup tests performed from 5000 F system temperature, 65%
confidence bands were determined for the least-squares fitted curves. For the
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hot-startup tests performed from about 260'F and for the high-initial-power

tests, too few translents were perfoimed to allow the calculation of meaningful

confidence bands; therefore, the least-squares fitted curves serve only -Ls an

aid in the general interpretation of data. The values for the least-squares fitted

curves are listed In Tables C-I through C-XIII. In addition, values for the least-

squares fitted curves of peak power and energy to peak power versus reciprocal

period data for the Spert I 00 core and the Spert IV CDC are given in Tables C-

XIV through C-XVII.

TABLE C-I

LEAST-SQUARES FITTED CURVE FOR COLD-STARTUP PEAK POWER

VERSUS RECIPROCAL PERIOD DATA

Reciprocal Period
(sec- 1 )

3

4

5

6

7
8

9

10

15

20

30

4o

50

60

70

80

90

100

Peak Power
(mu)

4.57

4.93

5.36

5.85

6.39

6.96

7.57

8.21

11.9

16.5

28.6

45.2

67.2

95.5

131

175

228

293

Upper 65%
Confidence

Band (MW)

5.80

5.98

6.38

6.91

7.51

8.15

8.83

9.57

13.8

19.3

33.7

53.5

79.5

114

156

213

282

370

Lower 65%
Confidence

Band( MW)

3.42

3.92

4.37

4.81

5.28

5.79

6.31

6.87

10.1

13.7

23.5

37.1

55.1

78.2

106

14o

178

221
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TABLE C-II

LEAST-SQUARES FITTED CURVE FOR COLD-STARTUP ENERGY

RELEASE TO PEAK POWER VERSUS RECIPROCAL PERIOD DATA

Reciprocal Period
(sec-

1 )

3

4

5
6

7

8

10

15

20

30

4o

50

60

70

80

90

100

Energy to Peak
Power (MW-sec)

6.83

6.22

5.55
5.00

4.47

4.07

3.75

3.47

2.52

2.19

2.14

2.42

2.86

3.42

4.05

4.76

5.50

6.27

Upper 65%
Confidence Band

(MW-sec)

9.82

8.18

7.02

6.21

5.51

4.98

4.56

4.22

3.o4

2.68

2.61

3.00

3.58

4.28

5.06

5.97

7.23

8.58

Lower 65%
Confidence Band

(MWrv-sec)

h.37

4.46

4.18

3.84

3.48

3.20

2.97

2.76

2.02

1.71

1.69

1.87

2.19

2.61

3.11

3.62

3.95

4.27
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TABLE C-III

LEAST-SQUARES FITTED CURVE FOR COLD-STARTUP REACTIVITY

COMPEITSATION AT PEAK POWER VERSUS RECIPROCAL PERIOD DATA

Reciprocal
Period
(sec-

1 )

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
10

15

20

30

4o

50

60
70

80

90

100

Reactivity
Compensation
at Peak Power

(5)

0.244

0.222

0.199

0.179

o.162

o.148

0.137

0.128

0.0931

o.o814

0.0818

0.0942

0.112

0.134

0.158

0.182

0.206

0.229

Upper 65%
Confidence Band($)

0.351

0.290

0.251

0.222

0.199

0.180

0.166

0.154

0. .1 l

0.0991

0.0986

0.115

0.139

o.166

0.195

0.226

0.268

0.310

Lower 65%
Confidence Band($)

0.156

0.161

0.151

0.139

0.127

0.118

0.110

0.103

0.0757

o.o646

0.o656

0.0739

0.08(3

O.lO4

0.123

0.141

0.150

0.159
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TABLE C-IV

LEAST-SQUARES FITTED CURVE

FOR ' 0°F HOT-STARTUP PEAK

POWER VERSUS RECIPROC'AL

PERIOD DATA [a]

TABLE C-V

LEAST-SQUARES FITTED CURVE

FOR 260°F HOT-STARTUP ENERGY

TO PEAK POWER VERSUS RECIPROCAL

PERIOD DATA[a]

Reciprocal
Period
(see-l)

4

5
6

7
8

9
10

15

20

30
40

50

60
70

80

90

100

Peak
Power

6.87
6.86

7.08
7.45

7.92

8.47

9.07

12.9

17.8

31.2
49.6

72.6

104
141

186

239

301

Reciprocal
Period
(sec-1 )

4

5
6

7
8

9
10

15
20

40

50

6o

70

80
90

1OO

Energy to
Peak Power(MW-see)

6.64

7.66

7.28

6.43

5.56

4.8o
4.19

2.59

2.10

2.07

2.49

3.13

3.88

4.67

5.39
5.98

6.4o

[a) Coolant flow rate of 14 fps. [a] Coolant flow rate of 14 fps.
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TABLE C-VI

LEAST-SQUARES FITTED CURVE

FOR{ 260'F HOT-STARTUP

REACTIVITY COMPEIISATION AT

PEAK POWER VERSUS RECIPROCAL

PERIOD DATA[ a]

React ivity
Rociprocal Compensation

Period at Peak Power
(sec-l) ($)

3 0.126

4 0.202

5 0.221

6 0.210

7 0.191

8 0.170

9 0.152

10 0.137

15 0.0959

20 o.0825

30 0.0829

40 0.972

50 0.118

60 0.14i

7o 0.166

80 0.189

90 0.209

100 0.224

(n] Coolant flow rate of 14 fps.
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TABLE C-VII

LEAST-SQUARES FITTED CURVE FOR 500 F HOT-STARTUP PEAK

POWER VERSUS RECIPROCAL PERIOD DATA [a]

Reciprocal
Period
(sec-

1 )

1.5

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

15

20

30

4o

50

60

70

8O

90

100

Peak
Power
(MW)
5.64

5.99

6.72

7.50

8.32

9.19

10.1

11.0

12.0

13.1

18.9

25.8

43.8

67.9

99.3

139

189

250

324

412

Upper 65%
Confidence Band

7.62

7.50

8.35

9.45

10.5

11.5

12.7

13.8

14.9

16.1

22.7

31.8

51.9

79.7

115
161

218

294

390

512

Lower 65%
Confidence Band

(Mw)

4.02

4.64
5.25

5.77

6.39

7.08

7.81

8.61

9.46

10.3

15.3

21.2

36.2
56.7

84.o

119

161

209

263

322

[a] Coolant flow rate of 14 fps.
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TABLE C-VlII

LEAST-SQUARES FITTED CURVE FOR 500°F HOT-STARTUP ENERGY

TO PEAK POWER VERSUS RECIPROCAL PERIOD DATA[a]

Reciprocal
Period
(sec-

1 )

1.5

2

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

15

20

30

4o

50

60

70

80

90

100

Energy to
Peak Power

(14w-sec)

12.8

17.0

15.9

12.4

9.61

7.71

6.40

5.49

4.84

4.36

3.27

3.01

3.23

3.81

4.54

5.34

6.15

6.91

7.60

8.19

Upper 65%
Confidence Bands

(MWN-sec)

15.1

19.3

18.3

14.3

11.0

8.76

7.26

6.21

5.48

4. 94

3.70

3.39

3.59

4.21

5.01

5.89

6.77

7.63

8.49

9.29

Lower 65%
Confidence Bands

( MW-sec)

10.7

114.8

13.6

10.5

8.29

6.69

5.57

4.79

4.22

3.80

2.64

2.86

3.40

4.07

4.79

5.53

6.20

6.75

7.12

[a] Coolant flow of 14 fps.
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TABLE C-IX

LEAST-SQUARES FITTED CURVE FOR 5000F HOT-STARTUP REACTIVITY

COMPENSATION AT PEAK POWER VERSUS RECIPROCAL PERIOD DATA[a]

Reciprocal
Period

(sec- 1 )

1.5

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

15

20

30

40

50

6o

70

80

90

100

Reactivity Compensation
at Peak PowerCs)

0.243

0.337

0.332

0.267

0.212

0.173

o.146

0.126

0.113

0.103

0.0798

0.0756

o.0842

0.102

0.124

o.147

0.171

0.193

0.213

0.230

Upper 65%
Confidence Band($)

0.291

0.388

0.387

0.311

0.245

0.198

o.166

o.145

0.129

0.117

0.0912

0. 0859

0.0942

0.113

0.137

o.163

o.189

0.215

0.240

0.263

Lower 65%
Confidence BandCs)

0.199

0.288

0.280

0.223

0. 10o

o.148

0.126

0.109

0.097

0.0886

o.o689

o.0657

0. 0744

0. 0907

0.110

0.132

0.153

0.172

0.187

0.198

(a] Coolant flow rate of 14 fps.
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TABLE C-X TABLE C-XI

LEAST-SQUARES FITTED CURVE

FOR HOT- STANDBY PEAK POWER

VERSUS REACTIVITY

INSERTION DATA

LEAST-SQUARES FITTED CURVE

FOR HOT-STANDBY ENERGY

TO PEAK POWER VERSUS

REACTIVITY INSERTION DATA

Reactivity
insertion

0.85
0.90

0.95

1.00

1.05
1.10

1.15
1.20

1.25

1.30

Peak
Power

W.4)
•20

19. 1

29.7

50.,

87.3

152

260

427

656

914

Reactivity
Insertion($)

0.85

0.90

0.95

1.00

1.05

1.10

1.15

1.20

1.25

1.30

Energy to Peak
Power

(MW-sec)

7.42

4.84

3.90

3.74

4.12

5.03

6.56

8.82

11.8

15.2
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TABLE C-XIII

LEAST-SQUARES FITTED CURVE

FOR OPERATING-POWER ENERGY

TO PEAK POWER VERSUS REACTIVITY

INSERTION DA.A

TABLE C-XII

LEAST-SQUARES FITTED CURVE

FOR OPERATING-POWER PEAK

POWER VERSUS REACTIVITY

INSERTION DATA

TABLE C-XIIILEAST-SQUARES FITTED CURVEFOR OPEHATING-POWER ENERGYTO PEAK POWER VERSUS REACTIVITY"JNSERTION DAUA
Reactivity
Insertion($)

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

1.1

1.2

1.3

Peak Power

20.6

22.8

26.5

32.1

40.5

53.5

73.7
106
159
249

408

697
1240

Reactivity
Insertion($)

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

1.1

1.2

1.3

Energy to
Peak Power

(MW-sec)

0.821

1.44

2.37

3.70

5.42

7.60

10.0

12.4

14.6

16.2

17.0

16.9

15.8
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TABLE C-XIV

LEA.ST-SQUARES FITTED

VERSUS

CURVE OF SPERT I OC CORE

RECIPROCAL PERIOD DATA

PEAK POWER

Reciprocal
Period

(sec-1 )

2

3
14

5

6

7

8

9

10

15

20

4o

50

6o

70

80

90

100

150

200

400

Peak
Power

6.28

6.67

7. 45
8.41

9.51
10.7

12.0

13.4
14.9
23.6

34.4
62.8

10.

149
208

279

363

459
569

1350

2570

6630

13300

Upper 65%
Confidence Band

(Mw)

8.34

8.146

9.15
10.3

11.6

13.0

14.6

16.3
18.1

28.6

41.7

75.9

122
1,80

252

338

1439

557

69o

161o

314o

8320

17400

Lower 65%
Confidence Band(mw)

4.38

5.05

5.79

6.61

7.48
8.39
9.4•0

10.5

11.7

18.6
27.2

49.9

79.9
118

165

221

287

363

447

1070

2010

5020

9600
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TABLE C-XV

LEAST-SQUARES FITTED CURVE

OF SPERT I OC CORE ENERGY TO

PEAK POWER VERSUS RECIPROCAL

PERIOD DATA

Reciprocal
Period
(sec-l!

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

15

20

30

4o

50

60

70

80

90

100

150

200

300

4OO

Energy to
Peak Power

(MW-sec)

12.9

10.7

8.83

7.52

6.60

5.94

5.46

5.10

4.83

4.16

4.04

4.35

5.00

5.8h

6.83

7.94

9.17

10.5

11.9

20.2

29.8

49.8

67.7
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TABLE C-XVI

LEAST-SQUARES FITTED CURVE OF SPERT IV CDC PEAK

POWER VERSUS RECIPROCAL PERIOD DATA

Reciprocal
I .riod

2

3

4

5
C

7

9

i-o
15

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

150

200

300

Peak
Power
(mW)

10.0
i1.6

13.5

15.7

18.2

21.0

24.0

27.2

30.6

51.1

77.1

147

242

364

515

697

910

1160

1440

3420

6460

16300

Upper 65%
Confidence Bands

(MW)

14.1

15.3

17.5

20.4

23.5

27.1

30.9

35.0

39.3

64.8

96.6

181

294

441

621

840

1100

1390

1740

413o

7780

20000

Lower 65%
Confidence Bands

(mw)

6.48

8.19

9.70

11.4

13.3

15.2

17.5

19.8

22.4

38.0

58.4

114

192

289

411

555

726

930

114o

2730

516o

12700
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TABLE C-XVII

LEAST-SQUARES FITTED CURVE

OF SPERT IV CDC ENERGY

TO PEAK POWER VERSUS

RECIPROCAL PERIOD DATA

Reciprocal
Period
(secli

2

3

5

6
7

8

9

10

15

20

30

4o0

50

60

70

80

90

100

150

200

300

En~r-/r to
Peak Power

(Ow-sec)

17.8

13.3

11.3

10.2

9.56

9.17

8.94

8.80

8.73

8.93

9.53

11.2

13.3

15.5

]7.9

20.5

23.2

26.1

29.2

46.1

67.2
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APPENDIX D

EXPERIMENTAL DATA PLOTS

A summary of transient test data of reactor power, energy, and system

reactivity from the Spert III E-core test series is presented in graphical form in

this appendix.

1. SPERT DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM

The Spert III E-core test data obtained from the reactor instrumentation

system was recorded in two forms (a) frequency modulated and multiplexed

magnetic tape and (b) light-sensitive oscillograph paper. Thu magnetic tape

was the primary data source, with the oscillograph records used for verification

and backup.

1.1 Magnetic Tape Data

Reductiur. of the magnetic tape data was accomplished by an analog-to-

digital conversion system. This system provided time-dependent plots, digital

magnetic tapes, and input for a PDP-5 digital computer. Detailed descriptions

of the analog-to-digital conversion system and the PDP-5 computer are contained

in Reference D-1. The inherent error in the conversion system, including plots

and output tapes, is less than 2%.

A processing program for the PDP-5 computer performs the following

operations:

(1) Normalizes and converts data to convenient engineering units

(2) Scales and plots all time-dependent reactor parameters

(3) Calculates and plots time-dependent transient energy release

(4) Calculates peak power, time to peak power, energy release

to time of peak power, and total energy release

(5) Calculate3 initial L,5actor period.

1.2 Oscillograph Records

The oscillograph records were analyzed using either a metal ruler and

appropriate calibration number, or using a manually operated curve follower
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and digitizer. The estimated error in curve following and digitizing is less

than 5%. A record of oscillograph results was maintained as a continuous

check of magnetin tape data.

1.3 Data Processing on the IBM 7044 Computer

Further processing of E-core data was accomplished using the SPORT

computer program[D- 2] on the IBM 7044 computer. The code uses as its input

the digital tene generated by the analog-to-digital conversion system or punched

cards from the oscillograph records. The SPORT program includes a least-

squares data smoothing subroutine to minimize electronic noise in the data.

The program computes the system and compensated reactivities using the

point-reactor kinetics equations. The output of SPORT includes, in addition to the

reactivity, the reactor power and energy as functions of time.

2. EXPERIMENTAL POWER, ENERGY, AND REACTIVITY PLOTS

The experimental, time-dependent power, energy, and system reactivity

for all of the Spert III E-core transient tests are presented in the following

figures. Thesr graphs were plotted by the SPORT processing system. Each

figure is labeled according to the following symbols:

Oi = initial inlet coolant temperature

Flow = average coolant flow rate through the core

P1 = initial system pressure

T = asymptotic reactor period

Po = total reactivity inserted

h = initial reactor power.

The time scale for each graph was chosen to clearly illustrate the burst

shape. For all of the tests except 79, 80, 84, 85, and 86, zero on the time scale

represents the time of transient initiation. For these five tests, the recorded

timing channel was started manually, and the times shown are not referenced

to the start of the transients.

Either the inverse asymptotic period or initial concentrations of the delayed

neutron precursors must be specified for SPORT code calculations. In processing

the E-core test data using the SPORT program, the inverse asymptotic reactor
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periods were specified. For the low-initial-power tests, the inverse asymptotic

periods were calculated from the power data using the PDP-5 computer. For

these tests the reactivity insertions were completed before appreciable reactivity

feedback occurred, and the transients behaved as if a step reactivity insertion

had taken place. Thus for these tests (Figures D-1 through -62), the initial

system reactivity was equal to the total reactivity inserted. However, during

the high-initial-power tests, appreciable reactivity compensation occurred

during the reactivity insertion, and thus asymptotic periods were not attained.

For these tests (Figures D-63 through -70), an initial steady state condition or

inverse reactor period of zero was specified in the SPORT Program. Con-

sequently, the system reactivity has an initial value of zero irn these figures and

increases to a maximum value during the transient.

SPERT 3 1. .-GFJ1i f -22

..jl

0, 74"F
Flow • 0
Pi Atm.
r IOlOmsec

01 0

9l

W.

2

Fig. D-I Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity for cold-startup test 22 (1010 msec,
0.77$ reactivity insertion).
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SPEFT 3 E-CORE '-18
8, - 70-F

Pi *Alcm

I * 35imsec

-~ cc~s

a

0

8

0a
cc0
8

L3.

LU

POWER-

T IME ( SEC]4S183307

Fig. D-2 Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity for cold-startup test 18 (351 rnsec
period, 0.90$ reactivity insertion).

CS

Ce.3

cc

Fig. D-3 Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity for cold-startup test 13 (206 msec
period. 0.93$ reactivity insertion).
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81 - 64"F

Flow - 0
Pi *Atm

r 195 msec

A- REACTIVITY -

45FM9 Ci>9

Fg 
0

-,

p .t s

Vn

(0

4S0A1493TY7 TIMEAfroSEC)'

peio. 0.4 eciit neto)

CLPO ER T3 ECE -3

ENNRGYGY -

LOC

1. to0 1.5 so E50 ],DaOn b.wo0 II.=00 L,00 @2C 360 l000
40- qq307 TIME (SEC)

Fig. D-4 Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity for cold-startup test 14 (1i9 msec

period, 0.94$ reactivity insertion).
151 0

30V

.X330 ccl 100 110 ,60 .0' .900 320 .00 IO

___ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ C =9 - r T - - -- ~ ------
4Ij 33 7 IE SO

Fig.D-5Exprimntalpowr, nery, ad sste rectiity or oldstatup est39 113mse
perid, 097$reacivit inertlziW
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460233307 TIME fSEC)

Fig. D-6 Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity for cold-startup test 23 (111 msec
period, 0.97$ reactivity instertion).

SPERT 3 E-CORE T-45 , *78 -F

Flow *0
P1 'Atm C

* 96.Smsec ,

toc

g

CL
W

M

C

WE_

c8

8

(D

Fig. D-7 Experimental power, energy. and system reactivity for cold-startup test 45 (96.8 msec
period, 0.98$ reactivity insertion).
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Fig. D-8 Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity for cold-startup test 15 (95.8 msee
period. 0.99$ reactivity insertion).

SPERT 3 E-CORE T-50 &_ 8 -eA •82.F

IFlow 0

9 9t; 7msT C

Cr U-N -I

gL

• , r

Q-

49 03,07TIE nO)

a:

Fi.4 D9Eprmna oeeegadsse eciiyfrel-tru et5 -9. mec

L i POWER C3 :t

E0

1.0 1 .70 ]So ID L04'5 70 Lio330 (.4

49SO0 0 TIM (EC

Fi.D9Eprmna oeeegadsse ratvt o odsatpts 0(57me

Feig., 0-98Epr$ na pwr nryadsse reactivity foicldstrtptesi5o(5.).e
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SPERT 3 E-COME T-44

REA'TIVITY 7-__•

01 77-F

Flow *0

P1. • Alm
95.2msec

a:Q

a:>

CC

IE

a-m
C3
a:M

U3

z

8o

OD
U,
a,

0

600443307

Fig. D-10 Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity for cold-startup test 44 (95.2 msec
period, 0.98$ reactivity insertion).

SVERT 3 E-CORE T-46
8i 69*F
Flow, 0

Pi Almro a
r 94 smec

a:

LI

T IME f SEC)

Fig. D-11 Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity for cold-startup test 46 (94 msec
period, 0.98$ reactivity insertion).
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SPEIT 3 E-CORE T-71

&i - 92-F
Fl.0

Pi Atm.

r 94msec

o ) !

f7ý

o 0

'3

Cr

(L.

Cr

W

8

S003713306 tIME (SECI

Fig. D-12 Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity for cold-startup test 71 (94 msee
period, 0.98$ reactivity insertion).

Lb

Ia-:

46017330? fINE (SEC)

Fig. D-13 Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity for cold-startup test 17 (91 msec
period, 0.99$ reactivity insertion).
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142

V'THT 3 E CORE T-74 8 i , 6 7 * F
*S.•o F 0 !i1 1

-. I

'a -.. ~ .eyC"

(Z POWERP. L

•zj

Tfr-n um,ýG L Z 2.3C 3.3 !3. 00

Fig. D-1-1 Experimental power. energy, and system reactivity for cold-startup test 74 (89 msec

perioxd, 0.99$ reactivity insertion).

.PERT 3 [-CORE T-87

8i 66'F

P , • A t,

•e 1 e sec

- REACTIVITY -/ I ..-.. 5 '

ca.

CC,-POWER N

ENERGY

5
1 2'i73U I TIME { SEC)

Fig. D-15 Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity for cold-startup test 87 (87 msec
period, 0.99$ reactivity Insertion).
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i4;5

.

a:-

VJ.
£0 --

Fig. D-16 Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity for cold-startup test 73 (83 msec
period. 0.99$ reactivity insertion).

SPEAT 3 E-COAE T-S5
Oj - 82-F
Flow w 0

Pi Alm
I 72.3msec

C-3

ScCr

.0 >

a

cc
C1

CD

•8

¢J
°

T f

"0 0 '.4030 .8000 .0zo00 J.6100 M000 2..00 0.6ooo 000 3.2000 oo .tUiO 4.0000
500513305 TI11E (SEC)

Fig. D-17 Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity for cold-startup test 51 (72.3 msec
period, 1.00. reactivity insertion).
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','•ERT 3 E-CORE T-49 8i 76F

Flow * 0

T 68.4isec

REACTIVITY

21 0

U 2

Li 2U

0-I -'-'-"- Li .. 'T- --
LinL

.0000 .800 *ooo0 .oo 1.-0 .6000 L.oo .ooo L.so 6.oooo b.MMo M.O

S.qn,.73OU 1 IME f SEci

Fig. D-18 Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity for cold-startup test 49 (68.4 msec
period, 1.00$ reactivity insertion).

SPERT 3 E-CGRE T-16
9i 6711

Flow *0

P1 .Atm a
59.3msec

SREACTIVTY

r =K-.
W X

itat

fr[:_ L3

Li 2

Co -

"•PL1.00 • /• , zo .o0o ,= .6rnoo 'S.2Woo .koO0 4.0000N

½5SO1633 13"7 T•I ME I 6EC I
Fig. D-19 Experimental power, energy. and system reactivity for cold-startup test 16 (59.3 msec

period, 1.01$ reactivity tnZertton).
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SPERT 3 E-COHE T-38 O_

Pi - 56°F

5 5
5 Sec -

REACTIVITY

c;~ LJ

MICI

ENERGY-•.

77

l.,•-O .7M .QM 1.n0 I0300 1.76M 0 2.2'=3 2. ISOM

5003B3307 TIME fSECI

Fig. D-20 Experimental powe: energy, and system reactivity for cold-startup test 38 (55.5 msec
period, 1.02$ reactivity insertion).

S. PERT 3 E-CORfE T-l15
6i - 691F

FIo• 0
Pi .Afm. 2 R
I '44.~sec

S REACTIVITY 20

POWER " -* -

ENERGY

C-,-

0.= 1z'0 1 1 MC 200 7.20 Z.Saoo

.00)0J .2?i0 .5000 .1000 TUa 1.00 1.0010 .T1)00U • .,0110 F.000 T,200 2. 000lc

T IME ( :EC)

Fig. D-21 Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity for cold-startup test 19 (44 msec
period, 1.03$ reactivity insertion).
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SPERT 3 E-CURE T-20

f 3 M6mC

a:!
U.!
2j

CD
(0

. o o o o .7 0 0 0 .8 c~ o . 0 o '.8 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 -- '. .Z 0 0 '1 . 0 0 0 1 r.,0 o0 1 •.8 0

460203307 TIME ISEC)

Fig. D-22 Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity for cold-startup test 20
period. 1.03$ reactivity insertion).

SPEAT 3 E-CI:E 7-7S

a:1

a::

.ZNZI ..8v)o .300 *F4801 .5200 .15000 .5900 .1600 .8400) .3200 1.0000
5130753031 ..T I ME I SEC)

Fig. D-23 Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity for cold-startup test 75 (33 msee
period, 1.05$ reactivity insertion).
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2

ii

2
SPERT 3 E-CORE T-21

REACTIVITY.

M

a-

ccr51

U1
MI

Flow
Pi

I

72-F
0

Atm.

22. 3 moec

U-

El

L9.

or
z

-ENERGY
Io

ED
ElJ

.20W0 .28 .36UO .1•V*0 200O .9100 .0000
unPlq3O7

T TF ,SEri

Fig. D-24 Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity for cold-startup test 21 (22.3 msec
period, 1.09$ reactivity insertion).

SPERT 3 E-COHE T-40

L• r•'• L•

CL

(r~

9i - 67" F
Flow - 0

Pi '2Am.
S22 msec

II)
Xr .

-1

El

L'iCrC

C'

n

01

a:U)
U)

U)
C, .103 .45,30 . ,0 'g-00 ).2DoD 1.4500o 1., MOO ,1.• .--0. ;,'00,109307 lIM (H SEC)

o._

Fig. D-25 Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity for cold-startup test 40 (22 msec
period, 1.09$ reactivity insertion).
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I.

SPERT 3 E-CORE T-48

REACTIVITY

Sj *74-F

Flow * 0
Pi Alm m

-i

.3 _.- • :

LO
cc.

MJ

a.

'-I

500183330 TI IME ( SEC)

Fig. D-26 Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity for cold-startup test 48 (21.1 msec

period, 1.09$ reactivity insertion).

SPERT 3 E-CORE T-4I7
e1 .72F -

F0w 0
Pi *At.

* 1.9msec

ci

cs_cc

L.J

Cr,

L.J

00

In

Fig. D-27 Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity for cold-startup test 47 (19.9 msec
period, 1.09$ reactivity Insertion).
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SPERT 3 E-CORE T-41

ei =70* F
Flow . 0

Pi • Aim
r * 15.9 mSec

201

L3

Cr0

L39

LU-
z,
W0

9
uL

T IMF (SEC!•

Fig. D-28 Experimental power, onergy, and system reactivity for cold-startup test 41 (15.9 msec
period, 1.13$ reactivity insertion).

SPERT 3 E-COHE T-4Z
ei - 761F
Flow - 0

Pi - Alm

r 12.6msea.

200

R

R

C301

U)

20
Z2

~-0

us

8

CD

Lf)

Fig. D-29 Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity for cold-startup test 42 (12.6 msec
period, 1.17$ reactivity insertion).
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SPE9T 3 E-COHE T-U43

Flow ,

REACTIVITY - r IOmsec

-0 1
C_ _

L.J

.10 10 *o2 12 .11102 '.200 '.2200 '.20 '.2600 .2800- • .300

5Q00'33307 TIME (SEC)

Fig. D-30) Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity for cold-startup test 43 (10 msec

period, 1.215 reac~vivty insertion).

ir.r C3 :1E~ET~

O= ~REACTIVITY• .

P1 Pi 1500 poi • r

PPWERER

-ENERGY •,_ •'

.1000.1200 . . o •0D ._c0oo Z4,.000 •o 6.0oo 1.800 0.3000

E00243000 TIME (SEC)

Fig. D-31 Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity for 26cF hot-startup test 24 (1140
msec period, 0.75$ reactivity Insertion).
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SPERT-3 E-CORE T-25

ej - 260 FFlow - 14 ft/,s•

PI • 1500 psi

o 10900

/ /r/
REACTIVITY j W

,J_ SER1- E-C[IRPOWER

Flow - 22If /sac --
PI - 5OPI 0 s

// N
249~ -nm

•-REACTIVITY7 
-...

'- a

La ~POWER ENRRGY

. 903R3337 TIME ( GEcIFig. D-33 Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity for 260*F hot-startup test 36 (249
msec period, 0.92$ reactivity insertion).
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P. SPENT 3 E-COHE T-26

9
LU

z

Fig. D-34 Experimental power, energy,
msec period, 0.93$ reactivity insertion).

and system reactivity for 260PF hot-startup test 26 (209

SPERT 3 E-CORE T-30

61 *260*F
F1lo 2.4 1I/•I '

crc 118

a O
UL

a3:

460303000 TIME (SEC)

Fig. D-35 Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity for 260*F hot-startup test 30 (118
msec period, 0.97$ reactivity insertion).
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460373307 TI E ( SEC)

Fig. D-36 Experimental power. energy, and system reactivity for 260*F hot-startup test 37 (108
msec period, 0.98$ reactivity insertion).

Fig. D-37 Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity f'r 260*F hot-startup test 33 (1.03
msec period, 0.98$ reactivity insertion).
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.;'tI H41 ' T -rrj r2 7

9 , .
Fl0..
P;

2 60 1F
14 f,/stc -

102 .e
e! ,

... REA C TIVITY

" -. f - .. ..

•S ; I / '-.-- -Y"--.."'

.4*:: 4 0:;;,' TJ " " -.. .. ,-; 'C~tGv--.•/ : 7

Fig. D-38 Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity for 260"F hot-startup test 27 (102
msec period, 0.98$ reaotIvity insertion).

1.

SPEF1 -' f GCrE T -ýr

*260 1F
.22ff /6s11
*1500 P.sI
a 7 M gel:

o 0

of
Flo.
Pi

A.4
Di I

"I

li- ... 1
45y•35'J30 TiME (SEC)

Fig. D-39 ExpertmentI'. powers energy, and system reactivity for 260"F hot-startup test 35 (87
nisec period. 0.995 reactivitv Insertion).
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1

"PERFI 'd E-COHE T-31

REACTIVITY

a: :

.7
/r

7
3-

N 7'
3-

-3-

9i
Flow
Pi

ZS60F

"7t/e

C7,

P")WER-

/"
ENMC R./'

t:r:
re

/,/

(3(T-- I----3 i.... M 3 I ..3,, ...L) . L,00

SI ImrE SFI[;

Fig. D-10 Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity for 260
0

F hot-startup test 34 (69.9
msec p)(-rih;d. 1.00S r(!::ctivity insertion).

fi' ; :'- I

'.1

9 1 260*F
Flow l 4II/sn
Pi 1 5C0O psi

I o41.6mse

IS

IL I

PEACTIVIR I

POWE R --- ,

-3-

3-
3-

/
//

-I
C.,

'C,

C,

/

/

CA :

CL W '

I.-.

-~~~ C "zi' ~ .

Fig. U-41 Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity for 260*F hot-startup test 28 (41.6
mosec period, 1.03$ reactivity Insertion).
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9, * 260*F
Flow - 24fl/".zPI .1500oopt

*39.6mc Mfl C

, REACTIVITY- 7

aU,

4 13:3U7• HH]E I SEC)

Fig. D-42 Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity for" 2600 F hot-startup test 31 (.39.6
mnsec perkdr, l.045 reactivity insertic•,:.

I' •H 3 .*rRr. •-3 9, • 260- F.

I ~~Flow , 2.4 ff/Ae c|

.- % ',-----ACACTIVITY zr8 CJ
5
•

2C3 :i°:
P O W RE 

N E RY -

a -

1.30 . 3 1.1000 1rDO.6503 0 i~
4•Q323eQI TiM•E f SEC)

Fig. D-43 Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity for 260*F hot-startup test 32 (21.8
msec period, 1.09$ reactivity insertion).
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' *- I r ,I t r,;,'iF 14 ý.ý
" •i

REACTIV ITY 7

-:

• ,?! POWER

ED/
C-:,

9 s260-F

- Flow *14 ,rsec

P IS150 psi
19.6 Msec 'rt

-fr

Id ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ q .i,'lI_ I h' 'i' ~ , i. 1d
I I MF 17 S

. Vb I I

Fig. D-44 Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity for 2600 F hot-startup test 29 (19.6
msec period. 1.10$ reactivity insertion).

S V'If *R 3 F.-[;GFRE T-10

8 5*
Flow 14 fl /sec
Pi *1500 psi

1 10,3 msec

U'
CC'.

.10
I)-..

I'
I:

-I,-.
C -.

.1

" 'j • :CQ----iii'-I "JU •- *'1" " - -r ,I
I .77C Z•400•

Fig. D-45 Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity for 2500F hot-startup test 70 (10.3
maec period, 1.23$ reactivity Insertion).
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.1

-ci

a:z

SPERT 3 E-CCRE T-5•

8, .400"F
Fio. 14 fl/se.

; 1500 SI,

14,3 SteC

CC

ccr :C

Er I)

CJlLr

Fig. D-46 Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity for 400°F hot-startup test 69 (14.3
msec period, 1.15$ reactivity insertion).

"ci

rPE9T 3 E-CORE T-52

Oi •500*F/

flOW - 14 WIoin,

Pi TSOOpli

* 2260.sec

/R

- EACTI•lTY----- __ __ /- . ....

'/
//
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C-,
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CL

tj

C

W' I

POWER

--- ---- N-RGY

o..

4')

490923t 1 1 1 IMF. (SECI
Fig. D-47 Experimental power, energy. and system reactivity for 5000

F hot-startup test 52 (2260
msec period. 0.64$ reactivity insertion).
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So SPERT 3 E-Cflr*[ T-E3

2E

/

//
/o-

ei • 500oF

F low 1 4 f1/seC

P, 
1
500psi

r 1060 Sec

- ~~REACTIVITY i

7 /1 -,'I on

"1 /

4// CE ru}1]H fc.F~;

W wi

ase peid,075 ectvt isrto)

I ~POWER /
j//

,M.ENERGY

/ /1

4 J: .?Cc b.000 .000 10.00 0 i!.U010 14. 00,l 16.001) MO 11 00 .0,010
qq~3C' TIMIF IýT~

Fig. D-48 Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity for 500*F hot-startup test 53 (1060
msec period, 0.77$ reactivity in~sertion).

:1
~'f:Hr '3 F -CflIW 1-63

'C-

POWER
"C

18 i • 500- F
Flow 1 4 -I/Sec

PI * 1500,g1i

1 592 alIse

i-K)

2
a.
a:
0
LI
'I
a:

a:
'1,

'3)

1'1
C,

%

ENERGY-
a:

0
IZ)

Li
U:

2

0 1b.000 1.000

Fig. D-49 Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity for 500*F hot-startup test 63 (592
msec period, 0.84$ reactivity insertion).
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• 0i •500*F

Pi 1500 p i

S... 575 msec

POWER-'•"/ - •, I•"

REACTIVITY

N ~ENERGY-

a%1

17-~

'>1 1
12.07j 1 ]0 52 wo .0,00 18.000

CC 3Q1 I NF

Fig. D-50 Experimental power, or.ergy, and system reactivity for 500OF hot-startup test 64 (575
msec period, 0.82$ reactivity insertion).

VSPEiT , .-COHE T-6S

- 1 500*F
Flow * 24ft/i*c

POWER 
44/n~

REACTIVITY ~
ENERGY

CC!

a a

U i r

a.p cc

2.040i 4.• t.0=• 5.QUO t.030 7.000 8.0 .000 t00, 1000 ll~r Z. 1=0
490653306 TIME (SEC)

Fig. D-51 Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity for 500*F hot-startup test 65 (440
msec period, 0.87S reactivity insertion).
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SFERT 3 E-CORE T-51t 4,-5004F

Flow * 14ft/sec~PI • 1500 ps1

c8 ' •*223m•.•c

REACTIVITY --

ci

D --

1.01 1.700 .I0E { E•

Fig. D-52 L'c.perimentai power, energy', and system reactivity for 500°
0

F hot-startup test 54 (223
mnsec period, 93$ reactivity insertion).

a 0a:

•. SPE1RT 3 E-CORE T-55

8i * 500" F r
SFlOW • 14 "t/,ec

•70.0 misc
8• REACTIVITY•

U1POWER ENRYU

Qr~7

Loa:

13 00 5000 .00 0 .0 1O0 12 100 4.
unnSS3OUO T IMF tSECI

Fig. D-53 Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity for 500*F hot-startup test 5 (70.2
msec period, 1.00$ reactivity insertion).
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8; 500IF
Flow 1 4 ft/Sec

Pi * 1500 psi

1 379 msec

L.j

Lo

ID

c.-

M

01i

Cr.-

fD

Cr.
U;

.,0000I .800D

Fig. D-54 Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity for 500OF hot-startup test 56 (37.9
msec period, 1.04$ reactivity insertion).

SPERT 3 E-CORE T-57

0 i • 500* FFlow l 14ft/sec
Pi * 1500 psi

* 21.7 mecc -

• •-o

a3

Cr.l

cc

a-.'

CI

to

Wz

L.J

SI

Fig. D-55 Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity for 500F hot-startup test 57 (21.7
msec period, 1.09S reactivity insertion).
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c9

SPERT 3 F-CORE T-52

REACTIVITY-- 500°F

Flow - 14 ft/sec
Pi 1500 psi

* 20.6 msec

it

:2
ED
so

C

a
La

z-J

ID

C-,

r;

La.J

PI n

1 400 .110 oiua ?GO.r6o00

P_ I
IU

500623305 TIHE (SECI
Fig. D-56 Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity
msec period, 1.10$ reactivity insertion).

for 50O0 F hot-startup test G2 (20.6

9
SPERT 3 E C(E T-68

rn

-C3

C-,

cc:

La.

:z
Wa

o *so .300 .33j0 .303 .3700 .39M. .30;
TIME (SECI

, energy, and system ren,-tivity for 500'F hot-startup test 68 (16

IL•
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al o 500°F
Flow * 4.Bft/sec
P1 * 1500 pwF 4.8.

P, me

C:

cc
z

i

490673306 I IrMt I bt U

Fig. D-58 Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity for 500°F hot-startup test 67 (15.5
msec period, 1.14$ reactivity insertion).

8l

cc

a:

cc

91 .5001 F
Floe ,24 ft/sec
Pi 1500 psi
r *14.3msec

cci,
a: ~

0
0

0
a:
LcJcc0

c.J aý

cc
I.J
z
'U.,

9

.2800 '.300 .3200 .3400 '.3600 .3M1 .4=
TIME I ofC)

Fig. D-59 Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity for 500'F hot-startup test 66 (14.3
msec period, 1.15$ reactivity Insertion).
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s '3 E-CORE T-S13

REAC2TIVTY-

6i 50*
Fl.II 14 I/S~e

I, '
50 0 

ps.
14 1 4msec

C., I

0' Ci

"C I
'Ic.

* Cr I
~

.1 "1
* ~'ij

Cd

.2000J ..ze .'*o .col c : *]uc 1*0 .;U IPI * Ii. . e .41050058O033O5 TrIE r SE 1

Fig. D-60 Experimental power, energy, and system reacti'ity for 500
0

F hoL-startup test 58 (14.1
msec period, 1.15S reactivity insertion).

i

YOll' 3 E-Cfli* 1-Zi9 9, *500*F
Fo -14ft/sec

Pi .I5O0paI
, *I3m~ec

REACTIVITY

POWER

/

ENRY
ENERGY-'/ \

Li

t

/

N

/
/

,/~ 7/

2

-~ ~ 1 -

N.

-'"I'-
! •

Fig. D-61 Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity fcr 500"F hot-startup test 59 (13
m'ec period, 1.t7S reactivity iise rtion).
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I 0, -V1 )

*o 14 fil.
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t
p

\A .

r.. f o

reactivity for 500°F hot-startup test 60 (9 7

~ P1<
SO083306 rTIMF (fSFC)

Fig. D-62 Experimental Power, energy, and system
r-msecperiod12L3$ reactivity insertion)..

-SPIET 3T.-CORF T-79

?

670793000 TIlME ( SECI
Fig. D-63 E: 'ilmental power, energy, and system reactivity for hot-standby test 79 (0.86$ re-activity inserti. 'it.
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30 'A, 0 ( f Z" it I I4.f

I Cl

!\.-PJWR
(Ny 1

'~1

R

I.J

-- .. , . 70' 0

Fig. D-64 Experimental
ti'ity insertion).

power., energy, and system reactivity for hot-standly test 80 (1.06$ reac-

SPEAT 3 E-CDMF T.81 0li •500* F
Fl•, • 14 ft/$oe
Pi '1

5
00 psi

01 0.9MW

I

In

C.! C"

POWER--. 1  
V.: 1 - iJ

ENERGY

•--o .,Lofl"t , '.12500 I , ' -,----
TIME (SEC)

p
F

'.Dooom '=SO0 '.oS3oo
570813000

Fig. D-65 Experimental power, energy, and system reactiwvty for hot-standby test 81 (1.17S reac-
tivity insertion).
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t (J I

*.ý 
;4 1 /got 

r .'P , * *O~i*F .,, ,
lil * I4 PlI./.ll .1

., P1 * I~OOetl o..:

/ .I * *It I I

/ 0 lt A

(I / /
-Ia-

6 zt:ERGY

Fig. D-66 Experimental po•wer, energy, and system reactivity for hot-standby test 83 (1.25S reac-

tivtty insertion).

REACTIVITY -- Flo . 14 fl/sl F

\ Pi * 500 psi

1.29 $ 1.2MW*•/\, o •I.2I ! .. .. I

POWER----,:

Ij, ,SEE;!

Fig. D-67 Experimental power, energy, and system reactivity for hot-standby test 82 (1.29$ rec-c
tivity insertion).
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!W ; O il1 t Gr;Cir I tl

POWER

-%

u C *F( 446 I'

ii
I.i~ ~-~a'

P

Ki ~
,ENERGY

• I

:1

iTiT~ ~VT
Q.,y-1 . l~ .. M Vul'V.U.43I , I..l ! I .:'

Fig. D-6t, I -x-peritnmntaýl power, vner'•, and system reactivity for operating-power test 84 (0.46i$
'+" " . reaci-tvitly. _ .. __.in-"'+ tion).

1.T1 3 i: £r:rf-: T I 1

81- W
Fla. * 4 It/sac

.i '5o0pli
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Oi .49MW
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RI

11
-.'~
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a,

4-
(NJ

0 I !

Fig. D-69 Experimentil powei ener', and system reactivity for operating-power test 85 (0.87$
reactivity insertion).
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SPERT, 3 r COMEI T*.96

Flow 1 4t/w 1he"
P1 IfIP 1

POWER

Ct7

ENERGYREACTI.; :
ccL

Fig.D-70Exprimetalpovwer, energy, and system r I ecttilty for operating-power test 86 (1.17$

I cacti'ity Inlsertionf).
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